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Introduction
The purpose of this article is to show a version of de´vissage theorem of non-connective K-theory. As a math-
ematical jargon, the term ‘de´vissage’ is introduced by Grothendieck. It is a technique for verifying assertions
about coherent sheaves on noetherian schemes [DG61, The´ore`me 3.1.2] and in the mid-80’s he returned back
to this theme in the context of ‘tame topology’ [Gro84, §5]. This argument is imported into calculation
of lower algebraic K-groups and abstracted by Heller [BHS64], [Hel65]. In the renowned paper [Qui73],
Quillen provided a general de´vissage theorem for higher K-theory of abelian categories. Namely for an es-
sentially small abelian category A and a topologizing subcategory (1.1.14) B of A such that the inclusion
functor B ↪→ A satisfies Quillen’s de´vissage condition (4.3.3), the inclusion functor induces a homotopy
equivalence K(B)→ K(A ) on K-theory. It might be well-known that for an exact category which satisfies a
suitable Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem, the proof of de´vissage theorem in [Qui73] with appropriate refinements still
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works well. See for example [Mit94, p.175, l.5]. Notice that there exists a de´vissage theorem for K-theory of
exact ∞-categories by Barwick in [Bar13]. These approach to a de´vissage theorem crucially depends upon (a
generalization of) Quillen’s Q-construction. Especially in the situation above, we analyze the homotopy fiber
of QB ↪→ QA by utilizing a (generalized) Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem. We will illustrate this phenomena in the
context of appropriate Waldhausen K-theory in Appendix.
In [Wal84, p.188], Waldhausen wrote:
‘As to a general attack on the spaces M(∗, p,n), the first (and perhaps main) step should be the search for a
de´vissage theorem.’
In this scheme, he actually developed the cell filtration theorem in [Wal85, 1.7.1] (for precise statement
for non-connective K-theory, see Corollary 5.4.2). Even though its statement is apparently different from
Quillen’s de´vissage theorem, in this article, we will regard it as a version of de´vissage theorem. In line with
this thinking, there also exists similar flavoured approaches for de´vissage theorem by Yao in [Yao95] and by
Blumberg and Mandell in [BM08] and by Barwick [Bar15] and recently Raptis [Rap18]. These investigations
are close to theorem of heart originated with Neeman in series of papers [Nee98], [Nee99], [Nee01a] (for
recent development about theorem of heart into K-theory of infinite categories, see [Sos17], [Fon18], [Rap18],
[Bar15]). The theorem says K-theory of a triangulated category is equivalent to K-theory of its heart (for our
version, see Corollary 5.4.4).
Recall that in the celebrated paper written by Thomason (and Trobaugh) [TT90, 1.11.1], Thomason pro-
posed an open problem;
‘Find a general result for Waldhausen categories that specialises to Quillen’s de´vissage theorem when applied
to the category of bounded complexes in an abelian category.’
The de´vissage theorem 5.4.1 which we will establish in this article contains Waldhausen’s cell filtration theo-
rem 5.4.2, theorem of heart 5.4.4 and Quillen’s de´vissage theorem 5.4.6 as special cases. Namely, we will give
an affirmative answer to Waldhausen’s and Thomason’s problems above in some sense. We will turn in the
notions of cell structures (4.1.2) and de´vissage spaces (4.3.1) in Section 4 and our de´vissage theorem states
a structure of non-connective K-theory of de´vissage spaces in terms of non-connective K-theory of heart of
cell structures. The specific feature in our proof is ‘motivic’ in the sense that properties of K-theory which we
will utilize to prove the theorem is only categorical homotopy invariance, localization and cocontinuity (see
Corollary 5.4.8). On the other hands, the analogue of the de´vissage theorem for K-theory does not hold for
Hochschild homology theory (see [Kel99, 1.11]). In this point of view, we could say that de´vissage theorem
is not ‘motivic’ over dg-categories. To overcome this dilemma, the notion of de´vissage spaces should not be
expressed by the language of dg-categories. From Section 1 to Section 3 are devoted to the foundation of our
model of stable (∞,1)-categories which we will play on to give a description of de´vissage spaces.
In a standpoint of geometry over categories (for example, topoi theory or non-commutative geometry of
abelian categories or dg-categories), a de´vissage condition is related to nilpotent immersions (see 4.3.3). In
the future work, the author plans to clarify the meaning of a de´vissage condition in a perspective of noncom-
mutative motive theory.
1 Complicial exact categories
The conception of complicial biWaldhausen categories (closed under the formations of the canonical homo-
topy push-outs and the canonical homotopy pull-backs) is introduced by Thomason in [TT90], which is a
special class of Waldhausen categories whose underlying categories are full subcategories of categories of
chain complexes on abelian categories. The notion is abstracted and further studied by Schlichting in the
survey article of algebraic K-theory [Sch11] under the name of complicial exact categories (with weak equiv-
alences), whose underlying exact categories are equipped with monoidal actions of the symmetric monoidal
category of bounded chain complexes of finitely generated free abelian groups (there exists a similar concept
which is called C(k)-model categories and discussed in [Toe11, §2.1] and there exists a correlative notion
which is designated as cate´gories de´rivables and established in [Cis10a]. See also 3.2.11). In the series of
papers [Moc10] and [Moc13b] under the name of bicomplicial categories (or bicomplicial pairs), we discuss
the possibility of simplifying Schlichting’s axioms to establish the theory of complicial exact categories with
weak equivalences in [Sch11]. In this section, following the papers [Moc10] and [Moc13b], we recall the
notion of complicial exact categories (with slightly different conventions) from Ibid. and study them further.
Now we give a guide for the structure of this section. In the first subsection 1.1, we start by recalling the
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notion of exact categories. In the next subsection 1.2, we will introduce the notion of complicial objects in
a locally exact 2-category. Practical examples of complicial objects are normal ordinary complicial exact
categories and ordinary complicial structure will be explained in subsection 1.3. In the final subsection 1.4,
we will discuss Frobenius complicial exact structure.
1.1 Locally exact 2-categories
In this subsection, we recall the notion of exact categories in the sense of Quillen. In particular we study
2-category ExCat of small exact categories and the 2-category ExCatI ofI -diagrams in ExCat for a small
category I . The Hom categories in the both categories are equipped with the natural exact structures but the
both categories are not enriched over the category of small exact categories for the reason that the composition
functors HomExCat(x,y)×HomExCat(y,z)→HomExCat(x,z) are not exact. Thus as a substitutive concept,
we introduce the notion of locally exact 2-categories (see 1.1.5) which contains ExCat and ExCatI for a
small categoryI (see 1.1.8) as typical examples. In the next subsection, this notion will make our treatments
of complicial structures simplify.
1.1.1. (Exact categories). Basically, for the conventions of exact categories, we follows the notations in
[Qui73]. Recall that a functor between exact categories f : E → F reflects exactness if for a sequence
x→ y→ z in E such that f x→ f y→ f z is an admissible exact sequence in F , x→ y→ z is an admissible
exact sequence in E . For an exact category E , we say that its full subcategoryF is an exact subcategory if it
is an exact category and the inclusion functorF ↪→ E is exact and say thatF is a strict exact subcategory if it
is an exact subcategory and moreover the inclusion functor reflects exactness. We say thatF is an extension
closed (full) subcategory of E or closed under extensions in E if for any admissible exact sequence x y z
in E , x and z are isomorphic to objects inF respectively, then y is isomorphic to an object inF .
We will sometimes use the following lemmata.
1.1.2. Lemma. (cf. [Kel90, Step 1 in the proof of A.1].) Let E be an exact category and let
x
i
//
j

y
q

z
p
// w
(1)
be a commutative square in E . If the square (1) is a push-out (resp. pull-back) and the morphism i (resp. q)
is an admissible monomorphism (resp. epimorphism), then the sequence x
(
i
− j
)
 y⊕ z (
q p)
 w is an admissible
exact sequence in E .
1.1.3. Lemma. Let E be an exact category and let
x // //


y


z // // w
be a commutative square of admissible monomorphisms in E . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The induced morphism zunionsqx y→ w is an admissible monomorphism.
(2) The induced morphism z/x→ w/y is an admissible monomorphism.
(3) The induced morphism y/x→ w/z is an admissible monomorphism.
Proof. Assertion that (1) implies (2) and (3) is proven in [Wal85, 1.1.1] and assertion that (2) or (3) implies
(1) is proven in [TT90, 1.7.4].
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1.1.4. (2-categories). In this article, a 2-category means a category enriched over the category of small
categories. For a 2-category C and a pair of objects x and y, we write HomC (x,y) for the Hom category
from x to y. We call an object in HomC (x,y) an 1-morphism (from x to y) and call a morphism a : f → g in
HomC (x,y) a 2-morphism (from f to g). The compositions of 2-morphisms in the category HomC (x,y) is
called the vertical compositions and denoted by the letter · and the composition of 2-morphisms comes from
the composition functorsHomC (x,y)×HomC (y,z)→HomC (x,z) is called the horizontal compositions and
denoted by ∗. For example let x, y and z be a triple of objects in C and f1, f2, f3 : x→ y and g1, g2, g3 : y→ z
be 1-morphisms in C and α : f1→ f2, β : f2→ f3, γ : g1→ g2 and δ : g2→ g3 be 2-morphisms in C , then
we have the equality
(δ ∗β ) · (γ ∗α) = (δ · γ)∗ (β ·α). (2)
For 1-morphisms f1, f2 : x→ y and g1, g2 : y→ z and 2-morphisms a : f1 → f2 and b : g1 → g2 in a
2-category, we denote b∗a by b∗ f1 if f1 = f2 and a = id f1 and by g1 ∗a if g1 = g2 and b = idg1 .
Let x and y be a pair of objects in a 2-category C . We say that an 1-morphism f : x→ y is an equivalence
if there exists an 1-morphism g : y→ x and a pair of 2-isomorphisms
α : f g ∼→ idy and β : idx ∼→ g f (3)
We say that a quadruple ( f ,g,α,β ) consisting of a pair of 1-morphisms f : x→ y and g : y→ x and a pair of
2-isomorphisms as in (3) in a 2-category C is an adjoint equivalence from x to y if the following equalities
hold:
(α ∗ f ) · ( f ∗β ) = id f , (4)
(g∗α) · (β ∗g) = idg . (5)
We can show that for any equivalence f : x → y, there exists an 1-morphism g : y → x and a pair of 2-
isomorphisms as in (3) in a 2-category C such that the quadruple ( f ,g,α,β ) is an adjoint equivalence.
An exemplar of 2-categories is the 2-category of small categories Cat whose objects are small categories,
whose 1-morphisms are functors and whose 2-morphisms are natural transformations. The horizontal com-
positions and the vertical compositions of natural transformations are given in the following way. For func-
tors between categories, f1, f2, f3 : X → Y and g1, g2 : Y → Z and natural transformations a : f1 → f2,
b : f2 → f3 and c : g1 → g2, we define the vertical composition b and a, b · a : f1 → f3 and the horizontal
composition c and a, c∗a : g1 f1→ g2 f2 by the formulas
(b ·a)(x) := b(x)a(x), (6)
(c∗a)(x) := c( f2(x))g1(a(x)) = g2(a(x))c( f1(x)) (7)
for any object x inX .
1.1.5. Definition (Locally exact 2-categories). A local exact 2-category is a 2-category C such that for any
pair of objects x and y in C , the Hom categoryHomC (x,y) is equipped with an exact category structure which
subjects to the condition that for any triple of objects x, y, z in C and a 1-morphisms f : x→ y, the induced
functorsHomC (z, f ) : HomC (z,x)→HomC (z,y) andHomC ( f ,z) : HomC (y,z)→HomC (x,z) are exact
functors.
In 1.1.7 and 1.1.8, we will provide representatives of locally exact 2-categories. First we consider general
remarks of diagram categories over small exact categories.
1.1.6. (Functors categories). Let E be an exact category and let I be a category. We say that a sequence
x
f→ y g→ z of morphisms in E I the functor category from I to E is a level admissible exact sequence
if x(i)
f (i)→ y(i) g(i)→ z(i) is an admissible exact sequence in E for any object i in I . We assume that I is
essentially small. Then E I with level admissible exact sequences is an exact category. Let f : E → E ′ be an
exact functor between exact categories. We define fI : E I → E ′I to be a functor by sending anI -diagram
x in E to f x the composition with f . Then fI be an exact functor. Let θ : f → f ′ be a natural transformation
between exact functors f , f ′ : E → E ′. We define θI : fI → f ′I to be a natural transformation by setting
θI (x)(i) := θ(x(i)) (8)
for any objects x in E and i in I . Moreover we denote the full subcategory of E I consisting of exact
functors I → E by Ex(I ,E ). Then Ex(I ,E ) is a strict exact subcategory of E I . Notice that for any
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level admissible monomorphism f i→ g in Ex(I ,E ) and for any morphism x a→ y in E , the square below is
admissible in the sense that the induced morphism f (y)unionsq f (x) g(x) g(y) is an admissible monomorphism in
E . (See [Moc10, §A.2].)
f (x)
ix
//
f (a)

g(x)
g(a)

f (y)
iy
// g(y).
1.1.7. (ExCat). We write ExCat for the category of small exact categories and exact functors and if we
regard ExCat as a 2-category where the class of 2-morphisms is the class of all natural transformations,
then we denote it by ExCat. Notice that for any pair of small exact categories E and F , the Hom category
Hom(E ,F ) with level admissible exact sequences is an exact category by 1.1.6 and ExCat is a locally exact
2-category.
1.1.8. (Diagrams over locally exact 2-categories). Let I be a small category and let C be a 2-category
and E and F be a pair of I -diagrams in C , namely 1-functors I → C and f and g be a pair of natural
transformations from E toF . A modification from f to g is a family of 2-morphisms θ = {θi : fi→ gi}i∈ObI
in C indexed by the set of objects of I subjects to the conditions that for any morphism a : i→ j in I , we
have the equality
θ j ∗E a =F a ∗θi. (9)
We denote this situation by θ : f → g.
Moreover let G be an I -diagram in C and let h : E →F and f ′, g′ : F → G be natural transformations
and let α : f → g, β : g→ h and γ : f ′→ g′ be modifications. Then we define β ·α : f → h and γ ∗α : f ′ f →
g′g to be modifications by setting for any object i of I ,
(β ·α)i := βi ·αi, (10)
(α ′ ∗α)i = α ′i ∗αi. (11)
We call β ·α and α ′ ∗α the vertical composition of β and α and the horizontal composition α ′ and α
respectively. We denote the 2-category of I -diagrams in C by CI whose objects are I -diagrams in C ,
whose 1-morphisms are natural transformations and whose 2-morphisms are modifications.
Assume that C is locally exact and let E andF be a pair ofI -diagrams in C . A sequence f α→ g β→ h in
HomCI (E ,F ) the category of natural transformations from E toF and modifications is a level admissible
exact sequence if for any object i inI , the sequence fi
αi→ gi βi→ hi is a level admissible exact sequence of exact
functors from E i toF i. We can show thatHomCI (E ,F ) with the set of level admissible exact sequences is
an exact category and CI is a locally exact 2-category. In particular for a small category I , the 2-category
ExCatI of I -diagrams over ExCat is a locally exact 2-category.
Next we define the suitable notion of morphisms between locally exact 2-categories.
1.1.9. Definition (Locally exact 2-functors). Let C and D be locally exact 2-categories. A 2-functor
f : C →D is locally exact if for any pair of objects x and y inC , the functor f : HomC (x,y)→HomD ( f x, f y)
is exact.
1.1.10. (Filtered colimit in ExCat). Let I be a small category. Assume that I is filtered, namely I
satisfies the following three conditions:
• I is a non-empty category.
• For any pair of objects i and j inI , there exists an object k inI and a pair of morphisms i→ k and j→ k.
• For any pair of morphisms a, b : i→ j in I , there exists a morphism c : j→ k such that ca = cb.
Then we have the colimit 2-functor colim
I
: ExCatI → ExCat. We briefly recall the construction of this
functor. Let E : I → ExCat be an I -diagram in ExCat. Then we have the equalities
Obcolim
I
E = colim
I
ObE , (12)
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Morcolim
I
E = colim
I
MorE . (13)
Namely for example, for the set of objects, we have the equality
Obcolim
I
E = Obcolim
I
E :=
⊔
i∈ObI
ObE i /∼ (14)
where the equivalence relation∼ is defined as follows. For any pair of objects x∈ObE i and y∈ObE j, we say
that x and y are equivalent if there exists a pair of morphisms a : i→ k and b : j→ k such that E a(x) = E b(y)
and we denote this situation by x ∼ y. Then we can show that the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on⊔
i∈ObI
ObE i. We say that a sequence x→ y→ z in colim
I
E is an admissible exact sequence if it represented
by an admissible exact sequence in some E i. We can show that colim
I
E with the set of admissible exact
sequences is an exact category and we can show that 2-functor colim
I
: ExCatI → ExCat is locally exact
2-functor.
1.1.11. Definition (Coproduct of exact categories). Let {E i}i∈I be a family of pointed categories indexed
by a set I . We denote the full subcategory of ∏
i∈I
E i consisting of those objects x = (xi)i∈I such that
#{i ∈ I ;xi 6= 0} < +∞ by
∨
i∈I
E i. We assume that E i is an exact category for all i ∈ I . We say that a
sequence (xi)i∈I → (yi)i∈I → (zi)i∈I in ∏
i∈I
E i is a level admissible exact sequence if all i ∈I , a sequence
xi→ yi→ zi is an admissible exact sequence in E i. ∏
i∈I
E i with level admissible exact sequences is an exact
category and
∨
i∈I
E i is a strict exact subcategory of ∏
i∈I
E i.
1.1.12. (Idempotent completion functor). One of a typical example for a locally exact 2-functor ExCat→
ExCat is the idempotent completion functor. We recall the definition and fundamental properties from
[Kar68] and [TT90, §A]. An additive category A is idempotent complete if any idempotent e : x→ x with
e2 = e, arises from a splitting of x, x ∼→ Im(e)⊕Ker(e). For an additive categoryA , its idempotent completion
Â is a category whose objects are pair (x,e) consisting of an object x inA and an idempotent endomorphism
e of x. A morphism a : (x,e)→ (x′,e′) in Â is a morphism a : x→ x′ in A subjects to the condition that
ae = e′a = a. Then for a pair of objects (x,e) and (y,e′) in Â , (x,e)⊕ (y,e′) ∼→ (x⊕ y,
(
e 0
0 e′
)
) In particular
Â is an additive category. There is the fully faithful additive functor iA : A → Â , x 7→ (x, idx) satisfying
the following universal property:
For any idempotent complete additive categoryB and any additive functor f : A →B, up to natural equiv-
alence, f factor in a unique way through iA .
Let E be an exact category. Then we can make its idempotent completion Ê into an exact category by
declaring that a composable sequence in Ê is an admissible exact sequence if and only if it is a direct summand
of an admissible exact sequence in E . Then the functor iE : E → Ê is exact and reflects exactness.
Now we define the idempotent completion 2-functor (̂−) : ExCat→ExCat. For an exact functor f : E →
F , we define f̂ : Ê → F̂ to be an exact functor by sending an object (x,e) in Ê to ( f (x), f (e)). For a
natural transformation θ : f → g between exact functors f , g : E →F , we define θ̂ : f → g to be a natural
transformation by setting for an object (x,e) in Ê ,
θ̂(x,e) := g(e)θ(x) (15)
We can check that this association is 2-functorial and this 2-functor is locally exact.
1.1.13. (Diagram functor). Let I be a small category. Then we define (−)I : ExCat→ ExCat to be a
2-functor by sending an exact category E to E I the category ofI -diagrams in E with level admissible exact
structure (See 1.1.6) and sending an exact functor f : E → E ′ to fI : E I → E ′I and sending a natural
transformation θ : f → f ′ between exact functors f , f ′ : E → E ′ to θI : fI → f ′I . Then we can show that
(−)I is locally exact and we call it the I -diagram association 2-functor.
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1.1.14. (Topologizing subcategories). Let E be an exact category and letD be a non-empty full subcategory
of E . We say that D is a topologizing subcategory of E if D is closed under finite direct sums and closed
under admissible sub- and quotient objects. The last condition means that for an admissible exact sequence
x y z in E , if y is in D , then x and z are also in D . Thus in this case, D contains the zero object and
closed under isomorphisms in E . Namely for any object x in E which is isomorphic to an object in D is also
in D . The naming of the term ‘topologizing’ comes from noncommutative geometry of abelian categories
by Rosenberg (see [Ros08, Lecture 2 1.1]). By [Moc13a, 5,3], a topologizing subcategory of E naturally
becomes a strict exact subcategory of E .
1.1.15. (Serre subcategories, Serre radical, semi-Serre subcategories). Let E be an exact category. We
say that a full subcategoryD of E is a Serre subcategory if it is an extensional closed topologizing subcategory
of E . For any full subcategoryD of E , we write S
√
D for intersection of all Serre subcategories which contain
D and call it the Serre radical of D (in E ).
We say that a full subcategory D of E is a semi-Serre subcategory if it is closed under finite direct sums
and for an admissible sequence x y z in E , if x and y are in D , then z is also in D and if y and z are in
D , then x is also in D .
1.1.16. Lemma. Let E be an exact category and let D be a semi-Serre subcategory. Then D is a strict exact
subcategory of E .
Proof. We will show that
(i) for a pair of admissible monomorphisms x y and y z with x, y and z are in D , Coker(x z) is in D ,
(ii) and in the pushout diagram in E below
x // //

y

z // // w,
if x, y and z are in D , then w and Coker(z w) are also in D .
Proof of (i). In the admissible exact sequence x zCoker(x z) in E , since x and z are inD , Coker(x
z) are also in D .
Proof of (ii). By 1.1.2, the sequence x z⊕y w is an admissible exact sequence in E with x and z⊕y are
in D . Thus w is in D and considering the admissible exact sequence z w Coker(z w) with z and w
are in D , it turns out that Coker(z w) is in D .
We can show similar statements for admissible epimorphisms and hence D is a strict exact subcategory
of E .
1.2 Complicial structures
1.2.1. (Complicial objects). Let C be a 2-category and x an object in C . A semi-commutative unitary mag-
mad on x is a quadruple (C, ι ,r,σ) consisting of an 1-morphism C : x→ x, a pair of 2-morphisms ι : idC →C
and r : CC→C and a 2-isomorphism σ : CC ∼→CC which satisfy the following conditions:
(Unitary law). r · (C ∗ ι) = r · (ι ∗C) = idC.
(Semi-commutativity law). σ · (C ∗ ι) = ι ∗C.
(Involution law). σ ·σ = idCC.
C
C∗ι
//
idC   
CC
r

C
ι∗C
oo
idC~~
C,
C
C∗ι
  
ι∗C
~~
CC
∼
σ
// CC.
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Moreover assume that C is a locally exact 2-category (see Definition 1.1.5). A semi-commutative unitary
magmad (C, ι ,r,σ) on an object x in C is exact if the 2-morphism ι : idx→C is an admissible monomorphism
in the Hom categoryHomC (x,x) from x to x. When we consider an exact semi-commutative unitary magmad,
we fix an admissible exact sequence
idx
ιC pi T. (16)
We call T the suspension (1-morphism associated with C).
An exact semi-commutative unitary magmad on an object x is stable if the suspension 1-morphism T : x→
x is an equivalence. When we consider a stable exact semi-commutative unitary magmad, we fix an adjoint
equivalence (T,T−1,α,β ) from x to x. Namely T−1 : x→ x is an 1-morphism and a pair of 2-isomorphisms
α : T T−1 ∼→ idx and β : idx ∼→ T−1T which satisfy the equalities:
(α ∗T ) · (T ∗β ) = idT , (17)
(T−1 ∗α) · (β ∗T−1) = idT−1 . (18)
In the paper [Moc10], we consider C = ExCat the locally exact 2-category of small exact categories
(see 1.1.7) and we call an exact semi-commutative unitary magmad on an exact category E a complicial
structure on E . But in this paper we only use stable complicial structures and for simplicity we call stable
semi-commutative unitary magmads on an object x in a locally exact 2-category complicial structures on x.
Thus more precisely, a complicial structure on x is a ninefold of (C, ι ,r,σ ,T,T−1,pi,α,β ) consisting of a
triple of 1-morphisms C, T and T−1 : x→ x and 2-morphisms ι : idx→C, r : CC→C, pi : C→ T and a triple
of 2-isomorphisms σ : CC ∼→CC, α : T T−1 ∼→ idx and β : idx ∼→ T−1T such that a sequence idx
ιC pi T
is exact in the Hom category HomC (x,x) from x to x and satisfy the equalities r · (C ∗ ι) = r · (ι ∗C) = idC,
σ ·σ = idCC, σ · (C ∗ ι) = ι ∗C, (T−1 ∗α) · (β ∗T−1) = idT−1 and (α ∗T ) · (T ∗β ) = idT . We call an object
equipped with a complicial structure a complicial object. In particular we call a complicial object in ExCat
the 2-category of small exact categories a complicial exact category. When we denote a complicial structure,
we often omit T , T−1, pi , α and β in the notations.
1.2.2. Example (Standard complicial structure). Here we will illustrate an archetype of complicial exact
categories. Let E be an exact category. Now we give the complicial structure on Chb(E ) the category of
bounded chain complexes over E as follows. Here we use the homological notations for chain complexes.
Namely boundary morphisms are of degree −1.
The functor C : Chb(E )→ Chb(E ) is given by sending x to Cx := Coneidx the canonical mapping cone
of the identity morphism of x. Namely the degree n part of Cx is (Cx)n = xn−1⊕xn and the degree n boundary
morphism dCxn : (Cx)n → (Cx)n−1 is given by dCxn =
( −dxn−1 0
− idxn−1 dxn
)
. For a chain morphism f : x→ y, we
define C f : Cx→ Cy to be a chain morphism by setting (C f )n :=
(
fn−1 0
0 fn
)
for an integer n. For any
complex x, we define ιx : x→ C(x), rx : CC(x)→ C(x) and σx : CC(x)→ CC(x) to be chain morphisms by
setting
(ιx)n =
(
0
idxn
)
, (19)
(rx)n =
(
0 idxn−1 idxn−1 0
0 0 0 idxn
)
and (20)
(σx)n =

− idxn−2 0 0 0
0 0 idxn−1 0
0 idxn−1 0 0
0 0 0 idxn
 . (21)
Then Chb(E ) together with the quadruple (C, ι ,r,σ) forms a complicial exact category.
In this example, we give the functor T , T−1 : Chb(E )→ Chb(E ) and a natural transformation pi : C→ T
and natural equivalences α : T T−1 ∼→ idChb(E ) and β : idChb(E )
∼→ T−1T by the following formulas for any
complex x and integer n;
(T x)n = xn−1, d
T x
n =−dxn−1, (22)
(T−1x)n = xn+1, d
T−1x
n =−dxn+1, (23)
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(pix)n =
(
idxn−1 0
)
, (24)
α = β = idChb(E ) . (25)
1.2.3. (ζ : TC→CC). Let x be a complicial object in a locally exact 2-category C . For the exact sequence
of 1-morphisms inHomC (x,x)
C
ι∗CCC pi∗C TC, (26)
since we have the retraction r : CC→ C of ι ∗C, there exists the section ζ : TC→ CC such that we have
equalities
r ·ζ = 0, (27)
(pi ∗C) ·ζ = idTC, (28)
(ι ∗C) · r+ζ · (pi ∗C) = idCC . (29)
In Example 2.3.5, we will give an explicit construction of ζ .
In the standard example 1.2.2, for any chain complex x over an exact category and any integer n, the
morphism (ζx)n : (TCx)n→ (TCx)n is given by
(ζx)n =

idxn−2 0
0 idxn−1
0 − idxn−1
0 0
 . (30)
1.2.4. (Path 1-morphism). Let x be a complicial object in a locally exact 2-category C . Then we define
P : x→ x to be an 1-morphism and j : T−1 → P and q : P→ idC to be 2-morphisms by setting P := CT−1
and j := ι ∗T−1 and q := α · (pi ∗T−1). Then we have the admissible exact sequence T−1 i P q idC in
HomC (x,x). We say that P is the path 1-morphism (associated with C).
In the standard example 1.2.2, for any chain complex x over an exact category, the complex Px and the
chain morphisms jx : T−1x→ Px and qx : Px→ x are given by
(Px)n := xn⊕ xn+1, dPxn :=
(
dxn 0
− idxn −dxn+1
)
, (31)
( jx)n :=
(
0
idxn+1
)
, (32)
(qx)n :=
(
idxn 0
)
(33)
for any integer n.
We will illustrate the 1-morphism P is a dual notion of the 1-morphism C in some sense. In Lemma-
Definition 1.3.5, we will show that for a complicial structure (C, ι ,r,σ) on an exact category E which satisfies
the certain conditions, we will define a natural transformations s : P→ PP and a natural equivalence τ : PP ∼→
PP such that the quadruple (P,q,s,τ) is a complicial structure on E op the opposite category of E .
1.2.5. (-products). (cf. [Moc10, 2.20].) Let xi (i= 1, 2, 3) be objects in a 2-category C and let O i : xi→ xi
and f : x1→ x2 and g : x2→ x3 be 1-morphisms and let c : O2 f → f O1 and d : O3 g→ gO2 be 2-morphisms.
Then we define dO c to be a 2-morphism from O3 g f to g f O1 by setting
dO c := (g∗ c) · (d ∗ f ). (34)
1.2.6. (Complicial 1-morphisms). A complicial 1-morphism between complicial objects x→ x′ in a locally
exact 2-category C is a pair of an 1-morphism f : x→ x′ and a 2-morphism c : Cx′ f ∼→ fCx which satisfies
the equality
c · (ιx′ ∗ f ) = f ∗ ιx (35)
where (Cx, ιx,rx,σ x) and (Cx′ , ιx′ ,rx′ ,σ x′) are complicial structures on x and x′ respectively. We often omit
c in the notation. For complicial 1-morphisms x
( f ,c)→ x′ (g,d)→ x′′, we define composition of (g,d) and ( f ,c) by
(g,d)( f ,c) := (g f ,dC c).
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We say that a complicial 1-morphism ( f ,c) : x→ x′ is normal if it satisfies the following two conditions
( f ∗ rx) · (c∗Cx) · (Cx′ ∗ c) = c · (rx′ ∗ f ), (36)
( f ∗σ x) · (c∗Cx) · (Cx′ ∗ c) = (c∗Cx) · (Cx′ ∗ c) · (σ x′ ∗ f ). (37)
Cx
′
Cx
′
f
Cx
′∗c
∼
//
rx
′∗ f

Cx
′
fCx
c∗Cx
∼
// fCxCx
f∗rx

Cx
′
f
∼
c
// fCx,
Cx
′
Cx
′
f
Cx
′∗c
∼
//
σ x
′∗ f o

Cx
′
fCx
c∗Cx
∼
// fCxCx
f∗σ xo

Cx
′
Cx
′
f
Cx
′∗c
∼
// Cx
′
fCx
c∗Cx
∼
// fCxCx.
We say that a complicial 1-morphism ( f ,c) : x→ x′ is strictly normal if it is normal and moreover it
satisfies the following two equalities:
Cx
′
f = fCx, (38)
c = id fCx . (39)
We can show that for a pair of composable normal (resp. strictly normal) complicial 1-morphisms
x
( f ,c)→ x′ (g,d)→ x′′, the compositions (g f ,dC c) : x→ x′′ is also a normal (resp. strictly normal) complicial
1-morphism. In particular we call complicial 1-morphisms in ExCat complicial exact functors.
1.2.7. (Normal complicial structure). Let x be an object in a locally exact 2-category C . We say that a
complicial structure (C, ι ,r,σ) on x is normal (resp. strictly normal) if the pair (C,σ) is a normal (resp.
strictly normal) complicial 1-morphism x→ x. We say that a complicial object is normal (resp. strictly
normal) if its complicial structure is normal (resp. strictly normal). We can show that the standard complicial
structure on the category of bounded chain complexes on an exact category (see 1.2.2) is strictly normal.
1.2.8. (Complicial 2-morphisms). A complicial 2-morphisms between complicial 1-morphisms
( f ,c), (g,d) : x→ x′
from ( f ,c) to (g,d) in a locally exact 2-category C is a 2-morphism φ : f → g which subjects to the condition
that
d · (Cx′ ∗φ) = (φ ∗Cx) · c. (40)
In particular we call complicial 2-morphisms in ExCat complicial natural transformations. We can check
that for any triple of complicial 2-morphisms ϕ : ( f ,c)→ (g,d), ϕ ′ : (g,d)→ (h,e) and ψ : ( f ′,c′)→ (g′,d′)
between complicial 1-morphisms ( f ,c), (g,d), (h,e) : x→ x′ and ( f ′,c′), (g′,d′) : x′→ x′′ between complicial
objects, the vertical and the horizontal compositions ϕ ′ · ϕ and ψ ∗ ϕ are again complicial 2-morphisms
( f ,c)→ (h,e) and ( f ′ f ,c′C c)→ (g′g,d′C d) respectively.
1.2.9. Definition (Comp(−)). Let C be a locally exact 2-category. We write Comp(C ) for the category of
complicial objects and complicial 1-morphisms in C and if we regard Comp(C ) as a 2-category whose 2-
morphisms are complicial 2-morphisms with the usual horizontal and vertical compositions, then we denote
it by Comp(C ). We write Compnor(C ) and Compsn(C ) (resp. Compnor(C ) and Compsn(C )) for the
(2-)subcategory of Comp(C ) (resp. Comp(C )) consisting of complicial objects and normal complicial 1-
morphisms and complicial objects and strictly normal complicial 1-morphisms respectively (and complicial
2-morphisms).
Let x and y be a pair of complicial objects in C . For a pair of complicial 1-morphisms ( f ,c), (g,d) : x→ y
and a pair of complicial 2-morphisms φ , ψ : ( f ,c) → (g,d), we consider the addition φ +ψ : f → g in
HomC ( f ,g). We can show that φ +ψ can be regarded as a complicial 2-morphism φ +ψ : ( f ,c)→ (g,d)
and by this addition,HomComp(C )(x,y) is enriched by the category of abelian groups. We say that a sequence
of complicial 1-morphisms from x to y, ( f ,c) u→ (g,d) v→ (h,e) in HomComp(C )(x,y) is an admissible exact
sequence if the sequence f u→ g v→ h is an admissible exact sequence inHomC (x,y). Then we can show that
HomComp(C )(x,y) with the class of admissible exact sequences is an exact category. For example, push-out
of admissible monomorphism ( f ,c) ↪→ (g,d) by a morphism ( f ,c)→ (h,e) in HomComp(C )(x,y) is given
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by (hunionsq f g,b · (eunionsqc d) ·a) where hunionsq f g and eunionsqc d : CyhunionsqCy f Cyg ∼→ hCx unionsq fCx gCx are cofiber products in the
category HomC (x,y) and a : C
y(hunionsq f g) ∼→ CyhunionsqCy f Cyg and b : hCx unionsq fCx gCx ∼→ (hunionsq f g)Cx are canonical
isomorphisms. We can show that by this exact structures, Comp(C ) and Compnor(C ) are locally exact
2-category.
For a locally exact 2-category C and a small category I , inspection shows the following equality
Compsn(C
I ) = (Compsn(C ))
I . (41)
We can show the following lemma.
1.2.10. Lemma. Let C and C ′ be a pair of locally exact 2-categories and let f : C → C ′ be a locally exact
2-functor. Then f induces a 2-functors Comp( f ) : Comp(C )→Comp(C ′) and Compsn( f ) : Compsn(C )→
Compsn(C
′).
By the equality (41) and the lemma above, we obtain the following:
1.2.11. Corollary. Let C be a locally exact 2-category and let I be a small category. Assume that C is
closed under I -index exact colimits. Namely there exists a locally exact 2-functor colim
I
: CI → C . Then
Compsn(C ) is also closed under I -index exact colimits. That is, there exists a locally exact 2-functor
colim
I
: Compsn(C )
I → Compsn(C ).
To calculate general filtered colimits in Compnor(ExCat), the following strification lemma is useful.
1.2.12. Lemma (Strification). Let I be a small filtered category and let E : I → Compnor(ExCat) be a
diagram of small complicial exact categories. Then there exists an I -diagram E ′ : I → Compsn(ExCat)
and the natural equivalence Θ : E ∼→ E ′.
Proof. For an object i inI , we define E ′i to be a category whose objects are pairs (a : j→ i,x) consisting of a
morphism a : j → i in I and an object x in E j and whose morphisms u : (a : j → i,x)→ (a′ : j′ → i,x′)
is a morphism u : E a(x) → E ′a′(x) in E i. For a morphism a : i → j in I , we define E ′a : E ′i → E ′j to
be a functor by sending an object (α : k → i,x) in E ′i to an object (aα : k → j,x) in E ′j and a morphism
g : (α : k→ i,x)→ (β : l → i,y) in E ′i to a morphism E a(g) : (aα : k→ j,x)→ (aβ : l → j,y) in E ′j. For
an object i in I , we define Θi : E ′i → E i and Ψi : E i → E ′i to be a pair of functors by sending an object
(α : j→ i,x) in E ′i to E a(x) in E i and an object y in E i to an object (idi : i→ i,y) in E ′i respectively. More-
over for an object (α : j→ i,x) in E ′i, we set u(α : j→ i,x) := idE a(x) : (α : j→ i,x)
∼→ (idi : i→ i,E a(x)).
Then we can show that ΘiΨi = idE i and u : idE ′i
∼→ ΨiΘi and thus Θi : E ′i ∼→ E i is an equivalence of cat-
egories. We can make E ′ into an exact category such that the functor Θi : E ′i → E i is an exact func-
tor. We define Ci : E ′i → E ′i, ι ′i : idE ′i → C′i , r′i : C′iC′i → C′i and σ ′i : C′iC′i
∼→ C′iC′i to be a functor and nat-
ural transformations respectively by sending a morphism g : (a : j → i,x)→ (b : k → i,y) to a morphism
(cb)(Cig)(c−1a ) : (a : j→ i,C jx)→ (b : k→ i,Cky) and by setting ι ′i (a : j→i,x) := (ca)(ιE a(x)) : (a : j→ i,x)→
(a : j → i,C jx), r′i(a : j→i,x) := (cax)(r jcax)(Ci ∗ cax
−1)(cax ∗C jx−1) and σ ′i (a : j→i,x) := σix : (a : j → i,x)
∼→
(a : j → i,x) for an object (a : j → i,x) in E i respectively where ca : CiE a ∼→ E a C j is a part of com-
plicial 1-functor (E a,ca) : E i → E j associated to a morphism a : i→ j and Ci : E i → E i, ιi : idE i → Ci,
ri : CiCi → Ci and σi : CiCi ∼→ CiCi are parts of complicial structure on E i. Then we can show that the
quadruple (C′i , ι ′i ,r′i,σ ′i ) is a complicial structure on E
′
i and the equivalence Θi : E
′
i
∼→ E i is a complicial
1-morphism and u : idE ′i
∼→ΨiΘi is a complicial 2-morphism. Moreover we can regard E ′ is aI -diagram on
Compsn(ExCat).
1.2.13. (Complicial structure on idempotent completion). By Lemma 1.2.10, the idempotent completion
2-functor (̂−) : ExCat→ ExCat induces a 2-functor Comp((̂−)) : Comp(ExCat)→ Comp(ExCat). In
particular for a complicial exact category C , Ĉ the idempotent completion of C has a natural complicial
structure induced from the functor Comp((̂−)) and the canonical exact functor iC : C → Ĉ , x 7→ (x, idx) is a
strictly normal complicial exact functor.
1.2.14. Definition (Level complicial structure). Let I be a small category. Then the I -diagram associ-
ation 2-functor (−)I : ExCat→ ExCat (see 1.1.13) induces a 2-functor Comp((−)I ) : Comp(ExCat)→
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Comp(ExCat) by Lemma 1.2.10. In particular for a complicial exact category C , CI the category of I -
diagrams in C has the complicial structure induced from the functor Comp((−)I ) which we call a level
complicial structure (on C ).
1.2.15. Lemma-Definition. (cf. [Moc10, 2.21, 2.33, 2.35].) Let C be a locally exact 2-category.
(1) Let ( f ,c) : x→ x′ be a complicial 1-morphism in C . Then there exists a 2-isomorphism cF : F f ∼→ f F for
any F ∈ {T,T−1,P} which characterized by the following equalities:
cT · (pi ∗ f ) = ( f ∗pi) · c, (42)
cT−1 := (β
−1 ∗ f T−1) · (T−1 ∗ c−1T ∗T−1) · (T−1 f ∗α−1), (43)
cP := (c∗T−1) · (C ∗ cT−1). (44)
We also have the following equalities:
cP · ( jC ′ ∗ f ) = ( f ∗ jC ) · cT−1 , (45)
( f ∗qC ) · cP = qC ′ ∗ f . (46)
(2) Let ( f ,c), (g,d) : x→ x′ be complicial 1-morphisms between complicial objects and let φ : ( f ,c)→ (g,d)
be a complicial 2-morphism in C . Then for any F ∈ {T,T−1,P}, we have the equality
dF · (F ∗φ) = (φ ∗F) · cF . (47)
(3) Let ( f ,c) : x→ x′ and (g,d) : x′→ x′′ be complicial 1-morphisms between complicial objects in C . Then
for any F ∈ {T,T−1,P}, we have the equality
(dC c)F = dF F cF . (48)
(4) For an 1-morphism F : x→ x in F ∈{T,T−1,P}, by applying (1) to the complicial 1-morphism (C,σ) : x→
x, there exists a 2-isomorphism σF : FC
∼→CF. Then the pair (F,σ−1F ) is a complicial 1-morphism from x to
x. Namely we have the equalities:
σ−1T · (ι ∗T ) = T ∗ ι (49)
σ−1T−1 · (ι ∗T−1) = T−1 ∗ ι (50)
σ−1P · (ι ∗P) = P∗ ι (51)
1.2.16. Lemma-Definition. (cf. [Moc10, 2.52, 2.54].) Let C be a locally exact 2-category and let x be a
complicial object. For any pair (F,G) of 1-morphisms from x to x, where F , G ∈ {C,T,T−1,P} by applying
1.2.15 (1) for a complicial 1-morphism (F,σ−1F ) : x→ x, we define τF,G to be a 2-isomorphism FG ∼→GF by
the formula
τF,G := (σ−1G )F , (52)
where by convention, we set σ−1C = σ
−1(= σ). Then we have the equality
(τF,G)−1 = τG,F (53)
for any F and G in {C,T,T−1,P}. For simplicity we set τF := τF,F .
In the standard example 1.2.2, the natural equivalence τF,G : FG ∼→GF is given by the following formulas
for any chain complex x on an exact category and an integer n;
G \ F C T T−1 P
C

− idxn−2 0 0 0
0 0 idxn−1 0
0 idxn−1 0 0
0 0 0 idxn

(
− idxn−2 0
0 idxn−1
) (− idxn 0
0 idxn+1
) 
idxn−1 0 0 0
0 0 idxn 0
0 − idxn 0 0
0 0 0 idxn+1

T
(
− idxn−2 0
0 idxn−1
)
− idxn−2 − idxn
(
idxn−1 0
0 − idxn
)
T−1
(− idxn 0
0 idxn+1
)
− idxn − idxn+2
(
idxn+1 0
0 − idxn+2
)
P

idxn−1 0 0 0
0 0 − idxn 0
0 idxn 0 0
0 0 0 idxn+1
 (idxn−1 00 − idxn
) (
idxn+1 0
0 − idxn+2
) 
idxn 0 0 0
0 0 idxn+1 0
0 idxn+1 0 0
0 0 0 − idxn+2

(54)
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1.2.17. Lemma. Let C be a locally exact 2-category and let ( f ,c) : x→ x′ be a complicial 1-morphism
between complicial objects in C . Then we have the equalities:
α ∗ f = ( f ∗α) · (cT ∗T−1) · (T ∗ cT−1), (55)
f ∗β = (cT−1 ∗T ) · (T−1 ∗ cT ) · (β ∗ f ). (56)
T T−1 f ∼
T∗cT−1
//
oα∗ f

T f T−1
o cT ∗T−1

f f T T−1,
∼
f∗α
oo
f ∼
f∗β
//
oβ∗ f

f T−1T
T−1T f
∼
T−1∗cT
// T−1 f T.
o cT−1∗T
OO
Proof. The equality (55) follows from the left commutative diagram below and the equality (56) follows
from the right commutative diagram below:
T T−1 f ∼
T T−1 f∗α−1
//
oα∗ f

T T−1 f T T−1 ∼
T T−1∗c−1T ∗T−1
//
o α∗ f T T−1

T T−1T f T−1
o T∗β−1∗ f T−1

f f T T−1
∼
c−1T ∗T−1
//
∼
f∗α−1
oo T f T−1,
T−1T f ∼
T−1∗cT
//
idT T−1 f ##
T−1 f T ∼
T−1 f∗α−1∗T
//
o T−1∗c−1T

T−1 f T T−1T
o T−1∗c−1T ∗T−1T

T−1T f ∼
T−1T f∗β
// T−1T f T−1T
f
f∗β
∼
//
β∗ f o
OO
f T T−1.
o β∗ f T−1T
OO
1.2.18. (Complicial exact subcategories). Let E be a complicial exact category and let A be a strict exact
subcategory of E . If for any object x in A , Cx and T±1x are also in A , then the restriction of the complicial
structure on E to A is a complicial structure on A . We say that A with this complicial structure is a
complicial exact subcategory of E .
Recall the definition of coproduct of exact categories from 1.1.11.
1.2.19. Example (Coproduct of complicial exact categories). Let {C i}i∈I be a family of complicial exact
categories indexed by a set I . Then we define C : ∏
i∈I
C i→∏
i∈I
C i and ι : id∏i∈I C i →C, r : CC→C and
σ : CC ∼→ CC to be a functor and natural transformations and a natural equivalence by setting component-
wisely. Then the quadruple (C, ι ,r,σ) is a complicial structure on ∏
i∈I
C i and
∨
i∈I
C i is a complicial exact
subcategory of ∏
i∈I
C i.
1.2.20. Definition (Complicial topologizing subcategories). Let E be a complicial exact category and letA
be a full subcategory of E . We say thatA is a complicial topologizing subcategory of E ifA is topologizing
(see 1.1.14) and if for any object x inA , Cx and T−1x are also inA . Then sinceA is closed under admissible
quotient objects, for any object x in A , T x is in A . Thus A is a complicial exact subcategory of E .
1.3 Ordinary complicial structures
In this subsection, we introduce the specific class of complicial structures, namely ordinary complicial struc-
tures. We will associate an ordinary complicial structure on an exact category with its dual complicial structure
in Lemma-Definition 1.3.5. We start by defining commutativity of semi-commutative unital magmads (recall
the definition of semi-commutative unital magmads from 1.2.1).
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1.3.1. Definition (Commutative complicial structure). We say that a semi-commutative unital magmad
(C, ι ,r,σ) on an object x in a locally exact 2-category category C is commutative if we have an equality
r ·σ = r. (57)
CC ∼
σ
//
r   
CC
r~~
C.
We say that a complicial object is commutative if its complicial structure is commutative.
The category of bounded chain complexes Chb(E ) over an exact category E equipped with the standard
complicial structure in 1.2.2 is a commutative complicial exact category.
Recall the definition of the 2-morphisms ζ : TC→ T T , τT± : T±T± ∼→ T±T± from 1.2.3 and Lemma-
Definition 1.2.16 respectively.
1.3.2. (l : TC→ TC). Let x be a commutative complicial object in a locally exact 2-category. Then there
exists an involution l of TC, which is characterized by the equality
σ ·ζ = ζ · l. (58)
TC
l

ζ
// CC
r
//
σ

C
TC
ζ
// CC
r
// C.
In the standard example 1.2.2, the chain morphism l : TC→ TC is given by
l =− idTC . (59)
1.3.3. Let C be a complicial exact category. We wish to define s : P→ PP to be a natural transformation
which makes the quadruple (Pop,qop,sop,τPop) a complicial structure on C op the opposite category of C .
There are two kinds of candidates of definition of the natural transformation s. Namely we set
s1 := (C∗τC,T−1 ∗T−1) ·(σ ∗T−1T−1) ·(ζ ∗T−1T−1) ·(τC,T ∗T−1T−1) ·(C∗τT−1,T ∗T−1) ·(P∗α−1), (60)
s2 := (C ∗ τC,T−1 ∗T−1) · (CC ∗ τT−1) · (ζ ∗T−1T−1) · (TC ∗ τT−1) · (T ∗ τT−1,C ∗T−1) · (α−1 ∗P). (61)
Then the equation
(pi ∗T−1T−1) · (ζ ∗T−1T−1) = idT−1T−1 (62)
and the commutative diagrams (64) below show the equalities
(P∗q) · s1 = (q∗P) · s2 = idP . (63)
CT−1CT−1
CT∗pi∗T−1

CCT−1T−1∼
C∗τC,T−1∗T−1
oo
C∗pi∗T−1T−1

CCT−1T−1 ∼
CC∗τT−1
//
∼
σ∗T−1T−1
oo
pi∗CT−1T−1

CCT−1T−1 ∼
C∗τT−1 ,C∗T−1
//
pi∗CT−1T−1

CT−1CT−1
pi∗CT−1

CT−1T T−1
∼
C∗τT−1 ,T ∗T−1
// CT T−1T−1
∼
τC,T ∗T−1T−1
// TCT−1T−1 TCT−1T−1
∼
TC∗τT−1
oo T T−1CT−1.
∼
T∗τT−1 ,C∗T−1
oo
(64)
We propose a sufficient condition which provides an equality s1 = s2.
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1.3.4. Definition (Ordinary complicial structure). A complicial structure on an object in a locally exact
2-category is ordinary if it is commutative and if the following equality holds
l ∗ τT−1 = idTCT−1T−1 . (65)
A complicial structure on an object is strictly ordinary if it is commutative and we have the equalities (59)
and
τT =− idT T , and (66)
τT
−1
=− idT−1T−1 . (67)
We can show that a strictly ordinary complicial structure is ordinary. We say that a complicial object is
ordinary (resp. strictly ordinary) if its complicial structure is ordinary (resp. strictly ordinary). For example,
the standard complicial structure on Chb(E ) the category of bounded chain complexes over an exact category
E (see 1.2.2) is strictly ordinary.
1.3.5. Lemma-Definition. (cf. [Moc10, 2.60].) Let C be an ordinary complicial exact category. Then
(1) We have the equality
s1 = s2 (68)
of natural transformations P→ PP.
(2) We define s : P→ PP to be a natural transformation by setting
s := s1(= s2). (69)
Then the quadruple (P,q,s,τP) is a commutative complicial structure on C op the opposite category of C and
we call it the dual complicial structure of (C, ι ,r,σ).
(3) We have the equality
s · (r ∗T−1) = (r ∗T−1P) · (C ∗ s). (70)
Proof. (1) By applying Lemma 1.2.17 to the complicial functor (P,σ−1P ) : C → C , we obtain the equality
(τP,T ∗T−1) · (P∗α−1) = (T ∗ τT−1,P) · (α−1 ∗P). (71)
Namely we have the equality
(τC,T ∗T−1T−1) · (c∗ τT−1,T ∗T−1) · (P∗α−1) = (TC ∗ τT−1) · (T ∗ τT−1,C ∗T−1) · (α−1 ∗P). (72)
On the other hands, by the equality (65), we have the equalities
(CC ∗ τT−1) · (ζ ∗T−1T−1) = (ζ ∗T−1T−1) · (TC ∗ τT−1)
= (ζ ∗T−1T−1) · (l ∗T−1T−1) = (σ ∗T−1T−1) · (ζ ∗T−1T−1). (73)
Thus we obtain the equality (68).
(2) We have the commutative diagram below:
P
oP∗α−1

P
o α−1∗P

CT−1T T−1 ∼
C∗τT−1,T ∗T−1
// CT T−1T−1 ∼
τC,T ∗T−1T−1
// TCT−1T−1
ζ∗T−1T−1

TCT−1T−1∼
TC∗τT−1
oo T T−1CT−1∼
T∗τT−1 ,C∗T−1
oo
CT−1CT−1 CCT−1T−1
∼
C∗τC,T−1∗T−1
oo CCT−1T−1
∼
CC∗τT−1
//
∼
σ∗T−1T−1
oo CCT−1T−1
∼
C∗τT−1 ,C∗T−1
// CT−1CT−1
PP
τP
∼
// PP
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The diagram implies the equality τP · s = τP. We apply the equality (46) to ( f ,c) = (P,σ−1P ), we obtain the
equality
q∗P = (P∗q) · τP. (74)
Thus it turns out that the quadruple (P,q,s,τP) is a commutative complicial structure on the opposite category
C op of C by Lemma-Definition 1.2.15 and Lemma-Definition 1.2.16.
(3) By the virtue of the equality (143) which will be proven in Lemma 2.3.7, we have the following commu-
tative diagram and it implies the equality (70). Notice that there is no circular reasoning in our argument.
CP ∼
CP∗α−1
//
r∗T−1

CPT T−1 ∼
CC∗τT−1 ,T ∗T−1
//
r∗T−1T T−1

CCT T−1T−1 ∼
C∗τC,T ∗T−1T−1
//
r∗T T−1T−1

CTCT−1T−1
C∗ζ∗T−1T−1
// CCCT−1T−1 ∼
CCC∗τT−1
//
r∗PT−1

CCCT−1T−1 ∼
CC∗τC,T−1 ∗T−1
//
r∗PT−1

CPP
r∗T−1P

P
∼
P∗α−1
// PT T−1
∼
C∗τT−1 ,T ∗T−1
// CT T−1T−1
∼
τC,T ∗T−1T−1
// TCT−1T−1
ζ∗T−1T−1
// CCT−1T−1
∼
CC∗τT−1
// CCT−1T−1
∼
C∗τC,T−1 ∗T−1
// PP.
1.4 Frobenius exact structures
In this subsection, we recall Frobenius exact structure on complicial exact categories. We start by recalling
Frobenius categories.
1.4.1. (Frobenius categories). A Frobenius category is an exact category such that it has enough injective
objects and projective objects and the class of injective objects and projective objects coincided. The naming
‘Frobenius’ comes from the following Frobenius theorem:
A category of modules over a group ring of a finite group over a commutative field is a Frobenius category.
We give a typical example of Frobenius categories. Let A be an additive category and let Chb(A ) be the
category of bounded chain complexes on A . We regard Chb(A ) as an exact category by declaring degree-
wised split short exact sequences to be admissible exact sequences. Then Chb(A ) is a Frobenius category and
a chain complex in Chb(A ) is projective-injective if and only if it is contractible, namely chain homotopic to
the zero complex.
1.4.2. (Frobenius exact structure). (See [Moc10, 2.26, 2.27, 2.30, 2.40, 2.46], [Sch11, 6.5, B.16], [Moc13b,
3.6].) Let E be a complicial exact category. An admissible monomorphism x
i y in E is Frobenius if for
any object u of E and any morphism x
f→Cu, there exists a morphism y g→Cu such that f = gi. Similarly an
admissible epimorphism x
p
 y in E is Frobenius if for any object u of E and any morphism Cu f→ y, there
exists a morphism Cu
g→ x such that f = pg.
In an admissible exact sequence
x
i y
p
 z (75)
in E , i is Frobenius if and only if p is Frobenius. In this case we call the sequence (75) a Frobenius admissible
exact sequence. We denote E with the Frobenius exact structure by E frob and we can show that E frob is a
Frobenius category. Moreover, we can show that E frob together with the original complicial structure is a
complicial exact category.
2 Mapping cone and homotopy commutative diagrams on complicial
exact categories
The purpose of this section is to establish a theory of higher homotopical structures on complicial exact
categories. Many notions on a category of chain complexes on an additive category are generalized to those
on a complicial exact category. In the first subsection 2.1, we will generalize the notion of chain homotopies
and in the next subsection 2.2, we will introduce the category of homotopy commutative diagrams on a normal
ordinary complicial exact category. In the last subsection 2.3, we will study mapping cone on a complicial
exact category.
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2.1 C-homotopy and P-homotopy
We can generalize the notion of chain homotopies in a category of chain complexes on an additive category
to a complicial exact category.
2.1.1. (C-homotopy, P-homotopy). For a complicial exact category C , morphisms f , g : x→ y in C are
(C-)homotopic if there exists a morphism H : Cx→ y such that f − g = Hιx. We denote this situation by
H : f ⇒C g and we say that H is a C-homotopy from f to g. A morphism f : x→ y in C is a (C-)homotopy
equivalence if there exists a morphism g : y→ x such that g f and f g are homotopic to idx and idy respectively.
Then we say that x and y are (C-)homotopy equivalent.
Similarly we can define the notion of P-homotopy. Namely a pair of morphisms f , g : x→ y in C is
P-homotopic if there exists a morphism H : x→ Py such that qyH = f − g. In this situation, we denote by
H : f ⇒P g and call H a P-homotopy (from f to g).
We denote the set of C-homotopies from f to g by HomC( f ,g) and the set of P-homotopies from f to g
by HomP( f ,g).
Assume that C is ordinary (see Definition 1.3.4). Recall the definition of the natural transformation
s : P→ PP from Lemma-Definition 1.3.5. Then first we define s′ : C→ PC to be a natural transformation by
setting
s′ := (PC ∗β−1) · (s∗T ) · (C ∗β ). (76)
Second we define A f ,g : HomC( f ,g)→ HomP( f ,g) and B f ,g : HomP( f ,g)→ HomC( f ,g) to be maps by
sending a C-homotopy H : f ⇒C g to a P-homotopy from f to g
A f ,g(H) := PH · s′x · ιx (77)
and sending a P-homotopy H ′ : f ⇒P g to a C-homotopy from f to g
B f ,g(H ′) := qy · (r ∗T−1y ) ·CH ′. (78)
2.1.2. Example. Let Chb(E ) be the category of bounded chain complexes on an exact category E equipped
with the standard complicial structure in 1.2.2 and let f , g : x→ y be a pair of chain morphisms in Chb(E ).
Recall that a chain homotopy from f to g is a family of morphisms {hn : xn→ yn+1}n∈Z in E indexed by the
set of integers such that it satisfies the equality
dyn+1hn+hn−1d
x
n = fn−gn (79)
for any integer n. Then we define H : Cx→ y and H ′ : x→ Py to be chain morphisms by setting
Hn :=
(−hn−1 fn−gn) (80)
and
H ′n :=
(
fn−gn
−hn
)
(81)
for any integer n. We can show that H is a C-homotopy from f to g and H ′ is a P-homotopy form f to g.
Conversely if we give a C-homotopy or a P-homotopy from f to g, it provides a chain homotopy from f to g.
Thus the notion of chain homotopies, C-homotopies and P-homotopies are equivalent in the standard example
of the complicial exact category Chb(E ).
In the general situation, the relationship of C-homotopies and P-homotopies is summed up with the fol-
lowing.
2.1.3. Lemma. Let f , g : x→ y be a pair of morphisms in a complicial exact category C . Then
(1) f ⇒C g if and only if f ⇒P g.
(2) Moreover we assume that C is ordinary. Then for the maps A f ,g : HomC( f ,g) → HomP( f ,g) and
B f ,g : HomP( f ,g)→ HomC( f ,g), we have equalities B f ,gA f ,g = idHomC( f ,g) and A f ,gB f ,g = idHomP( f ,g).
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Proof. (1) If there exists a morphism H : Cx→ y such that Hιx = f −g, then since qy is a Frobenius admissible
epimorphism, there exists a morphism H ′ : Cx→ Py such that qyH ′ = H. Then qyH ′ιx = Hιx = f −g. Thus
f ⇒P g.
x
H ′′
//
ιx

Py
qy

Cx
H
//
>>
y.
Conversely if there is a morphism H ′′ : x→ Py such that qyH ′′ = f −g, then since ιx is a Frobenius admissible
morphism, there exists a morphism H ′ : Cx→ Py such that H ′ιx = H ′′. Then qyH ′ιx = qyH ′′ = f − g. Thus
f ⇒C g.
(2) Let H : f ⇒C g and H ′ : f ⇒P g be a C-homotopy and a P-homotopy from f to g respectively. Then we
have the commutative diagrams below by virtue of Lemma 2.1.4.
Cx
C∗ιx
//
  
CCx
C∗s′x
//
rx

CPCx
r∗T−1Cx

CPH
// CPy
r∗T−1y

Cx
s′x
//
idCx ""
Pcx
PH
//
q∗Cx

Py
qy

Cx
H
// y,
x
H ′
//
ιx
~~
ιx

Py
ι∗Py

idPy
""
Cx
idCx
//
s′x   
Cx
CH ′
// CPy
r∗T−1y
// Py
PCx
PCH ′
//
q∗Cx
OO
PCPy
q∗CPy
OO
P∗r∗T−1y
// PPy.
q∗Py
OO
The left diagram implies B f ,gA f ,g(H) = H and the right diagram shows A f ,gB f ,g(H ′) = H ′. We complete the
proof.
2.1.4. Lemma. Let C be an ordinary complicial exact category. Then we have the following equalities.
(q∗C) · s′ = idC, (82)
(r ∗T−1C) · (C ∗ s′) = s′ · r. (83)
Proof. By Lemma-Definition 1.3.5, we have the following commutative diagrams and they imply the equali-
ties (82) and (83).
C
C∗s′
//
CC∗β
  
r

CPC
CPC∗β
{{
r∗T−1C

C
C∗s∗T
//
r∗T−1T

CPPT
r∗T−1PT

PT
s∗T
//
C∗β−1
~~
PPT
P∗β−1
##
C
s′
// PC,
C
s′
//
oC∗β

PC
q∗C
//
o PC∗β

C
C∗βo

PT
s∗T
//
idPT
<<
PPT
q∗T
// PT.
2.1.5. (C-contractible). (cf. [Moc10, 2.7, 2.24, 2.44], [Sch11, B.16].) Let C be a complicial exact category.
We say that an object x in C is C-contractible if it is C-homotopy equivalent to the zero object. We can show
that x is C-contractible if and only if x is a direct summand of Cu for some object u in C if and only if x is a
retraction of Cu for some object u in C and if and only if x is a projective-injective object in C frob.
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We can prove the following lemma.
2.1.6. Lemma. A morphism in a complicial exact category which admits both left and right C-homotopy
inverses is a C-homotopy equivalence. More precisely, let f : x→ y and g, h : y→ x be morphisms in a
complicial exact category and let H : h f ⇒C idx and K : f g⇒C idy be C-homotopies. Then −hK +HCg is
a C-homotopy from h to g and − f hK + f HCg+K is a C-homotopy from f h to idy. In particular f is a
C-homotopy equivalence.
2.1.7. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and f : x→ y a morphism in C . Then
(1) If f is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism, then C( f ) is a split monomorphism.
(2) If f is a Frobenius admissible epimorphism, then C( f ) is a split epimorphism.
Proof. (1) Since C( f ) is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism and C(x) is an injective object in C frob by
1.4.2 and by 2.1.5 respectively, C( f ) is a split monomorphism. A proof of (2) is similar.
2.2 Homotopy commutative squares and diagrams
In this subsection we introduce concepts of homotopy commutative squares and commutative diagrams in
complicial exact categories. We will prove that the category of homotopy commutative diagrams on a normal
ordinary complicial exact category becomes a complicial exact category (see 2.2.10). We start by defining a
notion of homotopy commutative squares.
2.2.1. (Homotopy commutative squares). Let C be a complicial exact category and let [ f : x→ x′] and
[g : y→ y′] be a pair of objects in C [1] the morphisms category of C . A (C-)homotopy commutative square
(from [ f : x→ x′] to [g : y→ y′]) is a triple (a,b,H)C consisting of morphisms a : x→ y, b : x′ → y′ and
H : Cx→ y′ in C such that Hιx = ga− b f . Namely H is a C-homotopy from ga to b f . We often write
(a,b,H) for (a,b,H)C. Similarly a P-homotopy commutative square (from [ f : x→ x′] to [g : y→ y′]) is a
triple (a,b,H)P consisting of morphisms a : x→ y, b : x′→ y′ and H : x→ Py′ in C such that qyH = ga−b f .
Notice that for a pair of morphisms a, b : x→ y and for a C-homotopy H : a⇒C b, we can regard it as a
C-homotopy commutative square [x idx→ x] (a,b,H)→ [y idy→ y]. For simplicity We denote this situation by x (a,b,H)→ y.
Let [ f : x→ x′], [g : y→ y′], [ f ′ : x′→ x′′], [g′ : y′→ y′′] and [h : z→ z′] be objects in C [1] and let (a,b,H)C,
(a′,b′,H ′)C and (b,c,K)C be C-homotopy commutative squares from [ f : x→ x′] to [g : y→ y′], from [g : y→
y′] to [h : z→ z′] and from [ f ′ : x′→ x′′] to [g′ : y′→ y′′] respectively. Then we define (a′,b′,H ′)C(a,b,H)C to
be a homotopy commutative square from [ f : x→ x′] to [h : z→ z′] by setting
(a′,b′,H ′)C(a,b,H)C := (a
′a,b′b,H ′ ?C H)C (84)
where H ′ ?C H is a C-homotopy from ha′a to b′b f given by the formula
H ′ ?C H := b′H +H ′Ca. (85)
We also define K •C H to be a C-homotopy c f ′ f ⇒C g′ga by the formula
K •C H := KC f +g′H. (86)
We often write (a,b,H), H ′ ?H and K •H for (a,b,H)C, H ′ ?C H and K •C H respectively.
Next let (a,b,H)P, (a
′,b′,H ′)P and (b,c,K)P be P-homotopy commutative squares from from [ f : x→ x′]
to [g : y→ y′], from [g : y→ y′] to [h : z→ z′] and from [ f ′ : x′→ x′′] to [g′ : y′→ y′′] respectively. Then we
define (a′,b′,H ′)P(a,b,H)P to be a homotopy commutative square from [ f : x→ x′] to [h : z→ z′] by setting
(a′,b′,H ′)P(a,b,H)P := (a
′a,b′b,H ′ ?P H)P (87)
where H ′ ?P H is a P-homotopy from ha′a to b′b f given by the formula
H ′ ?P H := Pb′H +H ′a. (88)
We also define K •P H to be a P-homotopy c f ′ f ⇒P g′ga by the formula
K •P H := K f +Pg′H. (89)
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We define C [1]h to be a category whose objects are morphisms in C and whose morphisms are homotopy
commutative squares and compositions of morphisms are give by the formula (84) and we define C [1]→ C [1]h
to be a functor by sending an object [ f : x→ x′] to [ f : x→ x′] and a morphism (a,b) : [ f : x→ x′]→ [g : y→ y′]
to (a,b,0) : [ f : x→ x′]→ [g : y→ y′]. By this functor, we regard C [1] as a subcategory of C [1]h .
Recall the definitions of the maps A and B from 2.1.1. We can show the following lemma.
2.2.2. Lemma. Let C be an ordinary complicial exact category. Let F be a letter in F ∈ {C,P} and let
[ f : x→ x′], [g : y→ y′], [ f ′ : x′ → x′′], [g′ : y′ → y′′] and [h : z→ z′] be objects in C [1] and let (a,b,H)F ,
(a′,b′,H ′)F and (b,c,K)F be F-homotopy commutative squares from [ f : x→ x′] to [g : y→ y′], from [g : y→
y′] to [h : z→ z′] and from [ f ′ : x′→ x′′] to [g′ : y′→ y′′] respectively. Then
(1) If F =C, then we have the following equalities
Aha′a,b′b f (H
′ ?C H) = Aha′,b′g(H ′)?P Aga,b f (H), (90)
Ag′ga,c f ′ f (K •C H) = Ag′b,c f ′(K)•P Aga,b f (H). (91)
(2) If F = P, then we have the following equalities
Bha′a,b′b f (H
′ ?P H) = Bha′,b′g(H ′)?C Bga,b f (H), (92)
Bg′ga,c f ′ f (K •P H) = Bg′b,c f ′(K)•C Bga,b f (H). (93)
2.2.3. Definition (CC-homotopy). Let C be a complicial exact category and let f : x→ y be a morphism
in C and let H, H ′ : f ⇒C g be a pair of C-homotopies. A CC-homotopy (from H to H ′) is a morphism
S : CCx→ y such that L(C ∗ ιx− ι ∗Cx) = H−H ′. We denote this situation by L : H ⇒CC H ′. We say that a
pair of C-homotopies H, H ′ : f ⇒C g are CC-homotopic if there exists a CC-homotopy H⇒CC H ′. As lemma
below, the CC-homotopic relation between C-homotopies is an equivalence relation.
Let (a,b,H), (a,b,H ′) : [ f : x→ x′]→ [g : y→ y′], (d,e,K), (d,e,K′) : [g : y→ y′]→ [h : z→ z′] and
(b,c,L), (b,c,L′) : [ f ′ : x′ → x′′]→ [g′ : y′ → y′′] be homotopy commutative squares and let S : H ⇒CC H ′,
T : K⇒CC K′, U : L⇒CC L′ be a triple of CC-homotopies. Then we define T ?CC S : K ?CC H⇒CC K′ ?CC H ′
and U •CC S : L•CC H⇒CC L′ •CC H ′ to be CC-homotopies by setting
T ?CC S := b′S+TCCa, (94)
U •CC S := g′S+UCC f . (95)
2.2.4. Example. Let Chb(E ) be the category of bounded chain complexes on an exact category E equipped
with the standard complicial structure as in 1.2.2 and let f , g : x → y be a pair of chain morphisms in
Chb(E ) and let H, L : Cx→ y be a pair of C-homotopies from f to g. That is, as in 2.1.2, there are fam-
ilies {hn : xn → yn+1}n∈Z and {ln : xn → yn+1}n∈Z of morphisms in E indexed by set of integers such that
Hn =
(−hn−1 fn−gn) and Ln = (−ln−1 fn−gn), fn−gn = dyn+1hn +hn−1dxn = dyn+1ln + ln−1dxn for each
integer n. In this case, for a CC-homotopy S : CCx→ y from H to L, there exists a family of morphisms
{sn : xn→ yn+2}n∈Z in E indexed by the set of integers such that
Sn =
(
sn−2 0 −hn−1+ ln−1 0
)
, (96)
Hn−Ln = dyn+2sn− sn−1dxn (97)
for any integer n. Conversely the family of morphisms {sn : xn→ yn+2}n∈Z in E which satisfies the equalities
(97) for each integer n gives a CC-homotopy S : CCx→ y from H to L by setting as in (96).
2.2.5. Remark. Let a, b, c : x→ y and let c, d, e : y→ z be a sextuple of morphisms in a complicial exact
category and let H : a⇒C b, K : c⇒C d, L : b⇒C c and M : d⇒C e be a quadruple of C-homotopies. Then
as in 2.2.6 (4) below, in general (M ?C L) •C (K ?C H) and (M •C K) ?C (L •C H) are not equal but they are
only C-homotopic to each other. Thus to regard Chb(E ) the category of bounded chain complexes on an
exact category E as a 2-category by declaring the class of chain homotopies to be the class of 2-morphisms,
we need some arrangement of the class of chain homotopies. Namely we adopt the class of CC-homotopic
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classes of chain homotopies as the class of 2-morphisms. Then the compositions •C and ?C give the vertical
and horizontal compositions of 2-morphisms respectively and we can make Chb(E ) into a 2-category. If we
regard Chb(E ) as a 2-category in this way, we denote it by Chb(E ). This is a motivation of defining Fb,hC
in 2.2.9 below. Since the exact structure and the complicial structure on Chb(E ) only involve 1-categorical
structures and Chb(E ) does not change a matter of objects and 1-morphisms from Chb(E ), Chb(E ) naturally
becomes a complicial exact category.
We can show the following lemma.
2.2.6. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category. Then
(1) The CC-homotopic relation between C-homotopies is an equivalence relation. More precisely, let f ,
g : x→ y be a pair of morphisms in C and let H, L, M : f ⇒C g be a triple of C-homotopies from f to g and
let S : H⇒CC L and T : L⇒CC M be a pair of CC-homotopies. Then
(a) 0: CCx→ y is a CC-homotopy from H to H.
(b) −S : CCx→ y is a CC-homotopy from L to H.
(c) S+T : CCx→ y is a CC-homotopy from H to M.
(2) The C-homotopic relation between morphisms and the CC-homotopic relation between C-homotopies are
compatible with additions of morphisms. Namely for i = 0, 1, let fi, gi : x→ y be a morphisms and let Hi,
Li : fi ⇒C gi be C-homotopies and let Si : Hi ⇒CC Li be CC-homotopies. Then H0 +H1 and L0 + L1 are
C-homotopies from f0+ f1 to g0+g1 and S0+S1 is a CC-homotopy from H0+H1 to L0+L1.
(3) C-homotopic relation between morphisms and CC-homotopic relation between C-homotopies are com-
patible with the compositions of morphisms. That is, let f : x→ y, g, g′ : y→ z, h : z→ w be a quadru-
ple of morphisms in C and let H, H ′ : g⇒C g′ be a pair of C-homotopies and let S : H ⇒CC H ′ be a CC-
homotopies from H to H ′. Then HC f , H ′C f : g f ⇒C g′ f and hH, hH ′ : hg⇒C hg′ are C-homotopies and
SCC f : Hc f ⇒CC H ′C f and hS : hH⇒CC hH ′ are CC-homotopies.
(4) Let (a,b,H) : [u : x→ x′]→ [v : y→ y′], (d,e,K) : [v : y→ y′]→ [w : z→ z′], (b,c,L) : [u′ : x′ → x′′]→
[v′ : y′→ y′′] and (e, f ,M) : [v′ : y′→ y′′]→ [w′ : z′→ z′′] be a quadruple of homotopy commutative squares.
Then the morphism MCH : CCx→ z′′ is a CC-homotopy from (M •C K)?C (L•C H) to (M ?C L)•C (K ?C H).
(5) Let ( f ,d) : C → C ′ be a complicial exact functor between complicial exact categories C and C ′ and let
u, v : x→ y be a morphism in C and let H, K : u⇒C v be a C-homotopy from u to v and let S : H⇒CC K be a
CC-homotopy from H to K. Then f H ·dx and f K ·dx are C-homotopies from f u to f v and f S ·(d∗Cx) ·(C′∗dx)
is a CC-homotopy from f H ·dx to f K ·dx.
(6) Let f : x→ y be a morphism in a complicial exact category C and let H : f ⇒C f be a C-homotopy from
f to f . Namely we have an equality Hιx = 0. Assume x is C-contractible. That is, there exists a morphism
U : Cx→ x such that Uιx = idx. Then HCU : CCx→ y is a CC-homotopy from H to 0.
2.2.7. Definition (Filtered objects). Let X be a category with a specific zero object 0. Let Z be the linear
ordered set of all integers with the usual linear order. We regard Z as a category in the usual way. We denote
X Z the functor category from Z toX by FX . We call an object FX a filtered objects inX . For an object
x in FX , we write xn and ixn for x(n) and x(n≤ n+1) respectively and illustrate x as follows:
· · · i
x
n−1→ xn i
x
n→ xn+1
ixn+1→ xn+2
ixn+2→ ·· · .
Let a≤ b be a pair of integers and x an object in FX . We say that x has amplitude contained in [a,b] if for
any k < a, xk = 0 and for any b ≤ k, xk = xb and ixk = idxb . In this case we write x∞ for xb = xb+1 = · · · . We
set for x 6= 0,
dimx := min{k ∈ Z;xn = x∞ for any n≥ k.} (98)
and call it the dimension of x. By convention, we set dimx = −1 for x = 0. Similarly for any morphism
f : x→ y in FX between objects which have amplitude contained in [a,b], we denote fb = fb+1 = · · · by f∞.
We write F[a,b]X for the full subcategory of FX consisting of those objects having amplitude contained in
[a,b]. We also set FbX :=
⋃
a<b
(a,b)∈Z2
F[a,b]X , Fb,≤bX :=
⋃
a<b
a∈Z
F[a,b]X and Fb,≥aX :=
⋃
a<b
b∈Z
F[a,b]X and we call
an object in FbX a bounded filtered object (inX ).
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Let u : x→ y be a morphism inX . We write j(x) and j( f ) : j(x)→ j(y) for the object and the morphism in
F[0,0]X such that j(x)∞ = x and j( f )∞ = f . We define (−)∞ : FbX →X and j : X → FbX to be functors
by sending an object x in FbX to x∞ inX and an object y inX to j(y) respectively. Obviously we have the
equality (−)∞ j= idX .
If X is an exact category, then FX with the level admissible exact sequences (see 1.1.6) is an exact
category and FbX and F[a,b]X are strict exact subcategories of FX . We also denote the full subcategory of
FbX consisting of those objects x such that ixn is an admissible monomorphism for any integer n by F

b C
and we set F
[a,b]X = F[a,b]X ∩Fb X and so on. By 2.2.8 below, it turns out that Fb X and F[a,b]X are
strict exact subcategories of FbX .
Moreover if X is a complicial exact category, then FX with the level complicial structure (see 1.2.14)
is a complicial exact category and FbX , F[a,b]X , Fb X and F

[a,b]X are complicial exact subcategories of
FX .
2.2.8. Lemma. Let C be an exact category and let a < b be a pair of integers. Then Fb C and F

[a,b]C are
strict exact subcategory of FbC .
Proof. We will only give a proof for Fb C and a proof for F

[a,b]C is similar. Let x→ y→ z be a sequence
in Fb C such that it is an admissible exact sequence in FbC . Then by 1.1.3, for each integer n, the in-
duced morphism xn unionsqxn−1 yn−1 → yn is an admissible monomorphism in C . Thus by [Wal85, 1.1.4.], the
class of admissible monomorphisms in Fb C is closed under compositions and co-base change by arbitrary
morphisms.
Next by applying the similar argument above to C op the opposite category of C , it turns out that the class
of admissible epimorphisms in Fb C is closed under compositions and base change by arbitrary morphisms.
Thus Fb C is a strict exact subcategory of FbC .
The notion of homotopy commutative diagrams below is a generalization of that of homotopy commuta-
tive squares 2.2.1.
2.2.9. Definition (Homotopy commutative diagrams). Let C be a complicial exact category and x and y
objects in FbC . A homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) from x to y consisting of a family of morphisms
f = { fn : xn → yn}n∈Z in C indexed by Z and a family of C-homotopy {Hn : iyn fn ⇒C fn+1ixn}n∈Z indexed
by Z such that for sufficiently large m, fm = fm+1 = · · ·(:= f∞) and Hm = Hm+1 = · · · = 0. We illustrate by
( f ,H) : x→ y in this situation. We say that a pair of homotopy commutative diagrams ( f ,H), (g,K) : x→ y
are CC-homotopic if f = g and if for any integer n, Hn and Kn are CC-homotopic. By 2.2.6, we can show that
the CC-homotopic relation between homotopy commutative diagrams is an equivalence relation.
Next we define the compositions of homotopy commutative diagrams. Let ( f ,H) : x→ y and (g,K) : y→ z
be homotopy commutative diagrams between objects in FbC . We define (g,K)( f ,H) : x→ z to be a homotopy
commutative diagram by the formula
(g,K)( f ,H) := (g f ,K ?H) (99)
where g f := {gn fn : xn → zn}n∈Z and K ?H := {Kn ?C Hn : izngn fn ⇒C gn+1 fn+1ixn}n∈Z. (For the definition
of the operation ?, see 2.2.1.) We can show that the compositions of homotopy commutative diagrams is
associative.
We define Fb,hC to be a category whose class of objects is ObFbC and whose morphisms are homotopy
commutative diagrams and whose compositions are given by compositions of homotopy commutative dia-
grams. We also define Fb,hC to be a category by setting ObFb,hC =ObFbC and for any pair of objects x and
y,
HomFb,hC (x,y) := HomFb,hC (x,y)/(CC-homotopic relation). (100)
Then by 2.2.6 again, compositions of morphisms in Fb,hC induces the compositions of morphisms in Fb,hC .
Similarly for any pair of integers a ≤ b, we define the category F[a,b],hC , Fb,≥a,hC , Fb,≤b,hC , F[a,b],hC ,
Fb,≥a,hC and Fb,≤b,hC . For any integer n, We can regard F[n,n+1]C and F[n,n+1],hC as C [1] and C
[1]
h .
2.2.10. Lemma-Definition. Let C be a complicial exact category and let a≤ b be a pair of integers. Then
(1) Let ( f ,H), (g,K) : x→ y be a pair of homotopy commutative diagrams. We define the addition of homo-
topy commutative diagrams by the formula
( f ,H)+(g,K) := ( f +g,H +K). (101)
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Then Fb,hC , F[a,b],hC , Fb,≤b,hC and Fb,≥a,hC naturally become additive categories. Here for any objects x
and y in Fb,hC , x⊕ y is given by (x⊕ y)n = xn⊕ yn and ix⊕yn =
(
ixn 0
0 iyn
)
for any integer n.
(2) We say that a sequence
x
( f ,H)
 y
(g,K)
 z (102)
in Fb,hC is a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence if we have the equality (g,K)( f ,H) = 0 and if for
any integer n, the sequence xn
fn yn
gn zn is a Frobenius admissible exact sequence in C . In this case we call
( f ,H) a level Frobenius admissible monomorphism and call (g,K) a level Frobenius admissible epimorphism.
Then
(a) For a homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hC , ( f ,H) is a level Frobenius admissible
monomorphism if and only if for any integer n, the morphism fn : xn→ yn is a Frobenius admissible monomor-
phism in C . Moreover if we assume that C is ordinary (see Definition 1.3.4), then similarly ( f ,H) is a level
Frobenius admissible epimorphism if and only if for any integer n, the morphism fn : xn→ yn is a Frobenius
admissible epimorphism in C .
(b) If C is ordinary, then Fb,hC , F[a,b],hC , Fb,≤b,hC and Fb,≥a,hC endowed with the class of level Frobenius
admissible exact sequences are exact categories.
(3) We define C : Fb,hC → Fb,hC to be a functor by setting Cxn :=C(xn) and iCxn :=C(ixn) and C( f ,H)n :=
( fn,CHnσxn) for an object x in Fb,hC and a homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y and an integer n.
Moreover we assume C is normal and we also define ι : idFb,h→C, r : CC→C and σ : CC
∼→CC to be natural
transformations by setting component-wisely. Then the quadruple (C, ι ,r,σ) is a normal ordinary complicial
structure on Fb,hC and F[a,b],hC , Fb,≤b,hC and Fb,≥a,hC are complicial exact subcategories of Fb,hC . We call
this complicial structure the level complicial structure (on Fb,hC ) (resp. F[a,b],hC , Fb,≤b,hC , Fb,≥a,hC ).
In the proof of 2.2.10, we will use 2.3.13. Notice that there is no circular reasoning in our argument.
Proof. (1) We can show that Fb,hC with the addition defined by (101) is enriched over the category of abelian
groups. We will check the universal property of direct sums. Let x, y, z and w be objects in Fb,hC . For any
homotopy commutative diagrams ( f ,H) : x→ z, ( f ′,H ′) : y→ z, (g,K) : w→ x and (g′,K′) : w→ y, there
exists unique homotopy commutative diagrams (( f f ′) ,(H H ′)) : x⊕ y→ z and
((
g
g′
)
,
(
K
K′
))
: w→ x⊕ y
which defined by the formula(
f f ′
)
n =
(
fn f ′n
)
,
(
H H ′
)
n =
(
Hn H ′n
)
,(
g
g′
)
n
=
(
gn
g′n
)
,
(
K
K′
)
n
=
(
Kn
K′n
)
and make the diagrams below commutative.
x
(
idx
0
)
//
( f ,H) !!
x⊕ y

y
(
0
idy
)
oo
( f ′,H ′)}}
z,
w
(g,K)
}}
(g′,K′)
!!
x x⊕ y
(0 idy)
//
(idx 0)
oo y.
Hence Fb,hC is an additive category.
(2) (a) Let ( f ,H) : x→ y be a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC . Assume that for any integer n,
fn : xn → yn is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism in C . Then we set zn := yn/xn and let gn : yn  zn
be the canonical quotient morphism. Then by Lemma 2.3.13, there exists a morphism izn : zn → zn+1 and a
C-homotopy Kn : izngn⇒C gn+1iyn such that Kn?C Hn = 0. Thus the system {zn, izn}n∈Z forms an object in Fb,hC
and the pair (g,K) forms a homotopy commutative diagram y→ z and the sequence x ( f ,H) y (g,K) z is a level
Frobenius admissible exact sequence in Fb,hC .
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For level Frobenius admissible epimorphisms, we shall apply the argument above to C op the oppo-
site category of C and the dual complicial structure (P,q,s,τP) of (C, ι ,r,σ) and utilize Lemma 2.1.3 and
Lemma 2.2.2.
(b) What we need to prove are the following assertions:
(i) For any level Frobenius admissible exact sequence of the form (102), the commutative square
x
( f ,H)
//

y
(g,K)

0 // z
(103)
is a biCartesian square in Fb,hC .
(ii) The class of level Frobenius admissible monomorphisms in Fb,hC is closed under compositions, and
push-out along arbitrary morphisms. The class of level Frobenius admissible epimorphisms in Fb,hC is closed
under compositions, and pull-back along arbitrary morphisms.
(iii) Split short exact sequences are level Frobenius admissible exact sequences.
Assertion (iii) is clear.
Proof of (i). We only prove that the commutative square (103) is a push-out diagram. A proof of the pull-back
case is similar. For any object u and any morphism (h,L) : y→ u in Fb,hC such that
(h,L)( f ,H) = 0, (104)
we will show that there exists a unique morphism (ψ,M) : z→ u such that (h,L) = (ϕ,M)(g,K). First notice
that the equality (104) implies the following equalities
h f = 0, (105)
hn+1Hn+LnC fn = 0, (106)
gn+1Hn+KnC fn = 0 (107)
for any integer n. Moreover, since Kn and Ln are C-homotopies izngn⇒C gn+1yyn and iunhn⇒C hn+1iyn respec-
tively, we have equalities
izngn = Knιyn +gn+1i
y
n, (108)
Lnιyn = i
u
nhn−hn+1iyn (109)
for any integer n. Let us fix an integer n. First notice that there exists a morphism ϕn : zn→ un in C such that
ϕngn = hn by the universality of the left commutative square below
xn
fn
//

yn
gn

hn

0 //
33
zn
ϕn   
un,
Cxn
C fn
//

Cyn
Cgn

Ln−ϕn+1Kn

0 //
22
Czn
Mn ""
un+1.
Next since we have the equalities
(Ln−ϕn+1Kn)C fn = LnC fn−ϕn+1KnC fn =−hn+1Hn+ϕn+1gn+1Hn = 0,
there exists a morphism Mn : Czn→ un+1 such that
Ln−ϕn+1Kn = MnCgn (110)
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by the universal property of the right commutative square above. Next we will show that the equality
iunϕn−Mnιzn = ϕn+1izn. (111)
We have the equalities
(iunϕn−Mnιzn)gn = iunϕngn−Mnιzngn = iunhn−Mnιzngn
= iunhn+(ϕn+1Kn−Ln)ιyn −MnCgn = ϕn+1Knιyn + iunhn−Lnιyn
= ϕn+1Knιyn +hn+1i
y
n = ϕn+1Knιyn +ϕn+1gn+1i
y
n = ϕn+1(Knιyn +gn+1i
y
n) = ϕn+1i
z
ngn.
Since gn is a Frobenius admissible epimorphism, a fortiori, an epimorphism, we obtain the equality (111).
The equality (111) means the pair (ϕ,M) is a homotopy commutative diagram from z to u and the equality
(110) shows we have the equality L = M ?K. By construction the homotopy commutative diagram (ϕ,M)
such that (h,L) = (ϕ,M)(g,K) is unique. Hence we complete the proof.
Proof of (ii). First notice that for a pair of level Frobenius admissible monomorphisms ( f ,H) : x  y and
(g,K) : y z, the composition (g f ,K ?H) is a level Frobenius admissible monomorphism by (a).
Second, let ( f ,H) : x→ y be a level Frobenius admissible monomorphism and let (g,K) : x→ z be an
arbitrary homotopy commutative diagram. We will show that there exists a pair of homotopy commutative
diagrams ( f ′,H ′) : z→ u and (g′,K′) : y→ u which is a push out of ( f ,H) along (g,K) and (g′,K′) is a level
Frobenius admissible monomorphism.
x //
( f ,H)
//
(g,K)

y
(g′,K′)

z
( f ′,H ′)
// u.
(112)
Then it turns out that the homotopy commutative diagram
((
f
g
)
,
(
H
K
))
: x→ y⊕ z is a level Frobenius admis-
sible monomorphism by 1.1.2 and (a). Thus by the proof of (a), there exists an object u in Fb,hC and a level
Frobenius admissible epimorphism ((g′ − f ′) ,(K′ −H ′)) : y⊕ z→ u such that the sequence x
((
f
g
)
,
(
H
K
))

y⊕ z
((g′ − f ′),(K′ −H ′))
 u is a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence in Fb,hC . Hence the commuta-
tive square of the form (112) is a coCartesian square in Fb,hC and it turns out that the homotopy commutative
diagram ( f ′,H ′) : z→ u is a level Frobenius admissible monomorphism by 1.1.2 and (a) again.
Finally by applying the previous argument to C op the opposite category of C and the dual complicial
structure (P,q,s,τP) of (C, ι ,r,σ) and by utilizing Lemma 2.1.3 and Lemma 2.2.2, we obtain the results for
level Frobenius admissible epimorphisms. We complete the proof.
(3) Almost all verifications are straightforwards. What we use normality assumption are following:
For any homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y and any integer n, the following diagrams are com-
mutative and they follow from equalities (36) and (37).
[CCxn
CCixn→ CCxn+1]
(rxn ,rxn+1 ,0)
//
(CC fn ,CC fn+1,CCHnCσxnσCxn )

[Cxn
Cixn→ Cxn+1]
(C fn ,C fn+1 ,CHnσxn )

[CCyn
CCiyn→ CCyn+1]
(ryn ,ryn+1 ,0)
// [Cyn
Ciyn→ Cyn+1],
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[CCxn
CCixn→ CCxn+1]
(σxn ,σxn+1 ,0)
//
(CC fn ,CC fn+1 ,CCHnCσxnσCxn )

[CCxn
CCixn→ CCxn+1]
(C fn ,C fn+1 ,CCHnCσxnσCxn )

[CCyn
CCiyn→ CCyn+1]
(σyn ,σyn+1 ,0)
// [CCyn
CCiyn→ CCyn+1].
By 2.2.6 and 2.2.10 (and observations in 2.2.5), we obtain the following result.
2.2.11. Corollary. Let C be a normal ordinary complicial exact category. Then we can naturally make
Fb,hC into a complicial exact category such that the canonical functor Fb,hC → Fb,hC is a strictly normal
complicial exact functor. Moreover for any pair of integers a < b, similar statements hold for F[a,b],hC and so
on.
We can show the following.
2.2.12. Lemma-Definition. Let ( f ,d) : C → C ′ be a complicial exact functor between complicial exact
categories and let (φ ,H) : x→ x′ be a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC . Then we define f (x) and
f (φ ,H) to be a filtered object on C ′ and a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC ′ by setting ( f (x))n :=
f (xn), i
f x
n := f (ixn) and ( f (φ ,H))n := ( f (φn), f (Hn) · dxn) for any integer n. We also define Fb,h : Fb,hC →
Fb,hC ′ to be a functor by sending a bounded filtered object x on C to f (x) and a homotopy commutative
diagram (φ ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hC to f (φ ,H). The functor Fb,h f sends a level Frobenius admissible exact
sequence in Fb,hC to a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence in Fb,hC ′. In particular if C and C ′ are
ordinary, then Fb,h f is an exact functor.
Moreover if we assume ( f ,d) is normal, then d induces a natural equivalence dlv : C′ lvFb,h f
∼→ Fb,h fClv
defined by the formula (dlvx ) := ({dxn}n∈Z,0) for any object x in Fb,hC where Clv and C′ lv are the endofunctors
on Fb,hC and Fb,hC ′ respectively defined by level-wisely. In particular if C and C ′ are normal ordinary, then
the pair (Fb,h f ,dlv) is a complicial exact functor from Fb,hC to Fb,hC ′.
For a complicial exact category C , we will define several operations on Fb,hC or Fb,hC .
2.2.13. Definition (Truncation functors). Let C be a complicial exact category and let n be an integer and
let x be a bounded filtered object on C and let ( f ,H) : x→ y be a homotopy commutative diagram. We define
σ≤nx and σ≥nx to be filtered objects on C by setting
(σ≤nx)k :=
{
xk if k ≤ n
xn if k ≥ n
, iσ≤nxk :=
{
ixk if k ≤ n−1
idxn if k ≥ n
(113)
(σ≥nx)k :=
{
xk if k ≥ n
0 if k < n
, iσ≥nxk :=
{
ixk if k ≥ n
0 if k ≤ n−1. (114)
We also define σ≤n( f ,H) : σ≤nx→ σ≤ny and σ≥n( f ,H) : σ≥nx→ σ≥ny to be homotopy commutative dia-
grams by setting
(σ≤n( f ,H))k :=
{
( fk,Hk) if k < n
( fn,0) if k ≥ n
, (σ≥n( f ,H))k :=
{
( fn,Hn) if k ≥ n
(0,0) if k ≤ n−1. (115)
The associations σ≤n, σ≥n : Fb,hC → Fb,hC are functors which send a level Frobenius admissible exact se-
quence to a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence.
For any object x in Fb,hC , there exists a pair of functorial natural morphism σ≥nx→ x and σ≤nx→ x and
both σ≥n : Fb,hC → Fb,≥n,hC and σ≤n : Fb,hC → Fb,≤n,hC are right adjoint functors of the inclusion functors
Fb,≥n,hC → Fb,hC and Fb,≤n,hC → Fb,hC respectively.
Moreover if C is normal, then we have the equalities
σ≤nClv =Clvσ≤n, σ≥nClv =Clvσ≥n. (116)
In particular if C is normal ordinary, then σ≤n and σ≥n are strictly normal complicial exact functors Fb,hC →
Fb,hC .
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2.2.14. Definition (Degree shift). Let C be a complicial exact category and let k be an integer and let
( f ,H) : x→ y be a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC . We define x[k] and ( f [k],H[k]) : x[k]→ y[k] to
be an object and a morphism in Fb,hC by setting x[k]n = xk+n, i
x[k]
n = ixk+n, f [k]n = fk+n and H[k]n = Hk+n.
The association (−)[k] : Fb,hC → Fb,hC , x 7→ x[k] gives a functor which sends a level Frobenius admissible
exact sequence to a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence. In particular if C is normal ordinary, then the
functor (−)[k] is a strictly normal complicial exact functor.
2.2.15. Definition (Cone functor). Let k be an integer and let C be a complicial exact category. We define
ck : Fb,hC → Fb,hC to be a functor by setting
(ck(x))n:=
xn if n≤ k−1Cxn if n≥ k , i
ck(x)
n :=

ixn if n≤ k−2
ιxn ixk if n = k−1
Cixn if n≥ k
, ck( f ,H)n:=

( fn,Hn) if n≤ k−2
( fk−1,0?Hk−1) if n = k−1
(C fn,CHn ·σxn) if n≥ k
(117)
for an object x and a morphism ( f ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hC .
For a pair of integers a < b, we also denote the restrictions of ck to F[a,b],hC and F[a,b],hC and so on by the
same letters ck.
If C is normal ordinary, then we define dck : Clv ck
∼→ ck Clv to be a natural equivalence by setting for any
object x in Fb,hC ,
(dck)n =
{
idCxn if n≤ k−1,
σxn if n≥ k.
(118)
Then the pair (ck,dck) is a complicial exact functor Fb,hC → Fb,hC . We call ck the kth cone functor.
2.2.16. Definition (skip functor). Let k be an integer and let C be a complicial exact category. We define
sk : Fb,hC → Fb,hC to be a functor by setting
(sk(x))n:=
xn if n≤ k−1xn+1 if n≥ k , i
sk(x)
n :=

ixn if n≤ k−2
ixki
x
k−1 if n = k−1
ixk+1 if n≥ k
, (sk( f ,H))n:=

( fn,Hn) if n≤ k−2
( fk−1,Hk ?Hk−1) if n = k−1
( fn+1,Hn+1) if n≥ k
(119)
for an object x and a morphism ( f ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hC .
Notice that sk is not 1-functorial on Fb,hC , but on Fb,hC . If C is normal ordinary, then sk is a strictly
normal complicial exact. We call sk the kth skip functor.
Recall the definition of F
[a,b]C from Definition 2.2.7
2.2.17. Definition (r[a,b]). Let C be a normal ordinary complicial exact category and let a < b be a pair
of integers. We will define r[a,b] : F[a,b],hC → F[a,b]C to be a complicial functor by setting in the following
way. For a pair of objects x and y in F[a,b],hC and a pair of integers a ≤ s ≤ t ≤ b and a family of mor-
phisms { fi : xi→ yi}i∈[s,t] in C indexed by the integers i ∈ [s, t], we set Cx[s,t] :=Cxt ⊕Cxt−1⊕·· ·⊕Cxs and
C f[s,t] :=

C ft
C ft−1 0
. . .
. . .
0 C fs

: Cx[s,t]→Cy[s,t] and we define r[a,b] x to be an object in F[a,b]C by
setting
(r[a,b] x)a+k :=

0 if k < 0
xa if k = 0
xa+k⊕Cx[a,a+k−1] if 1≤ k < b−a
xb⊕Cx[a,b−1] if b−a≤ k
i
r[a,b] x
a+k :=

0 if k < 0(
ξ1,ixa+k 0
0 idCx[a,a+k−1]
)
if 0≤ k < b−a
idxb⊕Cx[a,b−1] if b−a≤ k.
(120)
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For a homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y in F[a,b],hC , we will inductively construct a morphism
r[a,b]( f ,H) : r[a,b] x→ r[a,b] y in F[a,b]C . First we set
r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k :=

0 if k < 0
fa if k = 0
Cyl( fa, fa+1,Ha) if k = 1.
(121)
For 2≤ k ≤ b−a, we will set
r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k :=
(
Cyl( fa+k−1, fa+k,Ha+k−1) 02,k−1
0k−1,2 C f[a,a+k−2]
)
+
(
0k,2 H ( f ,H)k
01,2 01,k−1
)
(122)
where Os,t is the s× tth zero matrix andH ( f ,H)k : Cx[a,a+k−2]→ ya+k+1⊕Cy[a+1,a+k] to be a morphism in
C which will be defined by inductively. By convention we set H ( f ,H)1 = 0. If we define the morphisms
r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k and r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k+1 appropriately, then we need to have an equality
iya+kr[a,b]( f ,H)a+k = r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k+1i
x
a+k. (123)
Thus inspection shows that we need to have an equality
H ( f ,H)k+1 :=
(
−ξ1,iya+k Ha+k−1
0k−1,1
(
ξ1,iya+k 01,k−1
0k−1,1 idCy[a+1,a+k−1]
)
H ( f ,H)k
)
. (124)
Hence we inductively define H ( f ,H)k by using the recurrence formula (124). For k > b− a, we set
r[a,b]( f ,H)a+k := r[a,b]( f ,H)b. Let (g,K) : y→ z be another homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC . Then
we have an equality
r[a,b](g,K)a+kr[a,b]( f ,H)a+k = r[a,b](g f ,K ?H)a+k (125)
for k ≤ 1. Thus by induction on k and uniqueness of construction ofH ( f ,H)k, we obtain the equality
r[a,b](g,K)r[a,b]( f ,H) = r[a,b](g f ,K ?H) (126)
as a morphism from r[a,b] x to r[a,b] z.
The natural equivalence σ : CC ∼→CC induces a natural equivalence
dr[a,b] : Clv r[a,b]
∼→ r[a,b]Clv. (127)
and the pair (r[a,b],d
r[a,b]) is a complicial exact functor F[a,b],hC → F[a,b]C . We write i[a,b] and i′[a,b] for the
inclusion functors F
[a,b]C ↪→ F[a,b],hC and F[a,b]C ↪→ F[a,b]C respectively. Then there are complicial natural
transformations idF
[a,b]C
→ r[a,b] i[a,b] and idF[a,b]C → i′[a,b] r[a,b] |F[a,b]C .
2.3 Mapping cylinder and mapping cone
We can also generalize the notion of mapping cone and mapping cylinder of chain morphisms in a category
of chain complexes on an additive category to a complicial exact category.
2.3.1. (Mapping cylinder and mapping cone). Let C be a complicial exact category. Like as categories
of chain complexes, we will define a mapping cone and a mapping cylinder for morphisms in C as follows.
First we write dom and ran for the exact functors C [1] → C induced from the functors [0]→ [1] defined
by sending 0 to 0 and 1 respectively. We define ε : dom→ ran to be a natural transformation by setting
for any object f : x→ y in C [1], ε( f ) := f . We define Cone, Cyl : C [1] → C to be exact functors called
the mapping cone functor and the mapping cylinder functor respectively by setting Cyl := ran⊕C dom and
Cone := ranunionsqdomC dom where Cone is defined the following push-out diagram:
dom //
ι∗dom
//
ε

C dom
µ

pi∗dom
// // T dom
idT dom

ran //
κ
// Cone
ψ
// // T dom
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where ψ is induced from the universal property of Cone. We have the Frobenius admissible exact sequence
dom
ξ1 Cyl
η
 Cone
where ξ1 :=
(
ε
−ι ∗dom
)
and η = (κ µ). Moreover we define ξ2 : ran→Cyl, ξ3 : C dom→Cyl and υ : Cyl→
ran to be natural transformations by setting ξ2 :=
(
idran
0
)
, ξ3 :=
(
0
idC dom
)
and υ := (idran 0). Then we have
the following commutative diagram:
dom //
ξ1
//
ε
""
Cyl
υ

ranoo
ξ2
oo
idran}}
ran .
Since the functor Cone is defined by the push-out diagram, we can choose the cofiber products as follows.
For an object x in C , since the diagrams below are push-outs, we shall assume that Coneidx =Cx, κidx = ιx,
µidx = idCx, Cone(x→ 0) = T x, µx→0 = pix, Cone(0→ x) = x and κ0→x = idx.
x //
ιx
//
idx

Cx
idCx

x //
ιx
// Cx,
x //
ιx
//

Cx
pix

0 // // T x,
0 //
ι0
//

C(0) = 0

x //
idx
// x.
Moreover we define s, t, ∆ : C → C [1] to be exact functors by sending an object x to [x→ 0], [0→ x] and
[x idx→ x] respectively. Then we shall assume that Cones = T , Cone t = idC and Cone∆=C.
For a homotopy commutative square (a,b,H) : [ f : x→ x′]→ [g : y→ y′] in C , we define a morphism
Cyl(a,b,H) : Cyl f → Cylg in C by setting Cyl(a,b,H) :=
(
b −H
0 Ca
)
. Then the left square below is com-
mutative and there exists a morphism Cone(a,b,H) : Cone f → Coneg in C which makes the right square
below commutative:
x //
ξ1 f
//
a

Cyl f
Cyl(a,b,H)

η f
// // Cone f
Cone(a,b,H)

x′ //
ξ1g
// Cylg
ηg
// // Coneg.
Then we can regard Cyl and Cone as additive functors on C [1]h and ξ1 : dom→ Cyl, ξ2 : ran→ Cyl and
κ : ran→ Cone as natural transformations between functors on C [1]h . Since Cyl and Cone are defined by
push-out diagrams inHomExCat(C [1],C ) the (large) exact category of exact functors from C [1] to C , Cyl and
Cone are exact functors from C [1] to C .
2.3.2. Definition (rC,Cone, rCone,C). Let C be a complicial exact category. We define two natural transforma-
tions rC,Cone : C Cone→C ran and rCone,C : ConeC→C ran between functors from C [1] to C by the universal
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properties of C Cone and ConeC as in the commutative diagrams below.
C dom //
C∗ι
//
C∗ε

CC dom
r
//
C∗µ

C dom
C∗ε

C ran //
C∗κ
//
idC dom **
C Cone
rC,Cone
$$
C ran,
(128)
C dom //
ι∗C
//
ε∗C

CC dom
r
//
µ∗C

C dom
ε∗C

C ran //
κ∗C
//
idC dom **
ConeC
rCone,C
$$
C ran .
(129)
2.3.3. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and let f : x→ y be a morphism. Then we have an
equality
Cone( f , idy) = r
C,Cone
f · ιCone f . (130)
Proof. Notice that we have equalities
rC,Conef · ιCone f ·κ f = rC,Conef ·C ∗κ f · ιy = ιy, (131)
rC,Conef · ιCone f ·µ f = rC,Conef ·C ∗µ f · ιCx =C f · rx · ιCx =C f . (132)
Thus it turns out that the morphism rC,Conef ιCone f : Cone f →Cy makes the diagram below commutative. In
particular we obtain the equality (130).
x //
(
− f
ιx
)
//
f

y⊕Cx
(κ f µ f )
// //
(
idy 0
0 C f
)

Cone f
rC,Conef ·ιCone f

y // (
− idy
ιy
)// y⊕Cy
(ιy idCy)
// // Cy.
2.3.4. Definition (ΘX). Let C be a complicial exact category and let X be a commutative diagram (133).
x
a
//
f

x′
f ′

y
b
//
h
@@
y′.
(133)
Then we define ΘX : C Cone f → Cone f ′ to be a C-homotopy Cone(a,b)⇒C 0 by setting
ΘX := Cone(h,b) · rC,Conef . (134)
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Cone f //
ιCone f
//
Cone(a,b)

Cone( f ,idy)
%%
C Cone f
rC,Conef

Cone f ′ Cy.
Cone(h,b)
oo
In particular if x′ = y, a = f , y′ = 0, f ′ = b = 0 and h = idy, then we write Θ f for ΘX.
2.3.5. Example. Let C be a complicial exact category. Then the exact sequence of exact endofunctors on
C
[1]
h ,
[0→C] (0,idC)→ [C idC→C] (idC ,0)→ [C→ 0] (135)
is not split on C [1], but split on C [1]h , where a retraction and a section are given by (0, idC,−r) : [C
idC→ C]→
[0 → C] and (idC,0,r) : [C → 0] → [C idC→ C] respectively. By the additive functor Cone: C [1]h → C , the
sequence (135) induces a split exact sequence (26), and we have the equalities
r = Cone(0, idC,−r), (136)
ζ = Cone(idC,0,r), (137)
where ζ : TC→CC is defined in 1.2.3.
2.3.6. Lemma. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in a complicial exact category C . Then we have an equality
Cone(0,κ f ,µ f ) = idCone f . (138)
Proof. For a C-homotopy commutative square (0,κ f ,−µ f ) : [x f→ y]→ [0→ Cone f ], we have the equality
Cyl(0,κ f ,−µ f ) =
(
κ f µ f
)
: y⊕Cx→ Cone f . (139)
Thus by the following commutative diagram, we obtain the equality (138).
x //

( f −ιx)

0

y⊕Cx
(κ f µ f )
//
(κ f µ f )

Cone f ⊕0
idCone f

Cone f
idCone f
// Cone f .
2.3.7. Lemma. In a complicial exact category, we have the following equalities:
(r ∗C) · (C ∗ζ ) · (C ∗pi ∗C) · (C ∗σ) · (ζ ∗C) = 0, (140)
ζ · (pi ∗C) ·σ · (r ∗C) = (r ∗C) · (C ∗ζ ) · (C ∗pi ∗C) · (C ∗σ), (141)
(ζ ∗C) · (T ∗ζ ) · (T ∗pi ∗C) · (T ∗σ) = (C ∗ζ ) · (C ∗pi ∗C) · (C ∗σ) · (ζ ∗C), (142)
ζ · τC,T · (r ∗T ) = (r ∗C) · (C ∗ζ ) · (C ∗ τC,T ). (143)
Proof. First we will prove the equality (140). By using the equalities (136) and (137), we have the equalities
(r ∗C) · (C ∗ζ ) · (C ∗pi ∗C) · (C ∗σ) · (ζ ∗C)
= Cone(0, idCC,−r ∗C) ·Cone(ζ ,ζ ) ·Cone(pi ∗C,pi ∗C) ·Cone(σ ,σ) ·Cone(idCC,0,r ∗C)
= Cone(0,0,0) = 0.
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Thus we obtain the equality (140) and it turns out that we have the following commutative diagram
TCC //
ζ∗C
//
oT∗σ

CCC
r∗C
// //
o C∗σ

CC
o σ

TCC
T∗pi∗C

CCC
C∗pi∗C

CC
pi∗C

T TC

T∗ζ

CTC

C∗ζ

TC

ζ

TCC //
ζ∗C
// CCC
r∗C
// // CC.
Namely we obtain the equalities (141) and (142). Finally, the following commutative diagram and the fact
that the morphism CC ∗pi : CCC→CCT is an epimorphism imply the equality (143).
CCT
r∗T
// //
oC∗τC,T

CT
o τC,T

CCC
CC∗picc
cc
r∗C
// //
oC∗σ

CC
C∗pi ==
==
o σ

CCC
C∗pi∗C
{{{{
CC
pi∗C
!! !!
CTC

C∗ζ

TC

ζ

CCC
r∗C
// // CC.
2.3.8. Example. Let x f→ y g→ z to be a pair of morphisms in a complicial exact categories. Then applying
Cone to the admissible exact sequence
[x
f→ y]
((
idx
− f
)
,
(
g
− idy
))
 [x⊕ y
(
g f 0
0 idy
)
→ z⊕ y] ((
f idy),(idz g))
 [y g→ z]
in C [1], we obtain the admissible exact sequence
Cone f
(
Cone(idx ,g)
−Cone( f , idy)
)
 Coneg f ⊕Cy (
Cone( f , idz) Cone(idy ,g))
 Coneg (144)
inC . The morphism Cone(κ f ,κg f ) : Coneg→ConeCone(idx,g) is a C-homotopy equivalence. (See [Moc10,
3.34].)
2.3.9. Example. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in a complicial exact category. Then there are sequence of
(homotopy) commutative squares [x
f→ y] (ιx,κ f )→ [Cx µ f→ Cone f ] (0,idCone f ,−µ f rx)→ [0→ Cone f ] and by applying
Cone to these (homotopy) squares, we obtain the equality
Cone(0, idCone f ,−µ f rx)Cone(ιx,κ f ) = idCone f . (145)
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Cone f
idCone f
//
Cone(ιx,κ f ) $$
Cone f
Coneµ f .
Cone(0,idCone f ,−µ f rx)
::
We can show the following.
2.3.10. Lemma-Definition. Let C and C ′ be complicial exact categories and let ( f ,d) : C → C ′ be a com-
plicial exact functor. Then f induces a functor f [1]h : C
[1]
h → C ′[1]h by Lemma-Definition 2.2.12. Namely
f [1]h sends an object [a : x→ y] in C [1]h to an object [ f a : f x→ f y] in C ′[1]h and sends a homotopy commuta-
tive square (ψ,φ ,H) : [a : x→ y]→ [a′ : x′ → y′] in C [1]h to a homotopy commutative square ( fψ, fφ , f H ·
cx) : [ f a : f x→ f y]→ [ f a′ : f x′→ f y′] in C ′[1]h . We define dCyl : Cyl f [1]h
∼→ f Cyl to be a natural equivalence
by setting dCyl :=
(
id f 0
0 d
)
. The natural equivalence dCyl induces a natural equivalence dCone : Cone f [1]h
∼→
f Cone characterized by the following equalities:
dCone · (κ ∗ f ) = f ∗κ, (146)
( f ∗µ) · c = dCone · (µ ∗ f ). (147)
f ran //
κ∗ f
//
##
f∗κ ##
Cone f [1]h
o dCone

C f dom
µ∗ f
oo
o c

f Cone fC dom .
f∗µ
oo
We write Clv and ι lv for the endofunctor on C [1]h and the natural transformation idC [1]h
→ Clv defined by
level-wisely. By applying the argument above to the complicial functor (C,σ) : C → C , we obtain natural
equivalences σCyl : C Cyl ∼→ CylClv and σCone : C Cone ∼→ ConeClv which satisfy the following equalities:
Cyl∗ι lv = σCyl · (ι ∗Cyl), (148)
Cone∗ι lv = σCone · (ι ∗Cone). (149)
In particular, (Cyl,σCyl), (Cone,σCone) : C [1]→ C are complicial exact functors.
Recall the definitions of ψ f and Θ f from 2.3.1 and 2.3.4 respectively and recall the definition of strictly
ordinary from 1.3.4.
2.3.11. Lemma. Let C be a strictly ordinary complicial exact category and let f : x→ y be a morphism in
C . Then a homotopy commutative square (ψ f ,0,Θ f ) : [C Cone f → 0]→ [T f : T x→ Ty] induces an equality
Cone(ψ f ,0,Θ f ) =−σConeT . (150)
In particular the left square in the commutative diagram (151) below is a push-out diagram.
Cone f //
ιCone f
//
ψ f

C Cone f
piCone f
// //
(−Θ f
Cψ f
)

T Cone f
o −σConeT

T x // (
−T f
ιT x
) // Ty⊕CT x
(κT f µT f )
// // ConeT f .
(151)
Thus we can take
Coneψ f = Ty⊕CT x, (152)
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κψ f =
(−T f
ιT x
)
and, (153)
µψ f =
(−Θ f
Cψ f
)
. (154)
Proof. First we assume that y= x and f = idx. In this case, Cone(ψ f ,0,Θ f )=Cone(pix,0,pixrx)=Cone(pix,pix)·
ζx. Since C is strictly ordinary we have an equality ζ = −σ · ζ . Thus we have equalities (C ∗ pi) · pi =
−(C ∗pi) ·σ ·ζ =−τT,C · (pi ∗C) ·ζ =−τT,C. For general case, the equality (150) follows from the commu-
tative diagram below.
Cone f //
ι∗Cone f
//
ψ f

C Cone f
pi∗Cone f
// // T Cone f
−σConeTo

Cx //
ι∗Cx
//
pix

µ f
bb
CCx
piCx
// //
C∗µ f
OO
(
−pixrx
C ∗pix
)

TCx
T∗µ f
::
o −τT,C

T x // (
− idT x
ι ∗T x
)//
idT x
||
T x⊕CT x(
T f 0
0 idCT x
)

(ι ∗T x idCT x)
// // CT x
µ∗T f
$$
T x // (
−T f
ι ∗T x
) // Ty⊕CT x
(κ ∗T f µ ∗T f)
// // ConeT f .
2.3.12. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category. Then
(1) Let (a,b,H) : [x
f0→ y]→ [x′ g0→ y′] be a homotopy commutative square and let V : f0⇒C f1 and W : g0⇒C
g1 be C-homotopies. Then
(i) A triple (a,b,−WCa+bV +H) is a homotopy commutative square from [x f1→ y] to [x′ g1→ y′].
(ii) We define a morphism Cyl(V,W,H) : C(Cyla)→ Cylb by setting
Cyl(V,W,H) :=
(
W (−WCa+bV )rx
0 C(V )σ
)
. (155)
Then Cyl(V,W,H) is a C-homotopy from Cyl( f0,g0,H) to Cyl( f1,g1,−WCa+ bV +H) and makes the left
square below commutative.
(iii) There exists a morphism Cone(V,W,H) : C Conea→ Coneb which makes the right square below com-
mutative and it is a C-homotopy from Cone( f0,g0,H) to Cone( f1,g1,−WCa+bV +H).
Cx //
C∗ξ1a
//
V

C Cyla
C∗ηa
// //
Cyl(V,W,H)

C Conea
Cone(V,W,H)

y //
ξ1b
// Cylb
ηb
// // Coneb.
(2) Let (a,b,H) : [x
f→ x′]→ [y g→ y′] be a homotopy commutative square in C and let f ′ : x′→ x and g : y′→ y
be C-homotopy inverse morphisms of f and g respectively. Namely there exists C-homotopies K : f ′ f ⇒C idx,
K′ : f f ′⇒C idx′ , L : g′g⇒C idy and L′ : gg′⇒C idy′ . We set H ′ := −g′BK′− g′HC( f ′)+LC(a f ′) and U :=
−LC(a)+bK+H ′ ?H. Then
(i) The triple (b,a,H ′) is a homotopy commutative square [x′ f
′
→ x]→ [y′ g
′
→ y].
(ii) The morphism Cyl( f ,g,H) : Cyla→ Cylb is a C-homotopy equivalence.
(iii) The morphism Cone( f ,g,H) : Conea→ Coneb is a C-homotopy equivalence.
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Proof. A proof of (1) is given in [Moc10, 3.11] and (2) (i) is straightforward.
(ii) By (1), Cyl(K,L,H ′ ?H) is a C-homotopy Cyl( f ′ f ,g′g,H ′ ?H)⇒C Cyl(idx, idy,U) and Cyl(idx, idy,U) =(
idy −U
0 idCx
)
is an isomorphism. Thus Cyl(idx, idy,U)
−1 Cyl( f ′,g′,H ′) is a left C-homotopy inverse of the
morphism Cyl( f ,g,H). Similarly it turns out that Cyl( f ,g,H) admits a right C-homotopy inverse. Thus
Cyl( f ,g,H) is a C-homotopy equivalence by Lemma 2.1.6. A proof of (iii) is similar.
2.3.13. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and x
f
 y
g
 z and x′
f ′
 y′
g′
 z′ be Frobenius
admissible exact sequences in C and a : x→ x′ and b : y→ y′ morphisms in C and H : b f ⇒C f ′a a C-
homotopy. Then there exists a morphism c : z→ z′ and a retraction ρ : Cy→Cx of C f : Cx→Cy such that
−g′Hρ : Cy→ z′ is a C-homotopy from cg to g′b.
x //
f
//
a

y
g
// //
b

z
c

x′ //
f ′
// y′
g′
// // z′.
Moreover sequences Cyla
Cyl( f , f ′,H)
 Cylb
Cyl(g,g′,−g′Hρ)
 Cylc and Conea
Cone( f , f ′,H)
 Coneb
Cone(g,g′,−g′Hρ)

Conec are Frobenius admissible sequences and we have the equality
(−g′Hρ)?C H = 0. (156)
Proof. There exists a morphism ρ : Cy→Cx which is a retraction of C f by Lemma 2.1.7. Since
(
idy′ −Hρ
0 idy
)
and
(
f ′ 0
0 C f
)
are Frobenius admissible monomorphisms, the composition
(
f ′ −H
0 C f
)
=
(
idy′ −Hρ
0 idCy
)(
f ′ 0
0 C f
)
is also a Frobenius admissible monomorphism. Similarly it turns out that the composition(
g′ g′Hρ
0 Cg
)
=
(
g′ 0
0 Cg
)(
idy′ Hρ
0 idCy
)
is a Frobenius admissible epimorphism. In the commutative diagram below, by the universality of cokernel,
there exists the dotted morphism
(
c
u
)
: z→ z′ in the diagram below which makes the right square below
commutative:
x //
f
//
(
a
−ιx
)

y
g
// //
(
b
−ιy
)

z (
c
u
)

x′⊕Cx //
(
f ′ −H
0 C f
)
//
$$
(
f ′ 0
0 C f
)
$$
y′⊕Cy
(
g′ g′Hρ
0 Cg
)
// //
oϕ

z′⊕Cz
y′⊕Cy
(
g′ 0
0 Cg
)
:: ::
where the morphism ϕ is
(
idy′ Hρ
0 idCy
)
. By the commutativity of the right square above, we have the equal-
ities ug = −Cgιy = −ιzg and it turns out that u = −ιz by surjectivity of g. By applying the 3× 3-lemma
to the commutative diagram below, we obtain a Frobenius admissible exact sequence Conea
Cone( f , f ′,H)

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Coneb
Cone(g,g′,g′Hρ)
 Conec.
x //
f
//

ξ1a

y
g
// //

ξ1b

z

ξ1c

Cyla //
Cyl( f , f ′,H)
//
ηa

Cylb
Cyl(g,g′,g′Hρ)
// //
ηb

Cylc
ηc

Conea //
Cone( f , f ′,H)
// Coneb
Cone(g,g′,g′Hρ)
// // Conec.
Finally we have equalities (−g′Hρ)?C H = g′H−g′HρC f = g′H−g′H = 0.
The proof above and 2.3.10 show the following assertion.
2.3.14. Corollary. Let C be a complicial exact category. Then the functors Cyl and Cone send a level
Frobenius admissible exact sequence in C [1]h to a Frobenius admissible exact sequence in C . In particular if
C is ordinary, then Cyl and Cone are exact functors.
Moreover if C is normal, then the pairs (Cyl,σCyl) and (Cone,σCone) are complicial exact functors from
C
[1]
h to C .
2.3.15. Corollary. Let C be a complicial exact category and let [ f : x→ y] (a,b,H)→ [ f ′ : x′→ y′] be a homotopy
commutative square in C . Then we have the canonical isomorphism
ConeCone(a,b,H) ∼→ ConeCone( f , f ′,−H). (157)
Proof. If C is normal and ordinary, it is just a consequence of 2.3.10 and 2.3.14. For general C , it follows
from the fact that both ConeCone(a,b,H) and ConeCone( f , f ′,−H) are naturally isomorphic to z in the
commutative diagram below.
x //
(
a
−ιx
)
//
(
f
−ιx
)

x′⊕Cx
(κa µa)
// //
 f ′ H−ιx′ 0
0 C f
0 −C ∗ ιx


Conea
 (
Cone( f , f ′ ,H)
−ιConea
)

y⊕Cx //(
b −H
0 Ca
−ιy 0
0 −C ∗ ιx
)//
(κ f µ f )

y′⊕Cx′⊕Cy⊕CCx
(
κb 0 µb 0
0 C ∗κa 0 C ∗µa
)
// //
(
κ f ′ µ f ′ 0 0
0 0 C ∗κ f C ∗µ f
)

Coneb⊕C Conea

Cone f //(
Cone(a,b,H)
−ιCone f
)// Cone f ′⊕C Cone f // // z.
2.3.16. Example. Let C be a complicial exact category and let f : x→ y be a morphism in C . By applying
2.3.15 to the commutative square
0 //

x
f

y
idy
// y,
we obtain the canonical isomorphism
Coneκ f
∼→ ConeCone(0, f ). (158)
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A morphism (idx,0) : [Cone(0, f ) : x→Cy]→ [x→ 0] in C [1] induces a C-homotopy equivalence
Cone(idx,0) : ConeCone(0, f )→ T x (159)
by 2.3.12 (2).
2.3.17. (Homotopy fiber functor, path space functor). Let C be a complicial exact category. Then there
are dual notions of the mapping cylinder and the mapping cone functors. We define Hfib, Pat : C [1]→ C to
be functors which called the homotopy fiber functor and the mapping path space functor respectively in the
following way.
Pat := dom⊕P ran (160)
Hfib := dom×ranP ran (161)
where Hfib is defined by the following pull back diagram:
T−1 //
λ
//
idT−1

Hfib
ν

υ
// //
F
dom
ε

T−1 //
j
// P ran
qran
// // ran
(162)
where λ is induced from the universal property of Hfib. Then there is an admissible exact sequence
Hfib
ρ
 Pat
t2 ran (163)
where
t2 :=
(
ε qran
)
and ρ =
(
υ
−ν
)
. (164)
Moreover we define t1 : Pat→ dom and χ : dom→ Pat to be natural transformations by setting
t1 :=
(
iddom 0
)
and χ :=
(
iddom
0
)
. (165)
Then we have the following commutative diagram:
dom
iddom
||
ε
""
χ

dom Pat
t2
// //
t1
oooo ran .
(166)
Since the functor Hfib is obtained by the pull-back diagram, we can choose the fiber products in the following
way. For an object x in C , since the diagrams below are pull-backs, we shall assume that Hfibidx = Px,
νidx = idPx, υidx = qx, Hfib(0→ x) = T−1x, ν0→x = ιT−1x, Hfib(x→ 0) = x and υx→0 = idx.
Px
qx
// //
idPx

x
idx

Px
qx
// // x,
T−1x // //
ιT−1x

0

Px
qx
// // x,
x
idx
// //

x

P(0) = 0
q0
// // 0.
Recall the definitions s, t and ∆ : C → C [1] from 2.3.1. Then we shall assume that Hfibs = idC , Hfib t = T−1
and Hfib∆= P.
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2.3.18. Lemma. LetC be a complicial exact category. Then there is a canonical natural equivalence between
functors C [1]→ C .
Cone ∼→ T Hfib . (167)
Proof. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in C . By applying the operation Cone to the Frobenius exact sequence
in C [1],

T−1x
T−1 f

T−1y

(
idT−1x
T−1 f
)
→
→
idT−1y

T−1x⊕T−1y
(
0 idT−1y
)

T−1y

(−T−1 f idT−1y)→
→

T−1y

0
 , (168)
we obtain the Frobenius admissible exact sequence in C
ConeT−1 f  x⊕Py
(− f qy)
 y. (169)
Comparing the sequence (163), we obtain the canonical isomorphism ConeT−1 ∼→Hfib as the functorsC [1]→
C .
2.3.19. Definition (Homotopy push-out, homotopy pull-back). Let C be a complicial exact category and
let x
f← y g→ z be a pair of morphisms in C . Then we set
xunionsqh
y
z := Cone(y
(
f
g
)
→ x⊕ z). (170)
Then there exists a Frobenius admissible exact sequence
y
(
ιy
f
g
)
 Cy⊕ x⊕ z
(
ψ( f
g
) ig −i f)
 xunionsqh
y
z (171)
and homotopy commutative diagram
y
g
//
f

z
i f

x
ig
// xunionsqh
y
z.
(172)
We call it the canonical homotopy push out (of the diagram x
f← y g→ z) and it has the following universal
property:
For a homotopy commutative square [ f : y→ x] (g,g
′,H)→ [ f ′ : z→ u], there exists a unique morphism a : xunionsqh
y
z→
u such that f ′ = ai f , g′ = aig and H = ψ( f
g
)a.
Dually there is a notion of homotopy pull-back. Let x
f→ y g← z be a pair of morphism in C . Then we set
x×h
y
z := Hfib(x⊕ z ( f g)→ y). (173)
Then there exists a Frobenius admissible exact sequence
x×h
y
z
(
u f ,g
pg
−p f
)
 Py⊕ x⊕ z (
qy f g)
 y (174)
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and P-homotopy commutative diagram
x×h
y
z
p f
//
pg

z
g

x
f
// y.
(175)
We call it the canonical homotopy pull-back (of the diagram x
f→ y g← z) and it has the following universal
property:
For a P-homotopy commutative square [g′ : u→ x] ( f , f
′,H)→ [g : z→ y], there exists a unique morphism a : u→
x×h
y
z such that f ′ = p f a, g′ = pga and H = u f ,ga.
3 Homotopy theory of relative complicial exact categories
As pointed out in [Bar15, Remark 3.6], in the view of (∞,1)-category theory, a complicial exact category with
weak equivalences is actually nothing more than a model for some stable (∞,1)-category. In this section, we
will further develop such a theory under the name of relative complicial exact categories. In the first subsec-
tion 3.1, we will study the notion of (thick) null classes which is a variant of the notion of (thick) triangulated
subcategories of triangulated categories. In the next subsection 3.2, we will interpret the fundamental termi-
nologies about relative (complicial) exact categories. A typical example of relative complicial exact categories
is a category of chain complexes on a relative exact category which will be detailed in subsection 3.3. In the
next subsection 3.4, we will study homotopy categories of relative complicial exact categories and introduce
the notion of derived equivalences. In 3.4.19, we will show the (large) relative category of relative exact cate-
gories with derived equivalences is categorical homotopy equivalent to the (large) relative category of relative
complicial exact categories with derived equivalences. This stands for that a relative exact category is also a
model for some stable infinity category. In the final subsection 3.5, following [Wal85, §7], we will study the
notion of homology theory on complicial exact categories. In particular we will consider a homology theory
induced from a t-structure on a homotopy category 3.5.3.
3.1 Null classes
3.1.1. (w-closure, w-trivial objects). Let C be a category and let w be a class of morphisms in C and let
S be a class of objects in C . We say that an object x is w-equivalent to an object y if there exists a zig-zag
sequence of finite morphisms in w which connects x and y. We denote the class of all objects which are
w-equivalent to some objects in S by S w,C or simplyS w and call it the w-closure ofS (in C ). We regard
S w,C as the full subcategory of C .
Assume that C admits a zero object and all isomorphisms between zero objects are in w and w is closed
under finite compositions. Then we say that an object x is w-trivial if the canonical morphism 0→ x is in w.
By assumption, the definition of w-triviality does not depend upon the choice of a zero object. We denote the
class of all w-trivial objects in C by C w. We regard C w as the full subcategory of C .
3.1.2. Definition (C-homotopy closure). Let C be a complicial exact category and let A be a non-empty
full subcategory of C and heq be a class of all C-homotopy equivalences in C . Then by the notation in 3.1.1,
let A heq denote the full subcategory of C consisting of those objects x which are C-homotopy equivalent to
objects in A . We call A heq the C-homotopy closure of A (in C ). Since C-homotopy equivalence relation is
transitive, an object in C which is C-homotopy equivalent to an object in A heq is also in A heq.
3.1.3. Definition (Prenull classes, semi-null classes, null classes). Let C be a complicial exact category
and let N be a full subcategory of C . We say that N is a null class of C if N contains all C-contractible
objects and if for any admissible exact sequence x y z in C , if two of x, y and z are inN , then the third
one is also in N . We say that N is a prenull class if N contains a zero object and if for any morphism
f : x→ y in N , the objects Cone f and x⊕ y are also in N . Since T x = Cone(x→ 0), in this case, T x is in
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N for any object x in N . We say that N is a semi-null class if N is a prenull class a and for any object x
inN , T−1x is inN .
We say that a null class (resp. prenull class, semi-null class) N is thick if it is closed under retractions.
Namely for any object x in C if there exists an object y inN and a pair of morphisms f : x→ y and g : y→ x
such that g f = idx, then x is also inN .
3.1.4. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and let S be a full subcategory of C . Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) S is closed under the operations Cone and Hfib.
(2) S is closed under the operations Cone and T−1.
(3) S is closed under the operations Hfib and T .
In particular, S is a semi-null class of C if and only if it is closed under finite direct sums and satisfies one
of the conditions above.
Proof. Notice that for an object x and a morphism f : x→ y in C , T−1x = Hfib(x→ 0), T x = Cone(0→ x)
and Cone f ∼→ T Hfib f and Hfib f ∼→ T−1 Cone f by Lemma 2.3.18.
3.1.5. Definition. By mimicking the definition of complicial exact functors between complicial exact cat-
egories, we can define the notion to prenull classes. That is, let C and C ′ be complicial exact categories
and let N ⊂ C and N ′ ⊂ C ′ be prenull classes of C and C ′ respectively. A complicial exact functor
( f ,c) : N →N ′ from N to N ′ is a pair ( f ,c) consisting of a functor N →N ′ which is additive and
preserves Frobenius admissible exact sequences and a natural equivalence c : C f ∼→ fC satisfies the equality
c · (ιN ′ ∗ f ) = f ∗ ιN . (176)
Then we can show the similar statements of 1.2.15, 1.2.17 and 2.3.10.
3.1.6. Definition (Pull-back by functors). Let f : X → Y be a functor between categories X and Y
and let Z be a full subcategory of Y and let w be a class of morphisms in Y . Then we denote the full
subcategory of X consisting of those objects x such that f (x) is isomorphic to some object in Z by f−1Z
and we call it the pull-back of Z by f . We also write f−1(w) for the class of morphisms inX consisting of
those morphisms u : x→ y such that f (u) is in w and call it the pull-back of w by f .
3.1.7. Lemma (Pull-back of semi-null classes). Let ( f ,c) : C → C ′ be a complicial exact functor between
complicial exact categories C and C ′ and letN be a prenull (resp. semi-null, null) class of C ′. Then f−1N
is also a prenull (resp. semi-null, null) class of C .
Proof. Let u : x→ y be a morphism in f−1N . Then by definition, there exists a pair of objects x′ and y′ in
N and a pair of isomorphisms a : f x ∼→ x′ and b : f y ∼→ y′ in C ′. We set u′ := b · f u ·a−1 : x′→ y′. Then by
1.2.15 and 2.3.10, f (x⊕y), f (T±1x) and f (Coneu) are isomorphic to x′⊕y′, T±1x′ and Coneu′ respectively.
Thus if N is a prenull (resp. semi-null) class, then x⊕ y, Coneu (and T−1x) are in f−1N and f−1N is a
prenull (resp. semi-null) class.
Next assume that N is a null class of C ′. Then since f sends a C-contractible object in C to a C′-
contractible object in C ′, f−1N contains all C-contractible objects. For an admissible exact sequences
x y z in C , if two of f (x), f (y) and f (z) are in N , then the third one is also in N . Thus f−1N is a
null class.
3.1.8. Definition (Direct sum closure). Let A be an additive category and let O be a full subcategory of
A . We write 〈O〉⊕ for the full subcategory consisting of those objects which are isomorphic to finite direct
sums of some objects in O . In particular, 〈O〉⊕ contains all zero objects in A and closed under finite direct
sum operation and it is the smallest full subcategory which contains O and closed under finite direct sum
operation. We call it the direct sum closure of O .
3.1.9. Definition (T -closure). Let C be a complicial exact category and let A be a full subcategory of C .
We write 〈A 〉T for the full subcategory of C consisting of those objects which are isomorphic to T ny for
some integers n and some objects y in A . We call 〈A 〉T the T -closure of A in C .
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3.1.10. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and letA be a full subcategory of C . Assume thatA
is closed under finite direct sums and the operation T . Namely for any objects x and y inA , x⊕y and T x are
in A . Then 〈A 〉T is also closed under finite direct sums.
Proof. Let x and y be objects in 〈A 〉T . Then there exists objects x′ and y′ in A and isomorphisms x ∼→ T mx′
and y ∼→ T ny′ for suitable integers m and n. We set k :=min{m,n}. Then x⊕y ∼→ T k(T m−kx′⊕T n−ky′). Since
m−k, n−k≥ 0 andA is closed under the operation T and finite direct sums, T m−kx′⊕T n−ky′ is inA . Thus
x⊕ y is in 〈A 〉T .
3.1.11. Lemma-Definition (Prenull closure). Let C be a complicial exact category and letD be a full addi-
tive subcategory of C . For a non-negative integer n, we will inductively define Pn(D) to be a full subcategory
of C . First we set ObP0(D) =ObD and we set ObPn+1(D) := {Cone f} f∈MorPn(D). For an object x in Pn(D),
since we have an equality x = Cone(0→ x), Pn+1(D) contains Pn(D). Finally we set 〈D〉prenull :=
⋃
n≥0
Pn(D).
We claim that 〈D〉prenull is the smallest full subcategory of C which contains D and we call it the prenull
closure of D .
For a full subcategory S of C , We write 〈S 〉prenull for 〈〈S 〉⊕〉prenull and also call it prenull closure of
S .
Proof. First we will show that for each non-negative integer n, Pn(D) is closed under finite direct sum opera-
tions by induction on n. For n = 0, it is clear by assumption. Assume that assertion is true for n = k and we
will prove for n = k+1. Let x and y be a pair of objects in Pk+1(D). Then there exists a pair of morphisms
f : x′→ x′′ and g : y′→ y′′ in Pk(D) such that x = Cone f and y = Coneg. Then x⊕ y = Cone
(
f 0
0 g
)
is in
Pk+1(D).
Next let f : z→ w be a morphism in 〈D〉prenull. Then there exists a non-negative integer n such that f is in
Pn(D). Then Cone f is in Pn+1(D) ↪→ 〈D〉prenull. Thus 〈D〉prenull is a prenull class in C .
Finally let P be prenull class in C which contains D . Then we can show for non-negative integer n,
Pn(D) is in P by proceeding induction on n. Thus it turns out that 〈D〉prenull is the smallest prenull class
which contains D .
3.1.12. Definition (Semi-null closure). LetP be a prenull class of a complicial exact category C . Then we
claim that 〈P〉T is the smallest semi-null class which containsP . Therefore we write 〈P〉semi-null for 〈P〉T
and we call it the semi-null closure ofP .
For a full additive subcategoryS of C , we simply write 〈S 〉semi-null for 〈〈S 〉prenull〉semi-null and also call
it the semi-null closure ofS .
Proof. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in 〈P〉semi-null. Then there exists a pair of integers n and m and a pair
of objects x′ and y′ in P and a pair of isomorphisms a : T nx′ ∼→ x and b : T my′ ∼→ y. We set k := min{n,m}
and f ′ := b−1 f a. Then the morphism T−k f ′ : T n−kx′→ T m−ky′ is in P and T k Cone f ′ and T k−1T n−kx′ are
isomorphic to Cone f and T−1x respectively. Thus Cone f and T−1x are in 〈P〉T . Moreover x⊕y is in 〈P〉T
by Lemma 3.1.10.
LetS be a semi-null class of C which containsP . Then for any object x inP and any integer n, T nx is
inS . ThusS contains 〈P〉T .
3.1.13. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and letN be a full subcategory of C . Then
(1) IfN is a null class of C , then
(i)N is closed under C-homotopy equivalences. Namely an object in C which is C-homotopy equivalent to
an object inN is also inN .
(ii) For any object x in N , the objects Cx, T x and T−1x are also in N . In particular N is a complicial
exact subcategory of C .
(2) If N is a semi-null class of C , then C-homotopy closure of N in C is the smallest null class of C frob
which containsN .
Proof. A proof of (1) (i) is given in [Moc10, 5.4].
(ii) For any object z in C , Cz is C-contractible and thus it is inN . For any object x inN , there are Frobenius
admissible exact sequences xCx T x and T−1xCT−1x x and Cx, CT−1x are in N . Thus T x and
T−1x are also inN .
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(2) First notice that for any object x in N , Cx = Coneidx is in N and for any morphism x
f→ y in N ,
Cyl f = y⊕Cx is inN .
Next we we will show that for any morphism f : x→ y in N heq, the objects Cone f , T−1x and x⊕ y are
in N heq. Then by definition, there exists objects x′, y′ in N and C-homotopy equivalences x′
a→ x, x a′→ x′
and y b→ y′ and a C-homotopy H : aa′ ⇒C idx. Then we can check that (a′,b,b f H) : [x f→ y]→ [x′ b f a→ y′]
is a homotopy commutative square. Thus the morphism Cyl(a′,b,b f H) : Cyl f → Cylb f a is a C-homotopy
equivalence by Lemma 2.3.12 (2) (ii) and Cylb f a is in N . Hence it turns out that Cone f is in N heq. By
[Moc10, 2.13 (5)], the morphism
(
a′ 0
0 b
)
: x⊕ y→ x′⊕ y′ is a C-homotopy equivalence and x′⊕ y′ are in
N . Thus x⊕ y is in N heq. Since T−1 preserves C-homotopy equivalences by [Moc10, 2.12 (1), 2.52],
T−1x T
−1a′→ T−1x′ is a C-homotopy equivalence and T−1x′ is in N . Thus T−1x is in N heq and N heq is a
semi-null class in C . Hence by 3.2.13 and 3.2.17 (4), it is a null class in C frob. Notice that there is no circular
reasoning in our argument.
Let N ′ be a null class of C frob which contains N . Then N heq ↪→ N ′heq = N ′. Thus N heq is the
smallest null class of C frob which containsN .
3.1.14. Definition (Null closure). Let C be a complicial exact category. Since the class of all null classes
of C is closed under intersection, for any full subcategory O of C , there exists the smallest null class of C
which contains O . We denote it by 〈O〉null and call it the null closure of O .
We write 〈O〉null,frob for (〈O〉semi-null)heq and by the previous lemma 3.1.13, it is the smallest null class in
C frob which contains O . We call it the Frobenius null closure of O .
Recall the definition of coproduct of complicial exact categories from 1.2.19.
3.1.15. Example. Let {C i}i∈I be a family of complicial exact categories indexed by a set I and let O i be
a full subcategory of C i for all i ∈I . Then we have equality〈∨
i∈I
O i
〉
null,frob,
∨
i∈I C i
=
∨
i∈I
〈O i〉null,frob,C i . (177)
3.1.16. Definition (Thick closure). Let C be a category and let F be a full subcategory of C . We write
F thi,C or simplyF thi for the full subcategory of C consisting of those objects x such that x are retraction of
some objects ofF . We call it thick closure ofF (in C ) and thenF thi is closed under retractions.
3.1.17. Lemma (Functoriality of closures). Let f : C → C ′ be an additive functor between additive cate-
gories and let S and S ′ be a pair of full subcategories of C and C ′ respectively such that f (ObS ) ⊂S ′
and let w be a class of morphisms in C . Then
(1)We have the inclusions f (Ob〈S 〉⊕)⊂Ob〈S ′〉⊕ and f (ObS thi)⊂ObS ′thi and f (ObS w)⊂ObS ′ f (w).
(2) Moreover assume that C and C ′ be a complicial exact categories and there exists a natural equivalence
c : C′ f ∼→ fC such that the pair ( f ,c) is a complicial exact functor C → C ′. Then we have the inclusion
f (Ob〈S 〉#)⊂ Ob〈S ′〉# where # ∈ {prenull,semi-null,null}.
Proof. (2) Let N be a prenull (resp. semi-null, null) class in C ′ which contains S ′. Then for # = prenull
(resp. semi-null, null), we have the inclusions ObS ⊂ Ob〈S 〉# ⊂ Ob f−1N and we obtain the inclusion
f (Ob〈S 〉#) ⊂ ObN . Thus we get the desired inclusion f (Ob〈S 〉#) ⊂
⋂
S ′⊂N ObN = Ob〈S ′〉# where
intersection taking all prenull (resp. semi-null, null) class which containsS ′.
A proof of (1) is similar.
3.1.18. Definition (Homotopy retraction). Let C be a complicial exact category and let x and y be a pair
of objects in C . We say that x is a (C-)homotopy retraction of y if there exists a pair morphisms i : x→ y and
p : y→ x and C-homotopy H : idx⇒ pi. We say that a full subcategoryF in C is closed under C-homotopy
retractions if for a pair of objects x and y in C such that y is inF and x is a C-homotopy retraction of y, then
x is also inF .
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3.1.19. Proposition. Let C be an additive category and letF be an additive full subcategory. Then
(1) We have an equalities
(F̂ )thi,Ĉ = (F̂ )isom,Ĉ , (178)
F thi,C = (F̂ )isom,Ĉ ∩C , (179)
where we denote the idempotent completion functor by (̂−).
Moreover assume C is a complicial exact category. Then
(2) If F is a prenull (resp. semi-null) class of C , then (F̂ )isom,Ĉ is also a prenull (resp. semi-null) class of
Ĉ .
(3) If F is closed under C-contractible objects and finite direct sum and retraction, then F is closed under
C-homotopy retractions. In particularF is closed under C-homotopy equivalence.
(4) IfF is closed under finite direct sum and contains all objects of the form Cx for some object x in C , then
for an object y inF thi, there exists an object y′ in C such that y⊕ y′ is inF .
(5) IfF is a prenull (resp. semi-null, null) class of C , thenF thi is also.
Proof. (1) First we will show the equality (179). What we need to prove are the following assertions:
(a) (F̂ )isom,Ĉ ∩C is closed under retractions and containsF .
(b) For a full subcategory M of C , if M contains F and is closed under retractions, then M contains
(F̂ )isom,Ĉ ∩C .
Proof of (a). We regard F as a full subcategory of F̂ by the canonical functor F → F̂ , x 7→ (x, idx). Thus
F ⊂ (F̂ )isom,Ĉ ∩C .
Next let x i→ y p→ x be a pair of morphisms such that pi = idx and y = (y, idy) is in (F̂ )isom,Ĉ . Then by
definition there exists an object (z,e) in F̂ and a pair of morphisms y a→ z b→ y in C such that ba = idy and
ab = e. We set e′ := aipb. Then e′2 = aipbaipb = aipipb = aipb = e′. Notice that ai : (x, idx)→ (z,e′) and
pb : (z,e′)→ (x, idx) give isomorphisms between (z,e′) and x. Since z is inF , (z,e′) is in F̂ and x = (x, idx)
is in (F̂ )isom,Ĉ .
Proof of (b). Let (x, idx) be an object (F̂ )isom,Ĉ ∩C . By definition there exists an object y in F and a pair
of morphisms x a→ y x→ in C with ba = idx. Since y is inF ⊂M andM is closed under retractions, x is in
M .
Next applying the equality (179) to Ĉ and F̂ , we obtain the equalities (F̂ )thi,Ĉ = (F̂ )isom, ̂̂C ∩ Ĉ =
(F̂ )isom,Ĉ where we regard
̂̂
C = Ĉ and F̂ = F̂ .
(2) Let f : (x,e)→ (y,e′) be a morphism in (F̂ )isom,Ĉ . By assumption there exists a pair of objects x′ and
y′ and morphisms a : x→ x′, b : x′ → x, c : y→ y′ and d : y′ → y such that ae = aba = a, eb = bab = b,
ba = e, ce′ = cdc = c, e′d = dcd = d, dc = e′. Then we can show that (x′⊕ y′,
(
ab 0
0 cd
)
), (T±1x′,T±1ab)
and (Cone(c f b),Cone(ab,cd)) are isomorphic to (x⊕ y,
(
e 0
0 e′
)
), (T±1x,T±1e) and (Cone f ,Cone(e,e′))
respectively and it turns out that ifF is a prenull (resp. semi-null) class in C , then (F̂ )isom,Ĉ is also a prenull
(resp. semi-null) class in Ĉ .
(3) Let x be a C-homotopy retraction of an object y in F . Namely there is a triple of morphisms i : x→ y,
p : y→ x and H : Cx→ y in C such that Hιx = idx−pi. Then since we have the equality
(
H p
)(ι
i
)
= idx,
x is a retraction of Cx⊕ y. By assumptions, Cx⊕ y is inF and by assumption again, x is also inF .
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(4) Let x be an object in F thi. Then there is a retraction x
i→ y p→ x with y ∈ ObF and pi = idx. Then by
assumption y⊕Cx is inF and it is isomorphic to x⊕Cone i by the commutative diagram below.
x //
(
i
ιx
)
// y⊕Cx
(κi −ξi)
// //
o
(
p 0
κi −ξi
)

Cone i
x // (
idx
0
)// x⊕Cone i
(0 idCone i)
// // Cone i.
Thus x⊕Cone i is also inF .
(5) AssumeF is a null class in C . We will show thatF thi is also a null class of C . What we need to prove
are the following assertions:
(a)F thi contains all C-contractible objects.
(b) Let x
i y
p
 z be an admissible exact sequence in C . If two of x, y and z are in F thi, then third one is
also inF thi.
Proof of (a). Since F contains all C-contractible objects and F thi contains F , F thi also contains all C-
contractible objects.
Proof of (b). Since F is closed under finite direct sums and contains all C-contractible objects, we can use
assertion (4). Assume there exists a pair of objects x′ and z′ (resp. x′ and y′, y′ and z′) such that both x⊕ x′
and z⊕ z′ (resp. x⊕ x′ and y⊕ y′, y⊕ y′ and z⊕ z′) are in F . Then by considering an admissible exact
sequence x⊕ x′
(
i
idx′
0
)
 y⊕ x′⊕ z′ (
p 0 idz′ ) z⊕ z′ (resp. x⊕ x′
 i 00 0
0 idx′
0 0

 y⊕ y′⊕ x′⊕ x
(p 0 0 0
0 idy′ 0 0
0 0 0 idx
)
 z⊕ y′⊕ x,
x⊕y′⊕z
 i 0 00 idy′ 0
0 0 idz
0 0 0

 y⊕y′⊕z⊕z′
(
p 0 0 0
0 0 0 idz′
)
 z⊕z′), it turns out that y⊕x′⊕z′ (resp. z⊕y′⊕x, x⊕y′⊕z)
is inF . Thus y (resp. z, x) is inF thi.
Next let us assume thatF is a prenull (resp. semi-null) class in C . Then by (2), (F̂ )isom,Ĉ is also prenull
(resp. semi-null) in Ĉ . Then the pull-back of (F̂ )isom,Ĉ by the strictly normal complicial exact functor
C → Ĉ , x 7→ (x,e) is also prenull (resp. semi-null) in C by 3.1.7. Finally by the equality (179), it is justF thi
a thick closure ofF .
3.2 Relative complicial exact categories
In this subsection we study a special class of Waldhausen categories which we call relative complicial exact
categories. First we recalling the notion of relative categories in the sense of Barwick and Kan [BK12] and
we recall the notion of relative exact categories which are relative categories whose underlying categories
are Quillen exact categories. Next we recall the notion of relative complicial exact categories from [Sch11],
[Moc10] and [Moc13b] (in the references, we call them complicial exact categories with weak equivalences
or bicomplicial pairs).
3.2.1. (Relative categories). A notion of relative categories introduced by Barwick and Kan in [BK12] is
a model of homotopy theory of homotopy theories. We briefly review the these notions from [BK12]. A
relative category X is a pair (X ,v) consisting of a category X and a class of morphisms v in X which is
closed under finite compositions. Namely for any object x inX , the identity morphism idx is in v and for any
pair of composable morphisms x
f→ y g→ z in v, g f is also in v. Thus we can regard v as the subcategory ofX .
We callX the underlying category of X and denote it by C X and call v the class of weak equivalences of X
and write wX for v. We say that a relative category X is small if the underlying category C X of X is small.
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A relative functor between relative categories is a functor which preserves weak equivalences. Let f ,
g : X→ Y be relative functors between relative categories. A natural weak equivalences Θ from f to g is a
natural transformation Θ : f → g such that for any object x in C X, Θx is in wY. We say that the pair f and
g are categorical homotopic or f is categorical homotopic to g if there exists a zig-zag sequence of natural
weak equivalences which connects f and g.
Let f : X→ Y be a relative functor between relative categories X and Y. We say that f is a categorical
homotopy equivalence if there exists a relative functor g : Y→ X such that f g and g f are categorical homo-
topic to idCY and idCX respectively. We denote the category of small relative categories and relative functors
by RelCat. Let X and Y be small relative categories. We define X×Y to be a relative category by setting
C X×Y := C X×C Y and wX×Y := wX×wY and call it the product of X and Y. The relative category X×Y
is a categorical product of X and Y in RelCat. Next we write XY for the relative category whose underlying
category is the category of relative functors from Y to X and natural transformations and whose weak equiv-
alences are natural weak equivalences. Then XY is the internal hom object in RelCat, namely for any object
Z in RelCat, the functor −×Z : RelCat→ RelCat admits a right adjoint (−)Z. Thus RelCat is Cartesian
closed.
Let S be a full subcategory of C X the underlying category of a relative category X. Then the pair
(S ,wX∩MorS ) is a relative category and call it the restriction of X to S and denote it by X |S . We often
write w|S for wX |S .
3.2.2. Definition (Level weak equivalences). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative category and let I be a small
category. We say that a morphism f : x→ y in CI the category ofI -diagrams is a level weak equivalence if
for any object i, f (i) : x(i)→ y(i) is in w. We denote the class of all level weak equivalences in CI by lwCI
or shortly lw.
Assume if C admits a zero object. Then we can consider Ch(C ) the category of chain complexes on C
and FbC the category of bounded filtered objects on C . We can regard both of them as the full subcategory
of C Z the category of Z-diagrams and we denote the restriction of lwC Z to Ch(C ) and FbC by lwCh(C ) and
lwFbC or simply lw. We also denote the restriction of lw to Ch#(C ) by lw# or shortly lw for # ∈ {±,b}.
Moreover assume (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. Then we similarly say that a homotopy
commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hC is a level weak equivalence if for any integer n, fn : xn→ yn is
in w and we write lwFb,hC or simply lw for the class of all level weak equivalences in Fb,hC .
3.2.3. Definition (Relative exact categories). A relative exact category E = (E ,w) is a relative category
whose underlying category is an exact category. A relative exact functor between relative exact categories
f : E = (E ,w)→ F = (F ,v) is a relative and exact functor. We denote the category of small relative exact
categories and relative exact functors by RelEx. We write RelEx for the 2-category of small relative exact
categories and relative exact functors and natural weak equivalences.
3.2.4. (Colimit of relative exact categories). Let I be a small category and let E : I → RelEx be an I -
diagram of relative exact categories. Then colim
I
E = colim
i∈ObI
Ei is defined as follows. The underlying category
C colim
I
E of colim
I
E is the colimit of theI -diagramI E→ RelEx forget→ ExCat of small exact categories and the
class of weak equivalences wcolim
I
E of colim
I
E is the subset of the class of morphisms in C colim
I
E consisting of
those morphisms which are represented by morphisms in wi for some i in ObI .
3.2.5. Example (Exact categories). Let E be an exact category. We denote the class of all isomorphisms
in E by iE or simply i. Then the pair (E , iE ) is a relative category. In this way, we regard exact categories
as relative exact categories. There is a functor from ExCat the category of exact categories to RelEx the
category of relative exact categories which sends an exact category E to the relative exact category (E , iE ).
We often simply denote the relative category (E , iE ) by E .
3.2.6. Example (Quasi-isomorphisms). We recall the notion of quasi-isomorphisms on Ch(E ) the category
of chain complexes on an exact category E . We say that a chain complex x is strictly acyclic if for any integer
n, the boundary morphism dxn : xn→ xn−1 factors as
xn
dxn
//
pn     
xn−1
zn
== in
==
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where pn is a cokernel for dxn+1 and an admissible epimorphism and in is a kernel for d
x
n−1 and an admissible
monomorphism. We say that a chain complex x is acyclic if it it chain homotopy equivalent to a strictly
acyclic complex. We can show that if E is idempotent complete, then acyclic complexes on E are strictly
acyclic complexes (see [Nee90, 1.8], [Kel96, 11.2]).
We say that a chain morphism f : x→ y is a quasi-isomorphism if Cone f is acyclic. We can show that if
E is essentially small and idempotent complete, then a morphism f : x→ y in Ch(E ) is a quasi-isomorphism
if and only if it induces isomorphisms on Hk(x)
∼→ Hk(y) on homologies for any integer k where homologies
are taken in LexE the category of left exact functor from E op to the category of abelian groups via Yoneda
embedding E ↪→ LexE (see [TT90, 1.11.8]).
We denote the class of all quasi-isomorphisms in Ch(E ) by qisCh(E ) or simply qis. Similarly on Chb(E ),
Ch+(E ) and Ch−(E ) the categories of bounded chain complexes, bounded below chain complexes and
bounded above chain complexes on E respectively, we define the class qis of quasi-isomorphisms. The pair
(Ch#(E ),qis) (# ∈ {b,±,nothing}) are typical examples of relative exact categories.
3.2.7. Definition (Complicial weak equivalences). Let C be a complicial exact category. We say that a class
of morphisms w in C is a class of complicial weak equivalences if it contains all C-homotopy equivalences
and satisfies the extension and the saturation axioms in [Wal85, p.327]. In this case, we call the class of
morphisms in w a complicial weak equivalences.
We say that a class of complicial weak equivalences on C is thick if it closed under retractions in the
morphisms category C [1].
A relative complicial exact category C = (C ,w) is a relative category whose underlying category is a
complicial exact category and whose class of morphisms is a class of complicial weak equivalences. A
relative complicial exact functor between relative complicial categories C = (C ,w)→ C′ = (C ′,w′) is a
complicial exact functor ( f ,c) : C → C ′ such that f : C → C ′ is a relative functor.
A complicial natural weak equivalence between relative complicial exact functors ( f ,c), ( f ′,c′) : C =
(C ,w)→ C′ = (C ′,w′) is a complicial natural transformation θ : ( f ,c)→ ( f ′,c′) such that for any object
x in C , θ(x) is in w′. We denote the category of small relative complicial exact categories and relative
complicial exact functors (resp. small thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact categories and strictly
normal relative complicial exact functors) by RelComp (resp. RelCompsn) and we write RelComp (resp.
RelCompsn) for the 2-category of small relative complicial exact categories, relative complicial exact functors
(resp. small thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact categories, strictly normal relative complicial
exact functors) and complicial natural weak equivalences.
3.2.8. Lemma. (cf. [Moc10, 5.18].) Let (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. Then the pair (C ,w)
satisfies the functorial factorization axiom, the functorial cofactorization axiom, the gluing axiom and the
cogluing axiom. In particular (C ,w) and (C op,wop) are Waldhausen categories. Moreover w is proper.
Namely w is stable under co-base change along any admissible monomorphisms and stable under base change
along any admissible epimorphisms.
3.2.9. Corollary. Let (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. Then w is homotopy proper in the
following sense:
w is stable under canonical homotopy push-out along any morphisms and stable under canonical homotopy
pull-back along any morphisms.
Proof. Let x
f← y g→ z be a pair of morphisms in C such that f is in w. Then in the homotopy push-out
diagram (172) the morphism i f is just a composition of the C-homotopy equivalence
(
0
idz
)
: z→C(y)⊕ z and
f ′ : C(y)⊕ z→ which is the co-base change of f by the admissible monomorphism
(
ιy
−g
)
: y→Cy⊕ z. Thus
by 3.2.8, i f is in w. A proof of the homotopy pull-back case is similar.
3.2.10. Corollary. Let (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let x and z be a pair of objects in
C . Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) There exists a pair of morphisms x
f← y g→ z in w.
(2) There exists a pair of morphisms x
f→ y g← z in w.
Proof. We assume the condition (1). Then in the canonical homotopy push-out diagram (172), i f is in w by
3.2.9 and it turns out that ig is also in w by 2 out of 3 property of w. Hence we obtain the condition (2). A
proof of the converse implication is similar.
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3.2.11. (Derivable Waldhausen category). In [Cis10b, 1.1], we say that a Waldhausen category C =
(C ,wC) is derivable if it satisfies the saturation axiom in [Wal85, p.327] and (non-functorial) factorization
axiom in [Cis10b, 1.1]. Thus a relative complicial exact category is a derivable Waldhausen category by
Lemma 3.2.8.
3.2.12. Example. Let C be a complicial exact category. For a family of classes of complicial (resp. thick
complicial) weak equivalences {wλ}λ∈Λ in C ,
⋂
λ∈Λ
wλ is also a class of complicial (resp. thick complicial)
weak equivalences. For any class of morphisms v in C , we write 〈v〉 (resp. 〈v〉thick) for
⋂
w where w runs
through all classes of complicial (resp. thick complicial) weak equivalences which contains v. We call 〈v〉
(resp 〈v〉thick) the class of complicial (resp. thick complicial) weak equivalences spanned by v.
3.2.13. Example (Class of C-homotopy equivalences). Let C be a complicial exact category. Recall we
denote the class of all C-homotopy equivalences in C by heqC or simply heq. The class heq is the class of
complicial weak equivalences in C frob (see [Moc13b, 3.15 (4)]).
3.2.14. Example (Quasi-weak equivalences). Let E = (E ,w) be a relative exact category. We denote the
class of thick complicial weak equivalences in Ch#(E ) spanned by qis and lw by qwCh#(E ) or simply qw and
we call a morphism in qw a quasi-weak equivalence. In particular if w= iE the class of all isomorphisms in E ,
then the class qw is just the class of all quasi-isomorphisms in Ch#(E ). We denote the pair (Ch#(E ),qw) by
Ch#(E). Then for any relative exact functor f : E= (E ,w)→ F= (F ,v), there is a strictly normal complicial
exact functor Ch#( f ) : Ch#(E)→ Ch#(F). The association Ch# : RelEx→ RelCompsn is a 2-functor.
3.2.15. (Correspondence between null classes and complicial weak equivalences). (cf. [Moc13b, 3.5].)
Let C be a complicial small exact category. We denote the class of all null classes (resp. thick null classes) in
C by NC(C ) (resp. NCthi(C ) and we write CW(C ) (resp. CWthi(C )) for the class of all classes of complicial
weak equivalences (resp. thick complicial weak equivalences) in C .
For a null class in C , we define wN to be a class of those morphisms f : x→ y in C such that Cone f is in
N . Then we can show that wN is a class of complicial weak equivalences in C and moreover ifN is thick,
then wN is also thick. For a class of complicial weak equivalences u in C , C u the class of u-trivial objects in
C (See 3.1.1) is a null class and if u is thick, then C u is also thick.
We can also show the equalities
C wN =N , and (180)
wC u = u. (181)
Thus the associations NC(C )→ CW(C ),N 7→ wN and CW(C )→ NC(C ), u 7→ C u give order preserving
bijections between NC(C ) and CW(C ), and NCthi(C ) and CWthi(C ).
3.2.16. Corollary. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let i : x→ y be an admissible
monomorphism (resp. a Frobenius admissible monomorphism) in C . Then
(1) The canonical morphism Cone i→ y/x is in w (resp. a C-homotopy equivalence).
(2) Assume that y/x is in C w (resp. C-contractible), then i is in w (resp. a C-homotopy equivalence).
(3) Let f : x→ x′ be a morphism and let
x
f
//

i

x′

i′

y
f ′
// y′
be a co-base change of f along i. Then the morphism Cone(i, i′) : Cone f → Cone f ′ is in w (resp. a C-
homotopy equivalence).
Proof. (1) By considering the following commutative diagram of admissible exact sequences,
x //
ξ1 i
// Cyl i // //
υi

Cone i

x //
i
// y // // y/x,
(182)
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it turns out that the canonical morphism Cone i→ y/x is in w by the gluing axiom.
(2) By (1), Cone i is in C w. Thus i is in w by by 3.2.15.
(3) Notice that the induced morphism f ′/ f : y/x→ y′/x′ is an isomorphism and there is an admissible exact
sequence Cone f
Cone(i,i′)
 Cone f ′Cone f ′/ f . Since Cone f ′/ f is C-contractible, we obtain the result by (2).
Finally by applying assertions from (1) to (3) to the pair (C frob,heq), we obtain assertions for ‘respectively’
parts.
3.2.17. Proposition. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and letN be a semi-null class
of C . Then
(1) Let u : x→ y be a morphism in C . Then
(i)Cu : Cx→Cy is in w.
(ii) If u is in w, then T−1u is in w.
(2) Let [ f ′ : x′→ y′] (u,v,H)→ [ f : x→ y] be a homotopy commutative square with v ∈ w. Then
(i) Cyl(u,v,H) : Cyl f ′→ Cyl f is in w.
(ii) Moreover if u is in w, then Cone(u,v,H) : Cone f ′→ Cone f is in w.
(3) w is closed under C-homotopic relations. Namely for a pair of morphisms u, v : x→ y in C , if u is in w
and there exists a C-homotopy H : u⇒C v, then v is also in w.
(4) IfN is closed under w-weak equivalences, thenN is a null class in C .
Proof. (1) (i) Since Cx and Cy are C-contractible, the morphisms Cx→ 0 and Cy→ 0 are in w and by 2 out
of 3, Cu is also in w.
(ii) By considering cogluing axiom in the commutative diagram below, since Pu and u are in w, T−1u is also
in w.
T−1x //
ιT−1x
//
T−1u

Px
Pu

qx
// // x
u

T−1y //
ιT−1y
// Py
qy
// // y.
(2) (i) Since w is closed under extensions and v and Cu are in w, by considering the commutative diagram
below, it turns out that Cyl(u,v,H) is in w.
y′ //
(
0
idy′
)
//
v

Cx′⊕ y′
(idCx′ 0)
// //
(
Cu 0
−H v
)

Cx′
Cu

y // (
0
idy
) // Cx⊕ y
(idCx 0)
// // Cx.
(ii) In the commutative diagram below, we obtain the result by the gluing axiom.
x′ //
ξ1, f ′
//
u

Cyl f ′
η f ′
// //
Cyl(u,v,H)

Cone f ′
Cone(u,v,H)

x //
ξ1, f
// Cyl f
η f
// // Cone f .
(3) If u is in w, then Coneu is inC w by 3.2.15. Since there exists an isomorphism Cone(idx, idy,H) : Coneu
∼→
Conev, Conev is also in C w and it turns out that v is in w by 3.2.15 again.
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(4) Since w contains all C-homotopy equivalences,N contains all C-contractible objects. Let x
i y
p
 z be
an admissible exact sequence in C . Since (0 idy) : Cx⊕y→ y is a C-homotopy equivalence, by applying the
gluing axiom to the commutative diagram below, it turns out that Cone(0, p) is also in w.
x
idx

//
ιi
// Cyl i
(0 idy)

ηi
// // Cone i
Cone(0,p)

x //
i
// y
p
// // z.
Thus z is inN if and only if Cone i is inN . If x and y are inN , then Cone i and z are also inN .
If y (resp. x) and z are in N , then by applying argument above to an admissible exact sequence y 
Cone i T x (resp. Cone i T x⊕Cy Ty), T x and x (resp. Ty and y) are inN .
3.2.18. Corollary. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. Then for F ∈ {T±1,P,C}, F
preserves weak equivalences, namely, the pair (F,σ−1F ) : C→ C is a relative complicial exact functor.
Proof. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in w. Then C f and P f = CT−1 f are in w by 3.2.17 (1) (i). Thus T f
and T−1 f are also in w by the left and right commutative diagrams below and the gluing and cogluing axioms
respectively.
x //
ιx
//
f

Cx
pix
// //
C f

T x
T f

y //
ιy
// Cy
piy
// // Ty,
T−1x //
jx
//
P f

Px
qx
// //
P f

x
f

T−1y //
jy
// Py
qy
// // y.
3.2.19. Lemma. Let C = (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact category and let A be a full subcategory
of C . If A is closed under finite direct sums (resp. the operation T , resp. the operation T−1), then A w the
w-closure of A is also.
Proof. Let x and y be objects in A w. Then there exists a zig-zag sequences of morphisms x
a← x′ a′→ x′′ and
y b← y′ b′→ y′′ in wC such that x′′ and y′′ are in A .
If A is closed under finite direct sums, then x′′⊕ y′′ is in A and the morphisms
(
a 0
0 b
)
and
(
a′ 0
0 b′
)
are in wC. Thus x⊕ y is in A wC .
If A is closed under the operation T (resp. T−1), then T x′′ (resp. T−1x′′) is in A and morphisms Ta and
Ta′ (resp. T−1a and T−1a′) are in wC. Thus T x (resp. T−1x) is in A wC .
3.2.20. Lemma. Let C = (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact category and let A be a null class in C .
Then A is wC-closed if and only if it contains C wC .
Proof. If A is wC-closed, then it contains all objects which is w-equivalent to 0, in other words, A contains
C wC . Conversely assume that A contains C wC . We have an equality A = C wA by (180) and wA contains
wC by assumption. Thus A is wA -closed and in particular wC-closed.
3.2.21. Lemma-Definition (w-closed null closure). Let C= (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact category
and let A be a full subcategory of C . We set 〈A 〉null,wC := 〈A
⋃
C wC〉null,frob. 〈A 〉null,wC is the smallest
wC-closed null class which contains A in C . We call 〈A 〉null,wC the wC-closed null closure of A .
Proof. Since 〈A 〉null,wC containsC wC and it is a null closure inC frob, 〈A 〉null,wC is wC-closed by Lemma 3.2.20.
Then it turns out that 〈A 〉null,wC is a null class in C by Proposition 3.2.17 (4). IfB is a wC-closed null class
which contains A , thenB contains C wC and therefore contains 〈A 〉null,wC .
By 3.1.7 and 3.2.15, we obtain the following result.
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3.2.22. Lemma. Let ( f ,c) : C → C ′ be a complicial exact functor between complicial exact categories
and let w be a class of complicial weak equivalences in C ′. Then f−1(w) is a class of complicial weak
equivalences in C . Moreover if w is thick, then f−1(w) is also thick.
3.2.23. Definition (Stable weak equivalences). Let X be a category with a specific zero object 0 and w
a class of morphisms in X . We say that a morphism f : x→ y in FbX is a stable weak equivalence if
f∞ : x∞→ y∞ is in w. We denote the class of all stable weak equivalences in FbX by wstFbX or shortly wst.
AssumeX is a complicial exact category. Then we similarly say that a homotopy commutative diagram
( f ,H) : x→ y in Fb,hX is a stable weak equivalence if f∞ : x∞→ y∞ is in w. We similarly denote the class of
all stable weak equivalences in Fb,hX by wstFb,hX or shortly wst.
For any integer k, the degree shift functor (−)[k] : Fb,hC → Fb,hC preserves lw and wst.
Moreover assume that the pair X := (X ,w) is a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category. Then
since the functor (−)∞ : Fb,hX →X is a strictly normal complicial exact functor and wst is just a pull-back
of w in C by this functor, wst is a class of complicial weak equivalences in Fb,hX by 3.2.22. We denote the
normal ordinary relative complicial exact category Moreover if w is thick, then wst is also thick. We denote
the normal ordinary relative complicial exact category (Fb,hX ,wst) by Fb,h X.
Recall the definition of categorical homotopic of relative functors from 3.2.1.
3.2.24. Lemma. Let (X ,w) be a relative category and let k be an integer. Then the degree shift functor
(−)[k] : FbX → FbX is categorical homotopic to idFbX .
Proof. There exists a natural weak equivalence (−)[k] Θk→ (−)[k+1] on (FbX ,wst). Namely for an object x
in FbX and an integer n, Θk(x)n := ixn+k : xn+k→ xn+k+1. Therefore there exists a sequence of natural weak
equivalences from idFbX = (−)[0] to (−)[k].
Notice that Θk is natural weak equivalence with respect to wst, not to lw and if X is a complicial exact
category, then Θk is functorial on FbX , but not on Fb,hX .
3.3 The category of bounded chain complexes over relative complicial exact cate-
gories
Throughout this subsection, let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. In this subsection, we
will study compatibilities of several complicial structures and the class of complicial weak equivalences on
Chb(C ) the category of bounded chain complexes on C .
3.3.1. (Complicial structures on Chb(C )). There are two kind of natural complicial structures on Chb(C ).
The first one is the standard complicial structure illustrated in 1.2.2. We can regard Chb(C ) as the full
subcategory of FC = C Z the category of functors from the totally ordered set Z to C and the second one
is the level complicial structure (see 1.2.14) induced from C Z. We denote these two complicial structures
by (Csta, ιsta,rsta,σ sta) and (Clv, ι lv,rlv,σ lv) respectively. We denote the associated suspension functor, path
functor, cone functor and so on by T #, P#, Cone# and so on for # ∈ {sta, lv}.
We denote the forgetful functor CompEx → ExCat by F . For a small exact category E , we define
jE : E → Chb(E ) to be an exact functor by setting jE (x)k is x if k = 0 and 0 if k 6= 0. Then jE is natural on
E , namely j gives a natural transformation j : idExCat→ F Chb. If E is a complicial exact category, then the
functor jE : E → Chb(E ) is a strictly normal complicial exact functor with respect to (Clv, ι lv,rlv,σ lv).
3.3.2. (Conventions of chain complexes). Let x be a chain complex on C and let f : x→ y be a chain
morphism on C and let n be an integer. We define σ≥nx and σ≥n f to be a subcomplex of x and a chain
morphism σ≥nx→ σ≥ny by setting
(σ≥nx)k =
{
xk if k ≥ n
0 otherwise
, (σ≥n f )k =
{
fk if k ≥ n
0 otherwise
(183)
Similarly we define σ≤nx and σ≤n f : σ≤nx → σ≤ny. We simply write x[n] and f [n] for (T sta)n(x) and
(T sta)n( f ) respectively.
For an integer n ≤ m, we write Chb,[n,m](C ), Chb,≥n(C ) and Chb,m≥(C ) for the full subcategories of
Chb(C ) consisting of those complexes x such that xk = 0 if k /∈ [n,m], k < n and m < k respectively.
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For a complex x in Chb(C ), we set
minx := min{n ∈ Z;xn 6= 0}, (184)
maxx := max{n ∈ Z;xn 6= 0}, (185)
lengthx := min{b−a;x ∈ ObCh[a,b](C )} (186)
and call it the length of x.
3.3.3. Lemma-Definition (Exact functor Tot). There exists an exact functor Tot : Chb(C )→C and the nat-
ural equivalences dsta : C Tot ∼→ TotCsta and dlv : C Tot ∼→ TotClv such that the pairs (Tot,dsta) and (Tot,dlv)
are complicial exact functors with resepct to the standard complicial structure and the level complicial struc-
ture on Chb(C ) respectively.
For an integer n, we have the equality
Tot jC (−)[n] = T n. (187)
Moreover we can regard Tot is the natural transformation Tot : Chb F → idCompEx such that the pair ( j,Tot)
gives an adjunction of the pair (Chb,F) where F : CompEx→ ExCat is the forgetful functor.
Proof. We recall the construction of Tot from [Moc10, 4.1, 4.9]. First we will define Tot≥0 : Chb,≥0(C )→
C , dsta : C Tot≥0
∼→ Tot≥0 Csta and dlv : C Tot≥0 ∼→ Tot≥0 Clv to be exact functor and natural equivalences
respectively by proceeding induction on the length of chain complexes. For an object x and a morphism
f : x → y in C , we set Tot≥0 · jC (x) := x and Tot≥0 jC ( f ) := f . Notice that we have the equality Cx =
Coneidx = Tot(x
idx→ x) = TotCstax. We set dlvjC (x) = d
sta
jC (x)
= idCx : C Tot≥0 jC (x) = Cx = TotClv jC (x) =
TotCsta jC (x).
For a chain complex x in Chb,≥0(C ) and a chain morphism f : x→ y, we define
Tot≥0(x) := Cone(Tot≥ 0((σ≥1x)[−1])→ x0), (188)
Tot≥0( f ) := Cone(Tot≥0((σ≥1 f )[−1]), f0). (189)
Moreover for # ∈ {sta, lv}, we define d#x : C Totx ∼→ TotC#x by the compositions
C Totx=C Cone(Tot(σ≥1x[−1])
dx1→x0)
cCone∼→ Cone(C Tot(σ≥1x[−1])
Cdx1→Cx0)
Cone(d#σ≥1x[−1]
,idCx)
∼→ Cone(Tot(C#σ≥1x[−1])
Cdx1→Cx0)=TotC#x.
Next for any positive integer n, We define Tot≥−n : Chb,≥−n(C )→ C and X−n : Tot≥−(n+1) |Chb,≥−n(C )
∼→
Tot≥−n to be an exact functor and a natural equivalence by setting
Tot≥−n := (TC )
−n ·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)n (190)
and compositions of natural equivalences
Tot≥−(n+1)=(TC )
−(n+1)·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)n+1∼→(TC )−n·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)−1·(T sta)n+1∼→(TC )−n·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)n=Tot≥−n (191)
respectively. We will define Tot : Chb(C )→ C to be an exact functor by patching the family of functors and
natural equivalences {Tot≥−n,X−n}n>0. To do so, for any pair of integers n > m, we define Xn,m : Tot≥n ∼→
Tot≥m to be a natural equivalence by setting Xn,m := XmXm+1 · · ·Xn−1 and for any complex x in Chb(C ) we
set
m(x) := min{n;n≥ 0,x−k = 0 for any k ≥ n}. (192)
For a complex x in Chb(C ), we set Tot(x) := Tot≥−m(x)(x). Next for a morphism f : x→ y, we take an integer
n≥max{m(x),m(y)} and we set Tot( f ) := Xn,m(y)(y) ·Tot≥n( f ) · (Xn,m(x))(x)−1. We can easily check that the
definition of Tot( f ) does not depend upon a choice of n and that Tot is an exact functor on Chb(C ).
For # ∈ {sta, lv}, we will define d# : CC Tot ∼→ TotC# to be a natural equivalence in the following way.
For a complex x in Chb(C ), let us notice that we have equalities m(x) = m(C#x) and T staC# = C#T sta for
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# ∈ {sta, lv}. We define d#x : CC Tot(x) ∼→ TotC#(x) to make the diagram below commutative
Tot(x)
Tot∗ιstax

(TC )
−m(x)·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)m(x)(x)
((TC )
−m(x)·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)m(x))∗ιx

Tot(x)
ιTot(x)

Tot ·C#(x) (TC )−m(x)·Tot≥0 ·(T sta)m(x)·C#(x)
A
∼
// CC ·Tot(x)
where the morphism A is compositions of natural equivalences
(TC )
−m(x)·Tot ·(T sta)−m(x)·C#(x)∼→(TC )−m(x)·CC ·Tot ·(T sta)−m(x)(x)∼→CC ·(TC )−m(x)·Tot ·(T sta)−m(x)(x).
For # ∈ {sta, lv}, by induction on the length of chain complexes, we can show the equality d# · (ι# ∗Tot) =
Tot∗ι .
3.3.4. Definition-Corollary. Let a ≤ i ≤ b be a triple of integers such that b− a ≥ 2 and let f : x→ y be a
chain morphism in Ch[a,b](C ). Then there is a canonical chain morphism σ≥ix[−1]→ σ≤i−1x induced from
the ith boundary morphism dxi : xi→ xi−1 and we denote it by dxi : (σ≥ix)[−1]→ σ≤i−1x. We set
ConeTotd fi := Cone((σ≥i f )[−1],σ≤i−1 f ) : ConeTotdxi → ConeTotdyi .
Then the association ConeTotdi : Ch[a,b]C →C is an exact functor and there is a natural equivalence e : Tot ∼→
ConeTotdi.
Proof. We will construct a natural equivalence e by proceeding induction on the length of σ≤i−1x. By re-
placing x with x[N] for a suitable integer N, we shall assume a = 0. Notice that if b = 2 and i = 1, then e is
defined in 2.3.15. If lengthσ≤i−1x = 1, then by definition, we have the equality Totx = ConeTotdxi . Assume
lengthσ≤i−1x > 1, then there are functorial isomorphisms below by inductive hypothesis
ConeTotdxi = Cone(Tot((σ≥ix)[−1])→ Cone(Tot((σ≥1σ≤i−1x)[−1])→ x0)
∼→ Cone(Cone(Tot(σ≥ix)→ Tot((σ≥1σ≤i−1x)[−1]))→ x0)
∼→ Cone(Tot((σ≥1x)[−1])→ x0)
= Totx.
3.1.17 and 3.3.3 imply the following corollary.
3.3.5. Corollary. LetF be an additive full subcategory of C . We regardF as a full subcategory of Chb(C )
by the functorsF ↪→ C jC→Chb(C ). Then the prenull closure and semi-null closure ofF in Chb(C ) with re-
spect to the standard complicial structure are Chb,≥0(F ) and Chb(F ) respectively. The functor Tot induces
the complicial functors Tot≥0 : Chb,≥0(F )→ 〈F 〉prenull and Tot : Chb(F )→ 〈F 〉semi-null.
3.3.6. Corollary. Let A be an additive category and let B be an additive full subcategory of A . Then we
have the equality
Chb(Bthi,A ) = (Chb(B))thi,Chb(A ). (193)
Proof. We regard A as an exact category with split exact sequences. Then Chb(A ) is a complicial exact
category with the standard complicial structure. We regardB andBthi,A as full subcategories of Chb(A ) by
the functor jA : A → Chb(A ) and inclusionsB, Bthi,A ↪→A .
We will show that Chb(Bthi,A ) is thick in Chb(A ). Let y be a chain complex in Chb(Bthi,A ) and let
x i→ y p→ x be a pair of chain morphisms in Chb(A ) such that pi = idx. Then for each integer n, we have an
equality pnin = idxn and it turns out that xn is inBthi,A . Hence x is in Chb(Bthi,A ) and Chb(Bthi,A ) is thick
in Chb(A ). In particular we have the inclusion (Chb(B))thi,Chb(A ) ↪→ Chb(Bthi,B).
Next the inclusion B ↪→ Chb(B) implies the inclusion Bthi,A ↪→ (Chb(B))thi,Chb(A ). Notice that by
3.1.19 (5), (Chb(B))thi,Chb(A ) is a semi-null class in Chb(A ). Thus we obtain the inclusion Chb(Bthi,A ) =
〈Bthi,A 〉semi-null,Chb(A ) ↪→ (Chb(B))thi,Chb(A ).
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3.3.7. Lemma-Definition. We say that a morphism f : x→ y in Ch(C ) is a Frobenius quasi-isomorphism if
it is a quasi-isomorphism with respect to the Frobenius admissible exact structure of C . We denote the class of
all Frobenius quasi-isomorphisms in Ch#(C ) by qfisCh#(C ) or simply q
fis. We write q f wCh#(C ) or simply q
f w
for the class of thick complicial weak equivalences spanned by qfis and lw and call it the class of Frobenius
quasi-weak equivalences (in Ch#(C )). Assume that w is thick. We denote the class of all morphisms f : x→ y
in Chb(C ) such that Tot f is in w by tw and call it the class of total quasi-weak equivalences. Then there are
equalities
q f w = tw = qw. (194)
Proof. Since the class tw is the pull-back of w by the complicial exact functor Tot, it is a class of thick
complicial weak equivalences in C by 3.2.22. We will show the inclusions
q f w⊂
I
qw⊂
II
tw ⊂
III
q f w.
Since a Frobenius admissible exact sequence in C is an admissible exact sequence in C , the inclusion I is
obvious. To show inclusion II, what we need to prove is the following two inclusions:
IV qis⊂ tw.
V lw⊂ tw.
The inclusion IV follows form [Moc13b, 4.5]. We will show the inclusion V. Let f : x→ y be a chain
morphism in Chb(C ). By considering f [N] : x[N]→ y[N] for sufficiently large integer N, without loss of
generality, we shall assume that f is in Chb,≥0(C ). Assume that f is in lw. Since by definition, we
have the equality Tot( f ) = Cone((σ≥1 f )[−1], f0), we obtain the result by 3.2.17 (2) (ii) and induction on
max{length(x), length(y)}.
Next we will show the inclusion III. What we need to show is the inclusion (Chb(C ))tw ⊂ (Chb(C w))qfis
and it follows from 3.3.8 below.
3.3.8. Lemma-Definition. (cf. [Moc13b, 4.10].) Let k be an integer. We write i : Chb,≤k−1(C )→Chb,≤k(C )
for the canonical inclusion functor. We defineQk : Chb,≤k(C )→Chb,≤k(C ) andLk : Chb,≤k(C )→Chb,≤k−1(C )
and uk : idChb,≤k(C ) → Qk and vk : iLk → Qk be a pair of functors and a pair of natural transformations re-
spectively by setting for a chain morphism f : x→ y in Chb,≤k(C ),
Qk(x)n:=

xn if n≥ k−2
Conedxk if n = k−1
Cxk if n = k
0 if n > k,
d
Qk(x)
n :=

dxn if n≥ k−2
Cone(0,dxk−1) if n = k−1
µdxk if n = k
0 if n > k,
Qk( f )n:=

fn if n≥ k−2
Cone( fk, fk−1) if n = k−1
C fk if n = k
0 if n > k,
(195)
Lk(x)n:=

xn if n≥ k−2
Conedxk if n = k−1
0 if n > k−1,
d
Lk(x)
n :=

dxn if n≥ k−2
Cone(0,dxk−1) if n = k−1
0 if n > k−1,
Lk( f )n:=

fn if n≥ k−2
Cone( fk, fk−1) if n = k−1
0 if n > k−1.
(196)
uk(x)n :=

idxn if n≥ k−2
κdxk if n = k−1
ιxk if n = k
0 if n > k,
vk(x)n :=

idxn if n≥ k−2
idConedxk if n = k−1
0 if n > k−1.
(197)
Then for each complex x in Chb,≤k(C ), uk(x) is a Frobenius quasi-isomorphism by 1.1.2 and vk(x) is a level
weak equivalence.
For a complex x in Chb,≤k(C ), we denote the zig-zag sequence of morphisms x
uk(x)→ Qk(x) vk(x)← Lk(x) by
U kx. If for an integer n, x[n] is also in Chb,≤k(C ), then we have the equality
U kx[n] =U
k−n
x [n]. (198)
For a pair of integers a < b, we write L[a,b] for the compositions
La+1La+2 · · ·Lb : Chb,≤b(C )→ Chb,≤a(C )
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and for a complex x in Chb,≤b(C ), we write U
[a,b]
x for the composition of zig-zag sequence of morphisms
U bxU
b−1
x · · ·U a+1x which connects x and L[a,b] x. Moreover we have the equality
L[a,b](x) = jC (T m Totx)[−m] (199)
where m = minx− a. Thus for a complex x in Chb(C ), there exists a zig-zag sequence of morphisms in
lw∪qfis which connects x and jC (T m Tot(x))[−m] for a suitable integer m.
3.3.9. Corollary. For a relative complicial exact category C = (C ,w), we have equalities
l(〈w〉thi,C ) = 〈lw〉thi,Chb(C ), (200)
qw = q(〈w〉thi,C ). (201)
Proof. By correspondence 3.2.15, the equality (200) is equivalent to the equality
(Chb(C ))thi,Chb(C ) = Chb((C
w)thi,C )
and it follows from the equality (193).
The inclusion w⊂ 〈w〉thi,C implies the inclusion qw⊂ q(〈w〉thi,C ). On the other hand, since the class qw is
thick, the inclusion lw⊂ qw implies l(〈w〉thi,C ) = 〈lw〉thi,Chb(C ) ⊂ qw. Thus we obtain the converse inclusion
q(〈w〉thi,C )⊂ qw.
3.3.10. Corollary. We denote the forgetful functor RelComp→ RelEx by F. Then the pair ( j,Tot) can
be regarded as natural transformations j : idRelEx → F Chb and Tot : Chb F → idRelComp between functors
Chb : RelEx→ RelComp and F : RelComp→ RelEx and it gives an adjunction of the pair (Chb,F).
3.3.11. Lemma-Definition. Let C = (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact category and let n be a non-
negative integer and let x be a complex in Ch[0,n](C ). We define x¯ to be a complex in Ch[0,n](C ) in the
following way. First by convention, we set
d′xk :=
{
0: 0→ xn if k = n+1
dxn : xn→ xn−1 if k = n.
(202)
For k ≥ 1, we inductively set
d′xn−k := Cone(0,d
x
n−k) : Coned
′x
n−k+1→ xn−k−2. (203)
xn //
d′xn

0

xn−1
dxn−1
// xn−1,
Coned′xn−k+2 //
d′xn−k+1

0

xn−k
dxn−k
// xn−k−1.
Well-definedness of d′xn−k follows from the equality
dxn−kd
′x
n−k+1 = 0. (204)
Then we set
x¯k := Coned′
x
k+1 and d
x¯
k = κd′xk d
′x
k. (205)
We define ux : x→ x¯ to be a chain morphism by setting
uxk := κd′xk+1 : xk→ x¯k. (206)
Notice that we can identify x¯0 = Totx.
Next let y be an object in C and let u : Totx→ y be a morphism in C . Then we define zu and gu : x¯→ zu
to be a complex and a chain morphism in Ch[0,n](C ) by setting
zuk :=
{
C(x¯k) if k ≥ 1
y if k = 0
and dzuk :=
{
C(d x¯k) if k ≥ 2
uµd′x1 if k = 1
and (207)
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guk :=
{
ιxk if k ≥ 1
idx¯0 if k = 0.
(208)
For a complex s in Ch[0,n](C ), we denote the canonical morphism Totσ≥1s→ s0 induced from ds0 by ds0.
Then we have an isomorphism cTotσ≥1 x¯ : C(Totσ≥1x¯)
∼→ Tot(Clv(σ≥1x¯)) = Totσ≥1zu and there is a homotopy
commutative square (0, idy,−dzu0 rTotσ≥1 x¯(cTotσ≥1 x¯)
−1
) : [Totσ≥1zu→ y]→ [0→ y]. We set
au := Cone(0, idy,−dzu0 rTotσ≥1 x¯(cTotσ≥1 x¯)
−1
) : Totzu→ y. (209)
Then au is in wC and we have an equality
u = au Tot(gu ux). (210)
Proof. The equality (204) follows from
dxn−kd
′x
n−k+1 = Cone(0,d
x
n−kd
x
n−k+1) = Cone(0,0) = 0.
To show that x¯ and zu are complexes, we check equalities
d x¯k−1d
x¯
k = κd′xk−1d
′x
k−1κd′xk d
′x
k = κd′xk−1d
x
k−1d
x
k = 0,
dzuk−1d
zu
k =C(d
x¯
k−1d
x¯
k) = 0 (k ≥ 3),
dzu1 d
zu
2 = uµd′x1C(d
x¯
2) = uµd′x1C(κd′x2d
′x
2) = uκd′x1d
′x
1µd′x2
= uκd′x1 Cone(0,d
x
1)Cone(idConed′x3 ,d
′x
2) = uκd′x1 Cone(0,d
x
1d
′x
2) = 0.
au is in wC by Proposition 3.2.17 (2) (ii) and applying Lemma 3.3.12 below to homotopy commutative
squares
[Totσ≥1x
dx0→x0]
(Totσ≥1 ux ,κdx0
)
→ [Totσ≥1 x¯
dx¯0→Totx]
(cTotσ≥1 x¯ιTotσ≥1 x¯ ,u)→ [Totσ≥1zu
dzu0→ y]
(0,idy,−dzu0 rTotσ≥1 x¯(c
Tot
σ≥1 x¯)
−1
)
→ [0→y],
we obtain the equality (210).
3.3.12. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and let f : x→ y and g : Cone f → z be morphisms
in C . Then the homotopy commutative squares [ f : x→ y] (ιx,κ f )→ [Cx µ f→ Cone f ] (0,g,−gµ f rx)→ [0→ z] induces an
equality
g = Cone(0,g,−gµ f rx)Cone(ιx,κ f ). (211)
Proof. It follows from the following commutative diagram of exact sequences.
x //
(
− f
ιx
)
//

y⊕Cx
(κ f µ f )
// //
(gκ f gµ f )

Cone f
g

0 // z
idz
// z.
3.4 Homotopy category of relative categories
In this subsection, we review the notion of homotopy categories of relative categories and that of derived
categories of relative exact categories from [Sch11] and [Moc13b] with slightly different conventions. In this
subsection except 3.4.19, we assume that underlying categories of relative categories are small.
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3.4.1. (Homotopy category of relative category). (cf. [GZ67, Chapter one 1.1, 1.2].) Let C = (C ,w) be a
relative category. A Gabriel-Zisman localization of C with respect to w is a pair (w−1C ,Qw) consisting of a
category w−1C and a functor Qw : C → w−1C which satisfies the following two conditions:
• The functor Qw sends a morphism in w to an isomorphism in w−1C .
• For any small category D , Qw induces an isomorphism of categories DQw : Dw−1C ∼→ DCw−inv where
DCw−inv is the full subcategory of D
C the category of functors from C to D consisting of those functors
f : C →D such that it sends all morphisms in w to isomorphisms in D .
We denote w−1C by Ho(C) or Ho(C ;w) and call it the homotopy category of a relative category C.
3.4.2. Definition (Strongly saturation axiom). Let C = (C ,wC) be a relative category. We say that wC
satisfies the strongly saturation axiom or C is strongly saturated if for any morphism f : x→ y in C , f is in
wC if and only if f is an isomorphism in Ho(C).
3.4.3. (Triangulated categories). We recall the conventions of triangulated categories. Basically we follows
the notations in [Kel96] and [Nee01b]. We denote a triangulated category by (T ,Σ,∆) or simply (T ,Σ) or
T where T is an additive category, Σ is an additive self category equivalence on T which is said to be the
suspension functor and ∆ is a class of sequences in T of the form
x u→ y v→ z w→ Σx (212)
such that vu = 0 and wv = 0 which we denote by (u,v,w) and call it a distinguished triangle and they satisfies
the usual Verdier axioms from (TR 1) to (TR 4). In the sequence (212), we sometimes write Coneu for the
object z.
A triangle functor between triangulated categories from (T ,Σ) to (T ′,Σ′) is a pair ( f ,a) consisting of an
additive functor f : T → T ′ and a natural equivalence a : fΣ→ Σ′ f such that they preserves distinguished
triangles. Namely for a distinguished triangle (212) in T , the sequence f (x)
f (u)→ f (y) f (v)→ f (z) a f (w)→ Σ′ f (x) is
a distinguished triangle inT ′. We say that a triangle functor ( f ,a) is strictly normal if fΣ= Σ′ f and a= id fΣ.
A triangle natural transformation θ : ( f ,a)→ (g,b) between triangulated functors ( f ,a), (g,b) : (T ,Σ)→
(T ′,Σ′) is a natural transformation θ : f → g which satisfies the equality (Σ′ ∗θ) ·a = b · (θ ∗Σ).
We denote the category of small triangulated categories and triangle functors (resp. strictly normal triangle
functors) by TriCat (resp. TriCatsn) and we write TriCat (resp. TriCatsn) for the 2-category of small
triangulated categories, triangulated functors (resp. strictly normal triangle functors) and triangle natural
transformations.
Let (T ,Σ) be a triangulated category. We say that a full subcategory D of T is a quasi-triangulated
subcategory (of T ) if (D ,Σ) is a triangulated category and the inclusion functor (ι , idΣ) :D → T is a trian-
gulated functor. We say that a quasi-triangulated subcategory D of T is a triangulated subcategory (of T ) if
it is closed under isomorphisms. Namely an additive full subcategory D of T is a triangulated subcategory if
Σ±(ObD) ⊂ ObD and if for any distinguished triangle x→ y→ z→ Σx in T , if x and y are in D , then z is
also in D . Assuming the condition Σ±(ObD)⊂ ObD , the last condition is equivalent to the condition that if
two of x, y and z are in D , then the other one is also in D .
We say that a triangulated subcategory D of T is thick if D is closed under direct summand. Namely for
any objects x and y in T , if x⊕ y is in D , then both x and y are also in D .
3.4.4. (Stable category of complicial exact category). Let C be a complicial exact category. We write
pi0(C ) for the quotient category of C by C-homotopic relations. Namely we set Obpi0(C ) = ObC and for
any pair of objects x and y in ObC , we set
Hompi0(C )(x,y) := HomC (x,y)/(C-homotopic relation). (213)
Since composition of morphisms in C compatible with C-homotopic relation (see [Moc10, 2.13]), it induces
the compositions of morphisms in pi0(C ). Moreover since the suspension functor onC preserves C-homotopic
relations, it induces an endofunctor on pi0(C ) and we denote it by the same letter T . We call pi0(C ) the stable
category associated with C . Then we can make the pair (pi0(C ),T ) into a triangulated category by declaring
that a sequence x′→ y′→ z′→ T x′ is a distinguished triangle if it is isomorphic to a sequence of the following
form
x
f→ y κ f→ Cone f ψ f→ T x. (214)
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We define the association from NC(C frob) the set of all null classes of C frob to Tri(pi0(C )) the set of all
triangulated subcategories of pi0(C ) by sending a null classN to pi0(N ). It give rises to bijective correspon-
dences between NC(C frob) and Tri(pi0(C )), and NCthi(C ) and Trithi(pi0(C )) the set of all thick subcategories
of pi0(C ) (see [Moc13b, 3.15]).
3.4.5. Example. Let C be a normal ordinary complicial exact category and let ( f ,H), ( f ,H ′) : x→ y be a
pair of homotopy commutative diagrams. Assume that ( f ,H) and ( f ,H ′) are C-homotopic as morphisms in
Fb,hC . Then there exists a C-homotopy (0,S) : ( f ,H)⇒C ( f ,H ′). Then for each integer n, Sn can be regarded
as a CC-homotopy from Hn to H ′n. Namely the pair ( f ,H) and ( f ,H ′) are CC-homotopic. Thus the canonical
functor Fb,hC → Fb,hC induces an equivalence of triangulated categories pi0(Fb,hC ) ∼→ pi0(Fb,hC ). For a pair
of integers a < b, similar statements hold for F[a,b],hC and so on.
3.4.6. Proposition (Homotopy category of relative complicial exact category). (cf. [Moc10, 3.29].) Let
C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. Then the identity functor on C induces an equivalence of
categories Ho(C) the homotopy category of C and pi0(C )/pi0(C w) the Verdier quotient of pi0(C ) with respect
to thick closure of the subcategory pi0(C w). In particular we can make the pair (Ho(C ),T ) into a trian-
gulated category to make the equivalence above an equivalence of triangulated categories. The association
Ho: RelComp→ TriCat is a 2-functor and it induces a 2-functor RelCompsn→ TriCatsn.
3.4.7. Definition. For a relative complicial exact category C = (C ,w), we denote the canonical functor
C → Ho(C) byQC.
Recall the definition of thick 3.2.7 and strongly saturated 3.4.2 relative complicial exact categories.
3.4.8. Lemma. (cf. [Sch11, 3.2.18].) Let C = (C ,wC) is a relative complicial exact category. If C is thick,
then C is strongly saturated.
Proof. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in C such that its image in Ho(C) is an isomorphism. What we need
to prove is that f is in wC. Then Cone f is trivial in Ho(C) and pi0(C wC) is thick by assumption and 3.2.15.
Moreover C wC is closed under C-homotopy equivalences by 3.2.20. Thus Cone f is in C wC and it means f is
in wC by (181). Thus we obtain the result.
3.4.9. Lemma. (cf. [HS85], [TT90, 1.9.2], [Moc13b, 3.16].) Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact
category. Then idC the identity functor of C induces the following equivalences of triangulated categories.
Ho(C frob;w)
∼→ Ho(C frob;〈w〉thi) ∼→ Ho(C ;w) ∼→ Ho(C ;〈w〉thi). (215)
3.4.10. Definition (Relative homotopy category). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category
and let F be a full subcategory of C . We regard 〈F 〉null,frob as a complicial exact subcategory of C frob and
write Ho(F in C) for the homotopy category of the relative exact category (〈F 〉null,frob,w|〈F 〉null,frob) and call
it a relative homotopy category ofF (in C.)
Assume that w is thick. We say that a null class N of C frob compatible with w if for any morphism
u : x → y from an object x in N to an object y in C w, there exists a pair of morphisms u′ : x → z and
u′′ : z→ y with z ∈ Ob(N ∩C w) and a C-homotopy H : u⇒C u′′u′. We say that a full subcategory F is
compatible with w if the null class 〈F 〉null,frob of C frob is compatible with w. In this case the inclusion
functor 〈F 〉null,frob → C induces a fully faithful functor Ho(F in C)→ Ho(C) and the inclusion functor
〈F 〉null,frob ↪→ 〈F 〉null,w induces an equivalence of triangulated categories
Ho(F in C) ∼→ Ho(〈F 〉null,w in C) (216)
by [Kel96, 10.3].
3.4.11. (Derived category of relative exact category). Let E = (E ,w) be a relative exact category. Then
we write Db(E) or Db(E ;w) for the homotopy category of Chb(E) the relative category of bounded chain
complexes on E and we call it the (bounded) derived category of E. By virtue of Proposition 3.4.6, Db(E)
naturally becomes a triangulated category. The association Db : RelEx→ TriCatsn is a 2-functor.
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3.4.12. Definition (Derived equivalence). We say that a relative exact functor f : E→ E′ between relative
exact categories E and E′ is a derived equivalence if it induces an equivalence of triangulated categories
Db( f ) : Db(E)
∼→ Db(E′) on bounded derived categories. We denote the class of derived equivalences in
RelEx by deqRelEx or simply deq. Since the association Db is 2-functorial and it sends a natural weak
equivalence to a triangle natural equivalence, it turns out that a categorical homotopy equivalence in RelEx is
a derived equivalence.
By virtue of Proposition 3.4.18 below, for a relative complicial exact functor ( f ,c) : C→C′, the following
two conditions are equivalent.
• ( f ,c) induces an equivalence of triangulated categories Ho(C) ∼→ Ho(C′).
• The relative functor f : C→ C′ between relative exact categories is a derived equivalence in RelEx.
In this case, we say that ( f ,c) is derived equivalence and we denote the class of derived equivalences in
RelComp by deqRelComp or simply deq.
3.4.13. Remark. Let ( f ,c) : C = (C ,w)→ C′ = (C ′,w′) be a relative complicial exact functor between
relative complicial exact categories and let F be a full subcategory of C and let D be a T -system of C (for
definition of T -system, see 4.1.1). Then
(1) By Theorem 1.5 in [BM11], if the following two conditions hold, then f is a derived equivalence.
(App 1). For a morphism u : x→ y in C , u is in w if and only if f (u) is in w′.
(App 2). For an object x in C and an object y in C ′ and a morphism u : f (x)→ y, there exists an object z in
C and a morphism s : x→ z in C and a morphism v : f (z)→ y in w′ such that u = v f (s).
In (App 2), we call the triple (z,s,v) a factorization of u (along f ).
(2) In the following cases, the condition (App 1) is automatically verified. HereF is a strict exact subcat-
egory of C frob or a prenull class of C .
(a) The relative complicial exact functor Tot : (Chb(F ), tw)→ (〈F 〉null,frob,w|〈F 〉null,frob). (See 3.3.3,
3.3.7.)
(b) The relative complicial exact functor (−)∞ : (FD |Fb,h 〈F 〉null,frob,wst)→ (〈F 〉null,frob,w|〈F 〉null,frob)
(see 3.2.23 and for the definition of the category FD |Fb,h 〈F 〉null,frob of de´vissage filtrations, see
4.2.1).
(3) In condition (App 2), by replacing s with ξ1s, z with Cyls and u with u f (υs), we shall assume that s is
an admissible monomorphism.
(4) Assume that C and C′ are thick. Then by Lemma 3.4.8, they are strongly saturated (see 3.4.2). Since
relative complicial exact categories are derivable Waldhausen categories by 3.2.11, we can replace
condition (App 2) with the more weaker condition (App 2)’ below by [Cis10b, The´ore`me 2.9.].
(App 2)’ For an object x in C and an object y in C ′ and a morphism u : f (x)→ y, there exists a
morphism b : y→ y′ in w′ such that bu : f (x)→ y′ admits a factorization (z,s,v).
(5) We can replace condition (App 2) with the following more weaker condition (App 2)”.
(App 2)” For an object x in C and an object y in C ′ and a morphism u : f (x)→ y, there exists a
homotopy factorization of u. Namely there exists an object z in C and a morphism s : x→ z in C and a
morphism v : f (z)→ y in w′ and a C-homotopy H : u⇒C v f (s).
In (App 2)”, we call the quadruple (z,s,v,H) a homotopy factorization of u (along f ).
Proof. If we have a homotopy factorization s : x→ z, v : f (z)→ y and H : u⇒C v f (s) of u : f (x)→ y, then
by setting z′ := z⊕Cx and s′ :=
(
s
−ιx
)
and v′ :=
(
a −Hc−1x
)
where c−1x : fCx
∼→ C f x is the canonical
isomorphism, we obtain a factorization f (x)
f (s′)→ f (z′) v′→ y of u.
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3.4.14. Lemma. Let ( f ,c) : E = (E ,wE)→ C = (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact functor between
relative complicial exact categories and letF be an additive full subcategory of C . Assume that
(1) C is strictly ordinary and
(2) for any object x in E , f (x) is in 〈F 〉null,frob and
(3) for any object x in E and any object y in F , a morphism u : f (x)→ y admits a factorization f (x) f (v)→
f (z) a→ y with a ∈ wC.
Then ( f ,c) : E→ (〈F 〉null,frob,wC|〈F 〉null,frob) satisfies (App 2)”.
Proof. Let x be an object in E and let y be an object in 〈F 〉null,frob and let u : f (x)→ y be a morphism in
C . We shall show that u admits a homotopy factorization. Since 〈F 〉null,frob is a C-homotopy equivalences
closure of 〈F 〉semi-null by Lemma 3.1.13 (2), there exists an object y′ in 〈F 〉semi-null and a C-homotopy
equivalences a′ : y′→ y and b′ : y′→ y and a C-homotopy H ′ : idy′ ⇒C b′a′. If the composition a′u : f (x)→
y′ admits a homotopy factorization (z,c,a,H), then the quadruple (z,c,b′a,b′H +H ′Ca) gives a homotopy
factorization of u along f . Therefore we shall assume that y is in 〈F 〉semi-null. Moreover we shall assume that
y is in 〈F 〉prenull by replacing f (x) u→ y with f (T nx)
c−1T n∼→ T n f (x) T nu→ T ny for suitable positive integer n. Here
cT n : T n f
∼→ f T n is compositions of T n f
T n−1∗cT∼→ T n−1 f T
T n−2∗cT ∗T∼→ ·· ·
T∗cT ∗T n−2∼→ T f T n−1
cT ∗T n−1∼→ f T n. Recall
the definition of Pm(F ) from Lemma-Definition 3.1.11. There exists a non-negative integer m such that y
is inPm(F ). If m = 0, then f (x)→ y admits a factorization by assumption (3). Assume that m≥ 1 and we
proceed by induction on m. Namely, assuming that if y is inPm−1(F ), then u admits a factorization, we will
prove that if y is inPm(F ), then u admits a factorization. By definition ofPm(F ), there exists a morphism
d : y1→ y0 inPm−1(F ) such that y = Coned. Applying an inductive hypothesis to the composition f (x) u→
y
ψd→ Ty1, we obtain a factorization (s,v′,a′) of ψdu : f (x)→ Ty1. We apply Lemma 3.4.16 (2) below to the
composition f (Conev′)
Cone(u,a′)→ Coneψd (
idTy0
0)→ Ty0, we obtain a factorization (t,v′′,b′) of f (Conev′)→
Ty0 by inductive hypothesis. We set z := Conev′′κv′ and a := σConeT ·Cone(a′,b′) · dConev′′κv′ : f (z)→ Ty and
v := Cone(v′′,0,v′′µv′) : T x→ z. Then a is in wC by Proposition 3.2.17 (2) (ii) and a · f (v) = Tu · (c−1T )x by
Lemma 2.3.11 and Lemma 3.4.15 below. Thus we obtain a factorization of u by Lemma 3.4.16 (1) below.
We complete the proof.
3.4.15. Lemma. Let C be a strictly ordinary complicial exact category and let f : x→ y, g : z→ Cone f ,
h : z→ w and k : w→ T x be morphisms in C such that ψ f g = kh. Then we have an equality
− (idTy 0)Cone(g,k)µh =Θ fCg. (217)
Namely we have a commutative diagram of homotopy squares
[z→ 0]
(h,0,µh)
//
(g,0,0)

[w
κh→ Coneh]
(k,−(idTy 0)Cone(g,k),0)

[Cone f → 0]
(ψ f ,0,Θ f )
// [T x
T f→ Ty].
(218)
In particular we have an equality
Cone(ψ f ,0,Θ f )T g = Cone(k,−
(
idTy 0
)
Cone(g,k))Cone(h,0,µh). (219)
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Proof. By definition of Cone(g,k), the following diagram is commutative and it implies the equality (217).
z //
(
−h
ιz
)
//
g

w⊕Cz(
k 0
0 Cg
)

(κh µh)
// // Coneh
Cone(g,k)

Cone f // ( −ψ f
ιCone f
)// T x⊕C Cone f(−T f −Θ f
ιT x Cψ f
)// // Ty⊕CT x.
3.4.16. Lemma. Let ( f ,c) : C = (C ,wC)→ C′ = (C ′,wC′) be a relative complicial exact functor and let x
and y be objects in C and C ′ respectively. Then
(1) For a morphism u : f (x)→ Ty, if the composition F(T−1x)
c−1
T−1∼→ T−1 f (x) T−1u→ T−1Ty
β−1y∼→ y admits a
factorization (z,s,a), then the triple (T z,T s ·α−1x ,Ta · (c−1T )z) is a factorization of u.
(2) For a morphism v : f (x)→ y, if the composition f (T x)
(c−1T )x∼→ T f (x) Tu→ Ty admits a factorization (z,s,a),
then the triple (T−1z,T−1s ·βy,β−1y ·T−1a · (c−1T−1)z) is a factorization of v.
Proof. Assertion (1) (resp. (2)) follows from the left (resp. right) commutative diagram below by Lemma 1.2.17.
f (x)
∼
f∗α−1x
uu
o α−1∗ f (x)

u
// Ty
α−1∗Tyo

f (T T−1x)
∼
(c−1T )T−1x
//
f (T s)

T f (T−1x)
∼
T (c−1
T−1 )x
//
T f (s)
##
T−1 f (x)
T T−1u
// T T−1Ty
o T∗β−1y

f (T z)
∼
(c−1T )z
// T f (z)
Ta
// Ty,
f (x)
u
//
∼
f∗βy
uu
o β∗ f (x)

y
o βy

f (T−1T x)
∼
c−1T ∗T x
//
f (T−1s)

T−1 f (T x)
∼
T−1(c−1T )x
//
T−1 f (s) ##
T−1T f (x)
T−1Tu
// T−1Ty
f (T−1z)
∼
(c−1
T−1 )z
// T−1 f (z).
T−1a
;;
Recall the definition of the zig-zag sequence of morphisms U [a,b]x and the functor L[a,b] from 3.3.8.
3.4.17. Lemma. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let P be a prenull class of C
and let a < b be a pair of integers and let x be a complex in Chb,≤b(P). Then we can regard the zig-zag
sequence U [a,b]x as an isomorphism x
∼→ L[a,b] x in Db(P,w|P). Moreover we have the equality
TotU [a,b]x = idTotx (220)
as a morphism in Ho(P in C).
Proof. SinceU [a,b]x is the zig-zag sequence of morphisms in lw∪qfis, it can be regarded as an isomorphism in
Db(P,w|P). To show the equality (220), by 3.3.4 and the equality (198), by replacing x with (σb−1x)[−b+
1], we shall assume that a = 0 and b = 1 and x is in Ch[0,1](C ). In this case, the equality follows form the
equality (145).
Totx
Totu1(x)=Cone(ιx1 ,κdx1
)
//
idTotx
++
TotQ1(x) = Coneµdx1
Cone(0,idConedx1
,−µdx1
rx1 )

TotL1(x) = Totx
idTotx
ss
Totv1(x)=Cone(0,idCone f )
oo
Totx.
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3.4.18. Proposition (Comparison of homotopy and derived categories). (cf. [Moc13b, 4.15].) Let C =
(C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and letP be a full additive subcategory of C . Then
(1) IfP is a prenull class, then the triangulated structures on Ho(Chb(P);q(w|P)) induced from the stan-
dard and the level complicial structures on Chb(P) are equivalence.
(2) Assume that either condition (i) or (ii) below
(i)P is a prenull class or
(ii) C is strictly ordinary and P contains all C-contractible objects and P is closed under the operations
T±1.
Then the functor Tot : Chb(P)→ 〈P〉null,frob induces an equivalence of triangulated categories
Ho(Chb(P);q(w|P)) ∼→ Ho(P in C). (221)
(3) The canonical functor jC : C→ Chb(C) which sends an object x to a complex jC(x) such that jC(x)k is
x if k = 0 and 0 if k 6= 0 induces an equivalence of triangulated categories Ho(C) ∼→Db(C).
(4) If P is a strict exact subcategory of C , then the identity functor of ChbF induces an equivalence of
triangulated categories Db(F ;w|F )(= Ho(Chb(F );q(w|F ))) ∼→ Ho(ChbF in Chb C).
Proof. (1) By 3.3.8 and the equality (199), the suspension functors on Ho(Chb(P);q(w|P)) induced from
the standard and the level complicial structures on Chb(P) are equivalence of functors. By 3.4.9, the
class of distinguished triangles on Ho(Chb(P);q(w|P)) only depends upon the Frobenius exact structure
on Chb(P). Thus we obtain the result.
(2) First we assume that P is a prenull class. By 3.3.9 and 3.4.9, replacing w with 〈w〉thi,C , we shall
assume that w is thick. We will show that the functor Ho(Tot) is essentially surjective. Let x be an ob-
ject in 〈P〉semi-null,C , then there exists an integer m and an object y in P such that T my is isomorphic
to x. Then by the equality (187), Tot jP(y)[m] = T my is isomorphic to x. Since the inclusion functor
pi0(〈P〉semi-null,C )→ pi(〈P〉null,frob) is an equivalence of triangulated categories, we obtain the result.
Next for a pair of chain complexes x and y in Chb(P), we will show that the map
Tot : HomHo(Chb(P);q(w|P ))(x,y)→ HomHo(P in C)(Totx,Toty)
is surjective. Since the suspension functors on both Ho(Chb(P);q(w|P)) and Ho(P in C) are equivalences,
by replacing x and y with x[N] and y[N] for sufficiently large integer N respectively, we shall assume that x
and y are in Chb,≥0(P). Next by 3.3.8, replacing x and y with jP(Totx)[m] and jP(Toty)[m′] for a suitable
integers m and m′, we shall assume that x and y are inP . In this case, surjectivity comes from commutative
of the diagram below and the commutativity follows from 3.4.17.
HomHo(Chb(P);q(w|P ))( jP(T
mx), jP(T m
′
y))
o

HomHo(P in C)(T mx,T m
′
y)
Ho( jP )
oo
HomHo(Chb(P);q(w|P ))( jP(x)[m], jP(y)[m
′])
Ho(Tot)
// HomHo(P in C)(T mx,T m
′
y).
By the equality (194), Ho(Tot) has the trivial kernel and thus Ho(Tot) is equivalence of triangulated categories
by [Bal07, 3.18].
Next we assume that C is strictly ordinary and P contains all C-contractible objects and P is closed
under the operations T±1. Let x be an object in Chb(P) and let y be an object y in P and let u : Totx→ y
be a morphism in P . We prove that u admits a factorization of u along Tot. By replacing u : Totx→ y
with T mu : Totx[m] → T my for a suitable integer m, we shall assume that x is in Ch[0,n](P) for some
non-negative integer n. Then by Lemma-Definition 3.3.11, the triple (zu,gu ux,au) gives a factorization of
u along Tot. Notice that by construction and assumption zu is in Ch[0,n](P). Thus by Lemma 3.4.14,
Tot : (ChbP,q(w|P))→ (〈P〉null,frob,w|〈P〉null,frob) satisfies (App 2)’ and we obtain the equivalence (221)
by Remark 3.4.13 (1).
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(3) By the equality (187), it turns out that Db( jC ) is the right inverse functor of Db(Tot) which is an equiva-
lence of triangulated categories Db(C)
∼→ Ho(C) by (2). Thus Db( jC ) is also an equivalence of triangulated
categories.
(4) Since ChbF is a prenull class in ChbC , relative complicial exact functors
(ChbF ,q(w|F ))
jChbF→ (Chb ChbF ,qq(w|F )) Tot→ (〈ChbF 〉null,frob,q(w|〈ChbF 〉null,frob))
induce equivalences of triangulated categories
Ho(ChbF ;q(w|F )) ∼→ Ho(Chb ChbF ;qq(w|F )) ∼→ Ho(〈ChbF 〉null,frob;q(w|〈ChbF 〉null,frob))
by (2) and (3).
3.4.19. Corollary. For the (large) relative categories (RelEx,deqRelEx) and (RelComp,deqRelComp), the
adjoint pair (RelEx,deqRelEx)
Chb

F
(RelComp,deqRelComp) with the adjunction ( j,Tot) gives categorical ho-
motopy equivalences.
3.4.20. Corollary. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let A be an additive full
subcategory of C . Then
(1) Assume that A contains all C-contractible objects. Then ChbA is compatible with qw (see 3.4.10).
(2) Assume that A is a strict exact subcategory of C . Then the inclusion functor
〈ChbA 〉null,frob,ChbC ↪→ 〈ChbA 〉null,qw,ChbC
induces an equivalence of categories
Ho(ChbA in Chb C)
∼→ Ho(〈ChbA 〉null,qw,ChbC in Chb C). (222)
Proof. (1) First notice that A has enough objects to resolve in C in the following sense:
For an object y in C , there exists an admissible epimorphism P(y)
qy
 y with P(y) ∈ ObA .
Thus by [TT90, 1.9.5], for any morphism f : x→ y with x ∈ ObChbA and y ∈ Ob(ChbC )qw, there exists
an object z ∈ ObChbA and an admissible monomorphism x
i z and a quasi-isomorphism z a→ y such that
f = ai. Then since (ChbC )qw is qis-closed by Lemma 3.2.20, z is in (ChbC )qw. Thus ChbA is compatible
with qw.
(2) First notice that 〈ChbA 〉null,frob = 〈(ChbA )heq〉null,frob. Thus the inclusion functor ChbA ↪→ (ChbA )heq
induces an equivalence of triangulated categories Ho(ChbA in Chb C)
∼→Ho((ChbA )heq in Chb C). In the
commutative diagram of triangulated categories
Ho((ChbA )heq in Chb C)
II
//
I

Ho(Chb (ChbA )heq in Chb Chb C)
III
// Ho(〈Chb (ChbA )heq〉null,qqw in Chb Chb C)
Ho(〈ChbA 〉null,qw in Chb C)
II
// Ho(Chb 〈ChbA 〉null,qw in Chb Chb C)
III
// Ho(〈Chb 〈ChbA 〉null,qw〉null,qqw in Chb Chb C),
the triangulated functors II and III are equivalences of triangulated categories by Proposition 3.4.18 (4) and
(1) respectively. Thus the triangulated functor I above is also an equivalence of triangulated categories and
we complete the proof.
3.5 Homology theory on complicial exact categories
3.5.1. (Category of admissible exact sequences). Let E be an exact category and let A andB be a pair of
full subcategory of E . We write E(A ,E ,B) for the full subcategory of F[0,2]E consisting of those objects x
such that x0 is in A and x2 is in B and the sequence x0
ix0→ x1
ix1→ x2 is an admissible exact sequence in E . if
A =B = E , then we denote E(A ,E ,B) by E(E ).
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3.5.2. Lemma-Definition (Homology theory of complicial exact categories). (cf. [Wal85, 1.7].) Let E be
an exact category and let B be an abelian category. A homology theory on E (with values in B) is a family
H = {Hn : C →B,δn : Hn((−)2)→Hn−1((−)0)}n∈Z indexed by the set of all integers consisting of additive
functors Hn and natural transformations δ n between the functors from E(E ) to B where (−)0 and (−)2 are
functors which sends an object x y z in E(E ) to x and z respectively which subjects to the following
condition:
For any admissible exact sequence x
i y
p
 z in E , the long sequence
· · · δ
(i,p)
n+1→ Hn+1(x) Hn+1(i)→ Hn+1(y) Hn+1(p)→ Hn+1(z) δ
(i,p)
n→ Hn(x) Hn(i)→ Hn(y) Hn(p)→ Hn(z)
δ (i,p)n−1→ ··· (223)
is exact in E . For a homology theoryH = {Hn,δn}n∈Z on E , we say that a morphism f : x→ y is aH -quasi-
isomorphism if Hn( f ) is an isomorphism for all integer n. We denote the class of allH -quasi-isomorphisms
in E by wH ,cE or simply wH .
Moreover, we assume that E is a complicial exact category. Then for a homology theoryH = {Hn,δn}n∈Z
on E , the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) For an object x in E and an integer n, Hn(rx : CCx→Cx) = 0.
(2) For an object x in E and an integer n, Hn(Cx) = 0.
(3) For a pair of morphisms f , g : x→ y in E , if f and g are C-homotopic, then Hn( f ) =Hn(g) for any integer
n.
IfH satisfies the conditions above, we say thatH is C-homotopy invariant. For a C-homotopy invariant
homology theory H on E , we can show that the class wH of H -quasi-isomorphisms in E is a class of
complicial weak equivalences in E .
Proof. Assume condition (1). Then for an object x in E , idHn(Cx) = Hn(rxιx) = 0 for any integers. Thus
condition (2) holds. Next assume condition (2) and let f , g : x→ y be a pair of morphisms in E and let
H : f ⇒C g be a C-homotopy from f to g. Then Hn( f )−Hn(g) = Hn(Hιx) = 0 for any integer n. Thus
condition (3) holds. Finally assume condition (3). Then for an object x in E , rxrCx : rx⇒C 0 is a C-homotopy
from rx to 0. Hence Hn(rx) = 0 for any integer n. Thus condition (1) holds.
3.5.3. Example (Homology theory associated with t-structures). A typical example of a homology theory
on a relative exact category C comes from a t-structure on Db(C) the derived category of C. In this article,
we use homological t-structure as in [Lur17, §1.2]. We will briefly recall the notions and fundamental results
about (homological) t-structures from [BBD82] (but conventions are written by cohomological notions in
Ibid).
Let (T ,Σ) be a triangulated category and let D be a full subcategory of T . For any integer n, we write
D [n] for the full subcategory of T consisting of those objects x[n] for some object x in D and we denote
the full subcategory of C consisting of those objects x such that HomT (x,y) = 0 (resp. HomT (y,x) = 0) for
any object y in D by ⊥D (resp. D⊥). We say that D is a (homological) t-structure of T if D satisfies the
following two conditions.
(Suspension and isomorphisms closed condition). D is closed under isomorphisms and closed under the
suspension functor, that is D [1]⊂D .
(Decomposition condition). For any object x in D , there exists a pair of object τ≥0x in D and τ≤−1x in D⊥
and a distinguished triangle
τ≥0x→ x→ τ≤−1x→ Στ≥0x. (224)
In this case, we write D≥n and D≤n for D [n] and (D [n+1])⊥ respectively. We can show that for an integer
n, there exists a left (resp. right) adjoint functor of the inclusion functor D≤n ↪→D (resp. D≥n ↪→D) which
we denote by τ≤n : D →D≤n (resp. τ≥n : D →D≥n) and D♥ :=D≥0⋂D≤0 is an abelian category and call
it the heart of D . Moreover, the associations x 7→ τ≥0τ≤0x gives homological functor HD0 : T → D♥ which
we call the homological functor associated with the t-structure D .
Thus for a relative complicial exact category C = (C ,w) and a homological t-structure D on Db(C) the
bounded derived category of C, the composition with the canonical functor C →Db(C) with the homological
functors HD0 (T
n(−)) : Db(C)→D♥ gives a homotopy invariant homology theory on C.
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3.5.4. Lemma-Definition (Puppe exact sequences). Let C be a complicial exact category and letB be an
abelian category and let H = {Hn,δn}n∈Z be a C-homotopy invariant homology theory on C with values
in B. Then there exists a family of natural transformations {δ ′n : Hn(Cone)→ Hn−1(dom)}n∈Z between the
functors from C [1] toB indexed by the set of integers such that the long sequence
· · · δ
′ f
n+1→ Hn+1(x) Hn+1( f )→ Hn+1(y)
Hn+1(κ f )→ Hn+1(Cone f ) δ
′ f
n→ Hn(x) Hn( f )→ Hn(y)
Hn(κ f )→ Hn(Cone f )
δ ′ fn−1→ ·· ·
(225)
induced from a morphism f : x→ y in C is exact in B. We call a sequence (225) the Puppe exact sequence
(associated with the morphism f : x→ y).
Proof. Let f : x→ y be a morphism in C . Notice that Cyl f υ f→ y is a C-homotopy equivalence and thus by
considering the admissible exact sequence in the top line in the commutative diagram below,
x //
ξ1 f
//
f
  
Cyl f
υ f

η f
// // Cone f
y,
κ f
;;
we obtain the long exact sequence (225) where we set δ ′ fn := δ
(ξ1 f ,η f )
n for all integer n.
4 De´vissage spaces
The main theme of this section is to define de´vissage spaces associated with cell structures and by using
this phraseology, we will discuss a derived version of de´vissage condition. In the first subsection 4.1, we will
introduce an idea of cell structures on relative complicial exact categories which is a resemblance of t-structure
or weight structure on triangulated categories and the next subsection 4.2, we will renew the conception of
de´vissage filtrations with respect to a cell structure. In subsection 4.3, we will innovate a derived version of
de´vissage conditions and discuss relationship this conditions with Quillen’s, Raptis’ and Waldhausen’s one.
The last two subsections are devoted to categorified calculation of de´vissage spaces. In subsection 4.4, we
will study a derived quasi-split sequence of relative exact categories. In the context of quasicategory theory,
analogous concept is studied in [FP07]. The final section 4.5, we provide natural derived flag structures on
the category of de´vissage filtrations by utilizing results in the previous subsections.
4.1 Cell structures
4.1.1. Definition. Let C be a complicial exact category and let w be a class of morphisms in C and let
D = {Dn}n∈Z be a family of full subcategories of C indexed by the set of all integers Z. We say that D is
topologizing (resp. semi-Serre, Serre, prenull, semi-null, closed under finite direct sums, thick, w-closed) if
for all integer n, Dn is a topologizing (resp. semi-Serre and so on) subcategory of C . We say that D is a
T -system if for all integer n, T (ObDn)⊂ ObDn+1.
Let D = {Dn}n∈Z and D′ = {D ′n}n∈Z be a pair of T -systems of relative complicial exact categories C =
(C ,w) and C′ = (C ′,w′) respectively. Assume that D′ are isomorphisms closed. Namely for each integer
n, D ′n is closed under isomorphisms. A morphism of T -system ( f ,d) : D→ D′ is a relative complicial exact
functor C→ C′ such that for each integer n, f (ObDn) is contained in ObD ′n.
4.1.2. Definition (Cell structure). LetC be a complicial exact category. A cell structureD= {D≤m,D≥n}n,m∈Z
of C is a family of class of full subcategories in C satisfying the following conditions:
• For any integer n, D≤n ⊂D≤n+1 and D≥n+1 ⊂D≥n.
• For any integer n, D≥n and D≤n are closed under C-homotopy equivalences.
• For any integer n and an object x in C ,
– if x is in D≥n, then T x is in D≥n+1 and
– if x is in D≤n, then T−1x is in D≤n−1.
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• For any morphism f : x→ y in C ,
– if y is in D≥n−1 and Cone f is in D≥n, then x is in D≥n−1, and
– if x is in D≤n and Cone f is in D≤n, then y is in D≤n.
We set Dn :=D≤n∩D≥n for any integer n and set D♥ := {Dn}n∈Z the family of full subcategory of indexed
by the set of all integers. Then we will show that D♥ is a T -system of C in 4.1.7. We call D♥ the heart of D.
Moreover let w be a class of complicial weak equivalences of C . We say that D is compatible with w or D is
a cell structure of (C ,w), if C w ⊂
⋂
n∈Z
Dn.
We say that a cell structure D is topologizing (resp. semi-Serre, Serre, prenull, semi-null, closed under
finite direct sums, thick, w-closed) if the heart D♥ of D is a topologizing (resp. semi-Serre and so on). We
say that a cell structure D is strongly topologizing (resp. strongly semi-Serre, strongly Serre, strongly prenull,
strongly semi-null, strongly closed under finite direct sums, strongly thick, strongly w-closed) if for any integer
n, both D≥n and D≤n are topologizing (resp. semi-null and so on).
4.1.3. Definition (Restriction of cell structures). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact cate-
gory and let D = {D≥n,D≤m}n,m∈Z be a cell structure of C and let F be a full subcategory of C . Then
for each integer n, we set (D |F )≥n := D≥n
⋂〈F 〉null,frob and (D |F )≤n := D≤n⋂〈F 〉null,frob and D |F :=
{(D |F )≥n,(D |F )≤m}n,m∈Z. Then D |F is a cell structure of (〈F 〉null,frob,w|〈F 〉null,frob) and call it the restric-
tion of D (toF ).
Recall the definition of homology theory on a complicial exact categories from 3.5.2.
4.1.4. Example (Cell structure associated with homology theory). (cf. [Wal85, 1.7]) Let C be a complicial
exact category and let H = {Hn,δn}n∈Z be a homology theory on C with values in an abelian category B.
Then we define a family DH = {D≤n,D≥m}n,m∈Z of full subcategories in C by the formula
ObD≤n := {x ∈ ObX ;Hk(x) = 0 for k > n} and (226)
ObD≥m := {x ∈ ObX ;Hk(x) = 0 for k < m}. (227)
Then the family DH is a cell structure on C by Puppe exact sequence 3.5.4.
4.1.5. Example (Cell structure associated with a full subcategory). Let C=(C ,w) be a relative complicial
exact category and let A be a full subcategory of C . Then we set DA≥n = D
A
≤m = 〈A 〉null,w for any integers
n and m. The family DA := {DA≥n,DA≤m}n,m∈Z forms a cell structure of C. We call DA the cell structure
associated with a full subcategory A .
4.1.6. Definition (m-connected morphisms). LetC be a complical exact category andD= {D≥n,D≤m}n,m∈Z
a cell structure of C and let f : x→ y be a morphism in C and let m be an integer. We say that f is m-connected
(with respect to D) or (m,D)-connected if Cone f is in D≥m+1.
4.1.7. Lemma. Let C be a complicial exact category and let D= {D≤n,D≥m}n,m∈Z be a cell structure of C
and let f : x→ y and g : y→ z be a pair of morphisms in C and let n be an integer. Then
(1) If x is in D≥n and if Cone f is in D≥n, then y is in D≥n.
(2) If x is in D≥n−1 and if y is in D≥n, then Cone f is in D≥n.
(3) If y is in D≤n and if x is in D≤n−1, then Cone f is in D≤n.
(4) If y is in D≤n−1 and if Cone f is in D≤n, then x is in D≤n−1.
(5) If x is in D≤n, then T x is in D≤n+1.
(6) If x is in D≥n, then T−1x is in D≥n−1.
(7) If Cone f is in D≥n and if Coneg is in D≥n, then Coneg f is in D≥n.
(8) If Cone f is in D≥n−1 and if Coneg f is in D≥n, then Coneg is in D≥n.
(9) If Coneg is in D≥n and if Coneg f is in D≥n−1, then Cone f is in D≥n−1.
(10) If Cone f is in D≤n and if Coneg is in D≤n, then Coneg f is in D≤n.
(11) If Cone f is in D≤n−1 and if Coneg f is in D≤n, then Coneg is in D≤n.
(12) If Coneg is in D≤n and if Coneg f is in D≤n−1, then Cone f is in D≤n−1.
(13) T : C → C induces equivalences of categories T : D≤n ∼→ D≤n+1, T : D≥n ∼→ D≥n+1 and T : Dn ∼→
Dn+1. In particular, D♥ is a T -system.
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Proof. By 2.3.16, the canonical morphism Coneκ f → T x is a C-homotopy equivalence. Thus by applying the
axiom of cell structure to the morphism κ f : y→ Cone f , we obtain assertions from (1) to (4). Next Applying
(3) to the morphism x→ 0 and (2) to the morphism T−1x→ 0, we obtain assertions (5) and (6). Next
by 2.3.8, the canonical morphism Cone(κ f ,κg f ) : Coneg→ ConeCone(idx,g) is a C-homotopy equivalence.
Thus by applying the axiom of cell structures and assertions from (1) to (4) to the morphism Cone(κ f ,κg f ),
we obtain assertions from (7) to (12). Finally (13) follows from the axioms of cell structures and (5) and
(6).
4.1.8. Remark. In 4.1.7, D is essentially determined from the pair D≥0 and D≤0 by (13). Thus we often
abbreviate D as {D≥0,D≤0}.
4.1.9. Definition (Bounded cell structure). Let C be a complicial exact category and let D= {D≥0,D≤0}
be a cell structure on C . For a pair of integers n and m, we set D [n,m] := D≥n∩D≤m. We say that D is
bounded if
C =
⋃
(n,m)∈Z
n<m
D [n,m]. (228)
4.1.10. Definition (Ordinary cell structure). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and
let D = {D≥0,D≤0} be a cell structure on C. We say that D is ordinary if for any pair of integers n < m,
D [m,n] = C w.
4.1.11. Lemma. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let D = {D≥0,D≤0} be a cell
structure of C and let i : x y be an admissible monomorphism in C and let f : x→ z be a morphism in C
and let m be an integer. Assume that i is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism or D is strongly w-closed.
Then if Cone i is in D≥m (resp. D≤m), then Cone(i′ : z zunionsqx y) is also in D≥m (resp. D≤m).
Proof. Assume that i is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism (resp. D is strongly w-closed). Then the
canonical morphism Cone i→ Cone i′ is a C-homotopy equivalence (resp. is in w) by 3.2.16. Thus if Cone i
is in D≥m (resp. D≤m), then Cone i′ is also in D≥m (resp. D≤m).
4.2 De´vissage filtrations
4.2.1. Definition (De´vissage filtrations). Let C be a complicial exact category and let D = {Dn}n∈Z be a
family of full subcategories of C indexed by the set of all integers Z. A de´vissage filtration (with respect to the
family D in C ) is a bounded filtered objects (see Definition 2.2.7) x on C such that for any integer n, Cone ixn is
in Dn+1. We write FDb C (resp. F
D
b,hC ) for the full subcategory of FbC (resp. Fb,hC ) consisting of de´vissage
filtrations with respect to the family D. We also set for any pair of integers a≤ b, FD[a,b]C := F[a,b]C
⋂
FDb C
and so on.
4.2.2. Example. Let C be a complicial exact category and let D0 and D1 be a pair of full subcategories of
C . Then we set C [1]h (D0,D1) := F
{D0,D1}
[0,1],h C . Namely C
[1]
h (D0,D1) is a full subcategory of C
[1]
h consisting
of those objects [ f : x→ y] such that x is in D0 and Cone f is in D1.
4.2.3. Proposition. Let C be a normal ordinary complicial exact category and let D= {Dn}n∈Z be a family
of full subcategories of C indexed by the set of all integers Z. Then
(1) If D is topologizing (resp. semi-Serre, Serre, closed under finite direct sums, prenull, semi-null, thick) in
C , then FDb,hC is also in Fb,hC .
(2) Moreover let w be a class of complicial weak equivalences of C . If D is w-closed in C , then FDb,hC is
lw-closed in Fb,hC .
Proof. (1) For a pair of objects x and y in Fb,hC and an integer n, we have the canonical isomorphism
Cone ix⊕yn
∼→ Cone ixn⊕Cone iyn. Thus if D is closed under finite direct sum in C , then FDb,hC is also closed
under finite direct sum in Fb,hC .
For a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence (102) in Fb,hC and an integer n, the sequence Cone ixn 
Cone iynCone izn is a Frobenius admissible sequence inC by 2.3.14. Thus it turns out that ifD is topologizing
(resp. semi-Serre, Serre), then FDb,hC is also in Fb,hC .
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Let ( f ,H) : x→ y be a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC . Then by 2.3.15, for each integer n,
there is a natural isomorphisms Cone iCone( f ,H)n
∼→ ConeCone( fn, fn+1,Hn). Thus if Dn is closed under taking
the functor Cone for all n, then FDb,hC is also closed under taking Cone in Fb,hC . If there exists a homotopy
commutative diagram (g,K) : y→ x such that (g,K)( f ,H) = idx, then for any integer n, we have the equality
Cone(gn,gn+1,Kn)Cone( fn, fn+1,Hn) = idCone ixn . Thus if y is in F
D
b,hC and D is thick, then x is also in FDb,hC .
(2) Let ( f ,H) : x→ y be a homotopy commutative diagram in Fb,hC and assume that ( f ,H) is in lw and x
(resp. y) is in FDb,hC . Then for each integer n, Cone( fn, fn+1,Hn) : Cone i
x
n → Cone iyn is in w by 3.2.17 (2)
(ii). Thus Cone iyn (resp. Cone ixn) is in Dn+1 and it turns out that y (resp. x) is in F
D
b,hC .
Recall the functors j and (−)[k] from 2.2.7 and 2.2.14.
4.2.4. Lemma-Definition. Let (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category. For an integer k and a full
subcategory S in C , we denote the full subcategory of Fb,≤k,hC consisting of those objects x such that xk is
in S and xi is C-contractible for any i < k by Fb,h(S [k] in C ). We define j(−)[k] : S → Fb,h(S [k] in C )
and (−)k : Fb,h(S [k] in C )→ S to be a pair of functors by sending an object x in S to j(x)[k] and an
object z in Fb,h(S [k] in C ) to zk respectively. We have the equality (j(−)[k])k = idS and there exists a
natural weak equivalence j((−)k)[k]→ idFb,h(S [k] in C ) with respect to the class of level weak equivalences
of Fb,h(S [k] in C ). Thus the pair of relative categories (S ,w|S ) and (Fb,h(S [k] in C ), lw) are categorical
homotopy equivalent.
Next assume that (C ,w) is thick normal ordinary and let a < b be a pair of integers. We setF := F[a,b],hC
and G :=F [1]h (F[a,b−1],hC ,Fb,h(C [b] in C )). Recall the definition of the categoryF
[1]
h (−,−) from 4.2.2. We
define G : G →F and H : F → G to be strictly normal complicial functors by sending an object [ f : x→ y]
in G to y in F and y in F to [σ≤b−1y→ y] in G . We have the equality GH = idF and there exist a natural
weak equivalence idG → HG with respect to the class llw of level level weak equivalences of G . Thus the
pair of relative categories (G , llw) and (F , lw) are categorical homotopy equivalent each other.
Moreover let D = {Dn}n∈Z be a family of full subcategories of C indexed by the set of integers Z.
Assume that for any integer n, Dn contains all C-contractible objects in C . Then we set F ′ := FD[a,b],hC and
G ′ :=F ′[1]h (F
D
[a,b−1],hC ,Fb,h(Db[b],C )). Then the restrictions of G and H to G
′ andF ′ induce the categorical
homotopy equivalences (G ′, llw)
G

H
(F ′, lw) and (〈G ′〉null,frob, llw)
G

H
(〈F ′〉null,frob, lw) by 3.1.17.
4.2.5. Lemma. Let (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and D = {D≤n,D≥m}n, m∈Z be a cell
structure of (C ,w) and x a de´vissage filtration with respect to D having amplitude contained in [a,b]. Then
(1) xk is in D≤k for any k.
(2) If xb is in C w, then xk is in Dk for any k.
Proof. (1) We proceed by induction on k. Since xk = 0 for k < a, xk is inDk. Assume that xk is inD≤k. Then
by considering an admissible sequence
xk
ixk→ xk+1
κixk→ Cone ixk (229)
with xk ∈D≤k and Cone ixk ∈Dk+1, it turns out that xk+1 is in D≤k+1.
(2) We proceed by descending induction on k. Since xk = xb for k ≥ b, xk is in Dk. Assume that xk+1 is in
Dk+1. Then by considering a sequence (229) with xk+1 ∈Dk+1 and Cone ixk ∈Dk+1, it turns out that xk is in
D≥k. Thus xk is in Dk.
Recall the functors j, (−)[k], ck and sk from 2.2.7, 2.2.14, 2.2.15 and 2.2.16.
4.2.6. Lemma-Definition. Let (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let
S be a full subcategory and let k be an integer. Then there are a pair of functors S
j(−)[k]

(−)k
F[k,k],hS and they
gives an isomorphism of categories.
For a triple of integers a ≤ k ≤ b, we define E to be a full subcategory of F[a,b],hC consisting of those
objects x such that xb−1 is C-contractible and let E ′ be a subcategory of E such that ObE ′ := ObE and
MorE ′ := {( f ,H) : x→ y ∈MorE ; iyb−1 fb−1 = fbixb−1, Hb−1 = 0}. Then E ′ is a complicial exact category
such that the inclusion functor E ′ ↪→ E is a strictly normal complicial functor and reflects exactness. For an
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object x and a homotopy commutative diagram ( f ,H) : x→ y in E , we define rx and r( f ,H) : rx→ ry to be
an object and a morphism in E ′ by setting
(rx)n :=
{
xn if n≤ b−1
xb⊕Cxb−1 if n≥ b, i
rx
n :=

ixn if n≤ b−2(
ixb−1
−ιxb−1
)
if n = b−1
idxb⊕Cxb−1 if n≥ b,
(r( f ,H))n :=
( fn,Hn) if n≤ b−2( fb−1,0) if n = b−1
(Cyl( fb−1, fb,Hb),0) if n≥ b.
Then the association r : E → E ′ is an exact functor. Moreover the natural equivalence σ : CC ∼→ CC in-
duces a natural equivalence dr : Clv r ∼→ rClv and the pair (r,dr) : (E , lv)→ (E ′, lv) is a relative complicial
exact functor. We denote the inclusion functor by i : E ′ ↪→ E . Then by 2.2.6 (6), there are natural weak
equivalences i r→ idE and r i→ idE ′ with respect to level weak equivalences. Restrictions of sb−1 and cb
induces a pair of complicial exact functors E wst
sb−1

cb
(
F[a,b−1],hC
)wst
and there are natural weak equivalences
idE ′ → cb sb−1 |E ′wst and id(F[a,b−1],hC)wst → sb−1 cb. Thus (E wst , lw), (E ′wst , lw) and (
(
F[a,b−1],hC
)wst
, lw) are
categorical homotopy equivalences each other.
We setF :=
(
F[a,b],hC
)wst
and G :=F [1]h (F[b−1,b−1],hC ,F ,E ). Then there exists a pair of strictly normal
complicial exact functorsF
L

M
G defined by sending an object x inF to [xb−1[b−1]→ x] in G and an object
[x→ y] in G to y inF . We have the equality ML= idF and there exists a natural transformation idG →LM.
Thus the pair of relative categories (F , lw)
L

M
(G , llw) are categorical homotopy equivalence.
Moreover let D= {D≤n,D≥m}n,m∈Z be a cell structure of (C ,w) such that it is closed under C-homotopy
equivalences. We set E ′′ := E ∩FD♥[a,b],hC , F ′ :=
(
FD
♥
[a,b],hC
)wst
and G ′ :=F ′[1]h (F[b−1,b−1],hDb−1,F
′,E ′′).
Then by 3.1.17 and 4.2.5, restriction of L and M induce a pair of strictly normal complicial exact functors
F ′
L′

M′
G ′ and it induces a categorical homotopy equivalences (F ′, lw)
L′

M′
(G ′, llw) and (〈F ′〉null,frob, lw)
L′

M′
(〈G ′〉null,frob, llw).
4.3 Derived de´vissage condition
4.3.1. Definition (Derived de´vissage condition). Let C = (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative com-
plicial exact category and let D be a cell structure of C. Then we write FD♥b,h C for the relative category
(FD
♥
b,h C ,wst) and call it the de´vissage space of C with respect to the cell structure D.
We say that C satisfies derived de´vissage condition (with respect to the cell structure D) if the relative
complicial exact functor (−)∞ : FD
♥
b,h C →C induces an equivalence Ho(FD
♥
b,h C in Fb,h C)
∼→Ho(C) of trian-
gulated categories.
Moreover let F be a full subcategory of C . Then we write FD
♥
b,h C |F for the relative complicial exact
category (FD
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob,wst|FD♥b,h 〈F 〉null,frob) and call it the relative de´vissage space ofF in C with respect to
the cell structureD |F . We say thatF satisfies derived de´vissage condition with respect to the cell structureD
in C if the relative complicial exact functor (−)∞ : F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob→ 〈F 〉null,frob induces an equivalence
Ho(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in Fb,h C)
∼→ Ho(F in C) of triangulated categories.
4.3.2. Definition (De´vissage decomposition). Let C be a category with cofibration and let A be a full
subcategory of C which is closed under isomorphisms and let f : x y be a cofibration and let m be a non-
negative integer. We write [m] for the linear ordered set [m] = {k ∈ Z;0 ≤ k ≤ m} with the usual ordering.
A (m,A )-de´vissage decomposition of f or simply A -de´vissage decomposition of f is a functor z : [m]→ C
such that
(1) z(0) = x and z(m) = y,
(2) for all 0≤ i≤ m−1, z(i≥ i+1) : z(i)→ z(i+1) is a cofibration,
(3) z(i+1)/z(i) is in A for all 0≤ i≤ m−1 and
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(4) the compositions z(m−1≤ n)z(m−2≤ m−1) · · ·z(0≤ 1) is equal to f .
4.3.3. (De´vissage conditions). Let C be a category with cofibration and letA a full subcategory of C which
is closed under isomorphisms.
(Quillen’s de´vissage condition). We say that A satisfies Quillen’s de´vissage condition (in C ) if for
any object x in C , the canonical morphism 0→ x admits a A -de´vissage decomposition.
Recall the definition of Serre radical S√ from 1.1.15 and assume that C is a noetherian abelian category
and A is a topologizing subcategory (see 1.1.14) of C . Then we can show that A satisfies Quillen’s
de´vissage condition in C if and only if C = S
√
A . (cf. [Her97, 3.1], [Gar09, 2.2].)
(Raptis’ de´vissage condition). (cf. [Rap18, 5.1].) We say thatA satisfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition
(in C ) if for any cofibration f : x y in C , there exists A -de´vissage decomposition of f .
Relationship between Quillen’s and Raptis’ de´vissage conditions for abelian categories is summed up with
the following lemma in [Rap18, 5.12, 5.13].
4.3.4. Lemma. Let A be an abelian category and let B be a full subcategory closed under quotients.
Namely for an object x in A , if there exists an epimorphism y x with y ∈ ObB, then x is also inB. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) B satisfies Quillen’s de´vissage condition in A .
(2) B satisfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition in A .
(3) Chb(B) satisfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition in Chb(A ).
Recall the definition of cell structures from Definition 4.1.2.
4.3.5. Definition (Homotopy de´vissage decomposition). Let C = (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact
category and let D be a cell structure of C and let f : x y be an admissible monomorphism in C and let
m > n be integers. A ([m,n],D)-homotopy de´vissage decomposition of f or simply D-homotopy de´vissage
decomposition of f is a pair (z,a) consisting of an object z in FD[m,n]C and a morphism a : zn = z∞→ y in wC
such that
(1) x = zm and
(2) the composition
x = zm
izm→ zm+1
izm+1→ zm+2
izm+2→ ··· i
z
n−1→ zn = z∞ a→ y (230)
is equal to f .
Recall the definition of cell structures associated with full subcategories from 4.1.5.
4.3.6. Definition (Homotopy de´vissage condition). Let C= (C ,wC) be a relative complicial exact category
and let A be a full subcategory of C . We say that A satisfies the homotopy de´vissage condition (in C) if for
any morphism f : x→ y in C , there exists a DA -homotopy de´vissage decomposition of f .
Relationship between Raptis’ and homotopy de´vissage conditions is summed up with the following lemma.
4.3.7. Lemma. Let C= (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and letA be a full subcategory closed
under isomorphisms and let f : x→ y be a morphism in C . Then
(1) If z is a (m,A )-de´vissage decomposition of f , then the pair (z, idz) is a ([0,m],DA )-de´vissage decompo-
sition of f .
(2) If A satisfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition in C , then A satisfies homotopy de´vissage condition in C.
Proof. (1) For each 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, the canonical morphism Conez(i ≤ i+ 1)→ z(i+ 1)/z(i) is in w by
Corollary 3.2.16 (1). Thus Conez(i≤ i+1) is in 〈A 〉null,w.
(2) It follows from (2).
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4.3.8. Definition (Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition). (cf. [Wal85, §7 Hypothesis]) Let C = (C ,w) be a
relative complicial exact category and let D= {D≤n,D≥m}n,m∈Z be a cell structure of C. We say that the pair
C = (C ,w) satisfies Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition (with respect to a cell structure D) if the following
two conditions hold.
• C =
⋃
m∈Z
D≥m.
• For any (m,D)-connected morphism f : x→ y in C , there exits a ([m,n],D)-homotopy de´vissage de-
composition of f for a suitable integer n≥ m.
4.3.9. Remark. (1) In the second assertion in Waldhausen’s de´vissage conditions, by replacing z with r[m,n] z
(for definition of r[m,n], see 2.2.17) and a : z∞→ y with the composition of a with the projection r[m,n] z∞→ z∞,
we shall assume that izj is a Frobenius admissible monomorphism for m≤ j ≤ n−1.
(2) If D is a bounded (4.1.9) and ordinary (4.1.10) cell structure, then we can replace the second assertion in
Waldhausen’s de´vissage conditions with the following weaker assertion:
For any (m,D)-connected morphism f : x→ y, there exists a factorization x i→ z f
′
→ y of f such that f ′ is
(m+1,D)-connected and Cone i is in Dm+1.
(3) The following condition implies assertion in (2).
For any integer m and any object x in D≥m, there exists an object y in D≥m+1 and a morphism g : x→ y in C
such that Coneg is in Dm+1.
Proof. (2) Let f : x→ y be a morphism in C . By bounded assumption of D, we shall assume that Cone f is
in D [m+1,n] for some pair of integers m+1 < n. Then by hypothesis, there exists a factorization zm = x
izm→
zm+1
f ′→ y with Cone izm is in Dm+1 and Cone f ′ is (m+ 1,D)-connected. Then by 4.1.7 (11), Cone f ′ is in
D [m+2,n]. Now by proceeding by induction, we will finally obtain a factorization (230) of f such that a is in
w by ordinarily of D.
(3) Let f : x→ y be a morphism in C with Cone f is in D≥m+1. Then applying assumption to Cone f , there
exists an object z in D≥m+2 and a morphism g : Cone f → z with Coneg is in Dm+2. Then there exists a
commutative diagram of distinguished triangles in pi0C below
x
f
//
i′

y
κ f
//
idy

Cone f //
g

T x
Ti′

u
f ′
//
κi′

y
gκ f
//

z
κg

// Tu
Tκi′

Cone i′ // 0 // Coneg // T Cone i′.
Thus there exists a C-homotopy H : f ⇒C f ′i′. We shall assume that f = f ′i′ and Cone f ′ is C-homotopy
equivalent to z by replacing i′ with ξ1,i′ : x→ u⊕Cx and f ′ with
(
f ′
−H
)
: u⊕Cx→ y. Hence f ′ is (m+ 1,D)-
connected. By 3× 3-lemma Coneg is C-homotopy equivalent to T Cone i′. Therefore Cone i′ is in Dm+1 by
4.1.7 (13).
4.3.10. Proposition. Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let A be
a full subcategory of C and D be a cell structure of C. Then
(1) (cf. [Wal85, 1.7.2].) Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition with respect to D implies derived de´vissage
condition with respect to D.
(2) Homotopy de´vissage condition with respect to A implies derived de´vissage condition with respect to
DA .
Proof. We only give a proof of assertion (1). A proof of assertion (2) is similar. We will show that
(−)∞ : FDb,hC → C satisfies App 2 in 3.4.13. Then by 3.4.13 (2) (b), it turns out that C satisfies derived
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de´vissage condition with respect to D. We proceed by induction on dimx (for definition of dimx, see 2.2.7).
If dimx =−1, then applying Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition to the morphism 0→ y, we obtain the result.
For m ≥ 0, by applying the inductive hypothesis to the composition σ≤m−1x→ x→ y, we obtain a level
admissible monomorphism i′ : σ≤m−1x z′′ and a morphism a′′ : z′′∞→ y in w which makes diagram below
commutative.
(σ≤m−1x)∞ //

i′∞

x∞
f

z′′∞
a′′
// y
Then we will show the following assertions.
(a) For each integer i, the compositions z′′i
iz
′′
i→ z′′i+1
iz
′′
i+1→ ··· → z′′∞ a
′′→ y is (i−1,D)-connected.
(b) The canonical morphism xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ y is (m−1,D)-connected.
Proof of (a). We proceed by descending induction on i. For n = dimz′′, the morphism z′′n = z′′∞
a′′→ y is in
w, in particular (n− 1,D)-connected. In general, applying 4.1.7 (7) to the pair of composable morphisms
z′′i
iz
′′
i→ z′′i+1 and z′′i+1 → y, it turns out that the composition z′′i → y is (i− 1,D)-connected by inductive
hypothesis.
Proof of (b). By 4.1.11, Cone(z′′m−1 xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1) is inDm. Now by applying 4.1.7 (8) to the pair of com-
posable monomorphisms z′′m−1  xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ y, it turns out that the canonical morphism xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ y
is (m−1,D)-connected.
By applying Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition to the morphism xm unionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ y, there exists an ob-
ject z′ in FDb,h,≥m−1C and a morphism a
′ : z′∞ → y in w such that z′m−1 = xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1 and the compo-
sition z′m−1
iz
′
m−1→ z′m i
z′
m→ ··· → z′∞ a
′→ y is equal to the morphism xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ y. We write I′ for the
composition of z′′m−1  xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1  z′m. By 4.1.11, Cone(z′′m−1  xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1) is in Dm. Then
it turns out that Cone I′ is also in Dm by applying 4.1.7 (7) and (10) to the pair of composable morphisms
z′′m−1  xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1  z′m.
We define z, I : x z and a : z∞→ y to be an object in FDb,hC and a level admissible monomorphism and
a morphism in w such that the composition x∞
I z∞ a→ y is equal to f by setting
zk :=
{
z′′k if k ≤ m−1
z′k if k ≥ m,
izk :=

iz
′′
k if k ≤ m−2
I′ if k = m−1
iz
′
k if k ≥ m.
Ik :=
{
i′k if k ≤ m−1
xm→ xmunionsqxm−1 z′′m−1→ zk if k ≥ m
and a := a′.
Now we complete the proof.
4.3.11. (Weight structure). The notion of weight structures on triangulated categories is introduced by
Bondarko [Bon10] and [Bon12] and in this article we will use homological weight structure as in [Fon18].
Let T be a triangulated category. A homological weight structure W of T is an additive full subcategory of
T closed under retract in T which satisfies the following properties:
We set W ≤n := Σn(W ) and W ≥n := Σn−1(⊥W ).
(Suspension closed). W ≥1 ⊂W ≥0 and W ≤−1 ⊂W ≤0.
(Weight decomposition). For an object x in T , there exists a distinguished triangle b→ x→ a→ Σb
with b ∈W ≤0 and a ∈W ≥1.
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Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let W be a homological weight structure on
Ho(C). Then we define DW≥n and D
W
≤m to be full subcategories of Ho(C) by setting
ObDW≥n := {x ∈ ObC ;QC(x) is in W ≥n}, (231)
ObDW≤n := {x ∈ ObC ;QC(x) is in W ≤n}. (232)
Here QC : C → Ho(C) is the canonical functor. Then it turns out that a family DW := {DW≥n,DW≤m}n,m is
a cell structure of C by [Bon10, 1.3.3]. We call DW the cell structure of C associated with a homological
weight structure W on Ho(C). In Lemma 4.3.12 below, we see a relationship between weight decomposition
condition and Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition with respect to a cell structure associated with a homological
weight structure.
4.3.12. Lemma. Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let W be a homological weight
structure of Ho(C) and let DW be an associated cell structure of W in C. If W is bounded below, then C
satisfies Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition with respect to the cell structure DW .
Proof. We shall check condition (3) in Remark 4.3.9. Let x be an object in DW≥m. Then there exists an object
y in DW≥m+1 and a morphism g : x→ y such that the image of T−1 Coneg in Ho(C) is in W ≤m. Then Coneg
is in DWm+1 by Lemma 4.1.7 (2) and (5).
4.4 Derived quasi-split sequences
In this subsection, we give a typical example of a derived quasi-split sequence. We start by recalling the
definition of derived exact sequences of relative exact categories from [Moc13b].
4.4.1. (Derived exact sequences). We say that a sequence of triangulated categories and triangle functors
(T ,Σ) i→ (T ′,Σ′) p→ (T ′′,Σ′′) (233)
is exact if pi is the zero functor and i and p induce the equivalences of triangulated categories T ∼→ Ker p
and T ′ /Ker p ∼→ T ′′. We say that the sequence (233) is weakly exact if the functor i is fully faithful and
if the composition pi is the zero morphism and if the induced morphism T ′ /T → T ′′ is cofinal. The last
condition means that it is fully faithful and for any object x in T ′′, there exists a pair of objects y in T ′′ and
z in T ′ such that x⊕ y is isomorphic to z.
We say that a sequence of relative exact categories and relative exact functors
E i→ E′ p→ E′′ (234)
is derived exact (resp. derived weakly exact) if the induced sequence
Db(E)
Db(i)→ Db(E′) Db(p)→ Db(E′′) (235)
of triangulated categories and triangle functors is exact (resp. weakly exact).
We can show the following.
4.4.2. Lemma. Let
E
i
//
a

E′
p
//
b

E′′
c

F
j
// F′
q
// F′′
be a commutative diagram of derived exact sequences of relative exact categories. If a and b (resp. b and c)
are derived equivalences, then c (resp. a) is also a derived equivalence.
By 3.4.18, we obtain the following result.
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4.4.3. Lemma. The functor Chb : RelEx→ RelCompsn preserves derived exact sequences and derived
weakly exact sequences. Namely if the sequence (234) of relative exact categories and relative exact functors
is derived exact (resp. derived weakly exact), then the sequence of relative complicial exact categories and
relative complicial exact functors
Chb(E)
Chb(i)→ Chb(E′) Chb(p)→ Chb(E′′) (236)
is also derived exact (resp. derived weakly exact).
4.4.4. (Triangle adjoint). (cf. [Kel96, §8].) Let (R,ρ) : (S ,Σ)→ (T ,Σ′) and (L,λ ) : T → S be two
triangle functors between triangulated categories (S ,Σ) and (T ,Σ′) such that L is left adjoint to R. Let
A : idT → RL and B : LR→ idS be adjunction morphisms. For any objects x in T and y in S , we write
µ(x,y) for the bijection HomS (Lx,y)→HomT (x,Ry), f 7→ (R f ) ·Ax. We say that (L,λ ) (resp. (R,ρ)) is left
(resp. right) triangle adjoint to (R,ρ) (resp. (L,λ )) if for any objects x in T and y in S , the diagram below
is commutative.
HomS (Lx,y)
Σ
//
µ(x,y)

HomS (ΣLx,Σy)
Hom(λx,Σy)
// HomS (LΣ′x,Σy)
µ(Σ′x,Σy)

HomT (x,Ry)
Σ′
// HomT (Σx,Σ′Ry)
Hom(Σ′x,RΣy)
// HomT (Σ′x,RΣy).
µ(Σ′,Σ)Hom(λ ,Σ)Σ= Hom(Σ′,ρ−1)Σ′µ .
Let (g,ρ ′) : T ′→T be a triangle functor, and let f be a left (resp. right) adjoint of g with Φ : f g→ idT
and Ψ : idT ′ → g f (resp. Φ : idT → f g and Ψ : g f → idT ′ ) adjunction morphisms and λ ′ := (Φ ∗Σ′ f ) ·
( f ∗ρ ′−1 ∗ f ) · ( fΣ∗Ψ) (resp. λ ′ := {( fΣ∗Ψ) · ( f ∗ρ ′ ∗ f ) · (Φ∗Σ′ f )}−1). Then the pair ( f ,λ ′) is a triangle
functor and it is a left (resp. right) triangle adjoint of (g,ρ ′) (cf. [Kel96, 8.3]).
4.4.5. (Quasi-split sequences). (cf. [Moc13b, 6.3].) We say that a sequence (233) is right (resp. left) quasi-
split if both i and p admit right (resp. left) adjoint functors q : T ′→ T and j : T ′′→ T ′ with adjunction
morphisms iq A→ idT ′ , idT B→ qi, idT ′ C→ jp and p j D→ idT ′′ (resp. idT ′ A→ iq, qi B→ idT , jp C→ idT ′ and
idT ′′
D→ p j) respectively such that B and D are natural equivalences and if there exists a triangulated natural
transformation jp E→ Σ′iq (resp. iq E→ Σ′ jp) such that a triangle (A,C,E) (resp. (C,A,E)) is a distinguished
triangle in T ′. We call a system ( j,q,A,B,C,D,E) (resp. ( j,q,C,D,A,B,E)) or shortly ( j,q,E) a right (resp.
left) splitting of a sequence (i, p).
We say that a sequence (234) of relative exact categories and relative exact functors is derived right (resp.
left) quasi-split if the induced sequence (235) of bounded derived categories is a right (resp. left) quasi-split
sequence of triangulated categories.
4.4.6. Remark. If the sequence (233) of triangulated categories and triangle functors is a right quasi-split
sequence with ( j,q,E) a right quasi-splitting, then the sequence ( j,q,E) is a left quasi-split sequence with a
left quasi-splitting (i, p,E).
Thus if the sequence (234) of relative exact categories and relative exact functors is a derived right quasi-
split sequence and if for a pair of relative exact functors E′ q→ E and E′′ j→ E′, induced triangle functors
Db(E′)
Db(q)→ Db(E) and Db(E′′) Db( j)→ Db(E′) give a part of a right quasi-splitting of the sequence (235),
then the sequence E′′ j→ E′ q→ E is a derived left quasi-split sequence.
For simplicity, we will only mention the cases for derived right quasi-split sequences and similar state-
ments also hold for the left case.
By 3.4.18, we can show the following.
4.4.7. Lemma. The functor Chb : RelEx→RelCompsn preserves right quasi-split sequences. Namely if the
sequence of relative exact categories and relative exact functors (234) is a derived right quasi-split, then the
sequence (236) of relative complicial exact categories is also a derived right quasi-split sequence. Moreover if
there exists q : E′→E (resp. j : E′′→E′) such thatDb(q) (resp. Db( j)) gives a part of a right quasi-splitting
of the sequence (235) of triangulated categories, then Db(Chb(q)) (resp. Db(Chb( j))) also gives a part of
right quasi-splitting of the sequence Db(Chb(E))
Db(Chb(i))→ Db(Chb(E′)) Db(Chb(p))→ Db(Chb(E′′)).
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4.4.8. Lemma. (cf. [Moc13b, 6.6].) (1) A right quasi-split sequence of triangulated categories and triangle
functors is exact.
(2) A derived right quasi-split sequence of relative exact categories and relative exact functors is derived
exact.
4.4.9. (Conventions). Let C= (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and letS and
T be a pair of full subcategories ofC . Assume thatS contains the zero objects. We setC ′ :=C [1]h (S ,T heq).
We define i : C →C [1]h , q : C [1]h →C , j : C →C [1]h to be a strictly normal exact functors by sending an object
x in C to [x idx→ x], an object in C [1]h to and an object y in C to [0→ y] in C [1]h respectively. For simplicity we
write (p,c) for the complicial exact functor (Cone,σCone) : C [1]h → C . We also denote the restriction of i, q
to full subcategories of C and C [1]h etc and the induced functors of i, q on homotopy categories by the same
letters i and q respectively. Moreover we denote the restriction of w and lw to full subcategories of C and C [1]h
by the same letters w and lw.
4.4.10. Proposition (Typical derived quasi-split sequence). In the convention 4.4.9, the sequence
(〈S 〉null,frob,w) i→ (〈C ′〉null,frob, lw)
p→ (〈T heq〉null,frob,w) (237)
is a right derived quasi-split sequence and the sequence
(〈T heq〉null,frob,w)
j→ (〈C ′〉null,frob, lw)
q→ (〈S 〉null,frob,w) (238)
is a left derived quasi-split sequence.
Proof. We define B : id
C
[1]
h
→ jp and C : jp→ Tiq to be a pair of complicial natural transformations by
setting for an object x
f→ y in C [1]h , B(x
f→ y) := (0,κ f ,−µ f ) and C(x f→ y) := (0,ψ f ,0). For simplicity we
denote Ho(B) and Ho(C) by the same letter B and C respectively. Moreover for an object x
f→ y in C [1]h , we
set A(x
f→ y) := (idx, f ,0) : [x idx→ x]→ [x f→ y] and for a morphism (a,b,H) : [x f→ y]→ [x′ f
′
→ y′] in C [1]h , we
set A(a,b,H) := (0,−H,H · cx) : (a,b,H)(idx, f ,0)⇒C (id′x, f ′,0)(a,a,0). Then A induces a triangle natural
transformation iq→ id
Ho(C [1]h )
on homotopy categories and we denote it by the same letter A. We can show
that there exists a functorial distinguished triangle iq A→ id
Ho(C [1]h )
B→ jp C→ Tiq and the equalities qi = idC ,
p j = idC , B ∗ j = id j, p ∗B = idp, A ∗ i = idi and q ∗A = idq. Thus it turns out that the sequence (237) is a
derived right quasi-split sequence. A proof of the sequence (238) is similar.
4.4.11. Remark. In 4.4.10, replacing C [1]h (S ,T heq) with C
[1](S ,T heq), similar statement also holds. The
same proof works fine.
4.4.12. Example. Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let a < b be a
pair of integers and let D= {D≤n,D≥m}n,m∈Z be a C-homotopy closed cell structure of C. Then the inclusion
functor F[a,b−1],hC ↪→ F[a,b],hC and the functors Cone i(−)b , (−)b−1 : F[a,b],hC → C which sends an object x to
Cone ixb−1 and xb−1 respectively induce a right and a left derived flags below respectively by 3.4.5, 4.2.4 and
4.2.6.
(〈FD♥[a,b−1],hC 〉null,frob, lw)→ (〈F
D♥
[a,b],hC 〉null,frob, lw)→ (〈Db〉null,frob, lw), (239)
(〈(FD♥[a,b−1],hC 〉null,frob)
wst
, lw)→ (〈(FD♥[a,b],hC 〉null,frob)
wst
, lw)→ (〈Db−1〉null,frob, lw). (240)
4.5 Derived flag of relative exact categories
In this subsection, we give examples of right flags on the category of de´vissage filtrations with level weak
equivalences which enable us to calculate the K-theory of de´vissage spaces in §5.4. We start by recalling the
notion of right derived flag of relative exact categories from [Moc13b, 6.11].
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4.5.1. (Derived flag). Let T be a triangulated category and let E be a relative exact category. A right (resp.
left) flag of T is a finite sequence of fully faithful triangle functors
{0}=T 0 k0→T 1 k1→ ··· kn−1→ T n =T (241)
such that for each 0≤ i≤ n−1, the canonical sequence T i ki→T i+1→T i+1 /T i of triangulated categories
is a right (resp. left) quasi-split exact sequence (See 4.4.5) of triangulated categories.
A derived right (resp. left) flag of E is a finite sequence of fully faithful relative exact functors
{0}= E0 k0→ E1 k1→ ·· · kn−1→ En = E (242)
such that it induces a right (resp. left) flag of Db(E)
{0}=Db(E0) Db(k0)→ Db(E1) Db(k1)→ ··· Db(kn−1)→ Db(En) =Db(E)
on bounded derived categories.
A derived right (resp. left) retractions of the derived right (resp. left) flag (242) of E is a family of relative
exact functorsR = {ui : Ei→ Ei−1}1≤i≤n such that for each 1≤ i≤ n, Db(ui) : Db(Ei)→Db(Ei−1) gives a
part of a right (resp. left) quasi-splitting of the sequence Db(Ei−1)
Db(ki)→ Db(Ei)→Db(Ei)/Db(Ei−1).
An associated graded relative exact categories of the derived right (resp. left) flag (242) is a family of
relative exact categories and relative exact functors G = {Gi, ti : Ei→Gi}1≤i≤n such that for each 1≤ i≤ n,
the sequence Ei−1
ki−1→ Ei ti→Gi is a derived right (resp. left) quasi-split sequence.
By 4.4.7, we obtain the following lemma. We will only mention the case for right flags and similar
statements for left flags also hold.
4.5.2. Lemma. Let E be a relative exact category and let (242) be a derived right flag of E. Then
(1) The sequence
{0}= Chb(E0) Chb(k0)→ Chb(E1) Chb(k1)→ ··· Chb(kn−1)→ Chb(En) = Chb(E) (243)
is a derived right flag of Chb(E).
(2) If a family R = {ui : Ei→ Ei−1}1≤i≤n is a derived right retractions of the derived right flag (242) of E,
then a family Chb(R) = {Chb(ui) : Chb(Ei)→Chb(Ei−1)}1≤i≤n is a derived right retractions of the derived
right flag (243) of Chb(E).
(3) If a family G = {Fi, ti : Ei→ Fi}0≤i≤n is an associated graded relative exact categories of a derived right
flag (242), then the family Chb(G ) = {Chb(Fi), Chb(ti) : Chb(Ei)→Chb(Fi)}0≤i≤n is an associated graded
relative exact categories of a derived right flag (243) of Chb(E).
4.5.3. Example. Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let D =
{D≤n,D≥m}n, m∈Z be a cell structure of C and let a < b be a pair of integers. For each integer 1 ≤ k ≤
b− a+ 1, we set E k := 〈FD♥[a,a+k−1],hC 〉null,frob, G k := 〈Da+k−1〉null,frob, Ek = (E k, lw|E k), Gk = (G k,w|G k)
and we define ki : Ei → Ei+1, ui : Ei → Ei−1 and ti : Ei → Gi to be restrictions of relative complicial ex-
act functors F[a,a+i−1],hC ↪→ F[a,a+i],hC , σ≤a+i−1 : F[a,a+i],hC → F[a,a+i−1]C and F[a,a+i−1],hC → C where
the last functor is defined by sending an object x in F[a,a+i−1],hC to Cone ixa+i−1 in C . Then the sequence
{0}=E0→E1 k1→··· kb−a→ Eb−a+1 is a right derived flag of Eb−a+1 and the families {ui : Ei→Ei−1}1≤i≤b−a+1
and {Gi, ti : Ei → Gi}1≤i≤b−a+1 are a right derived retractions and an associated graded relative exact cate-
gories of this flag by 4.4.12. By 4.4.11, there exists a similar right derived flag on (〈FD♥[a,b],hC 〉null,frob, lw).
Next for each integer 1 ≤ k ≤ b− a+ 1, we set cE ′k := 〈
(
FD
♥
[a,a+k−1],hC
)wst〉
null,frob
, E′k := (E ′k, lw|E ′k)
and we define k′i : E′i → E′i+1, u′i : E′i → E′i+1 and t ′i : E′i → Gi−1 to be restrictions of complicial exact
functors F[a,a+i−1],hC ↪→ F[a,a+i],hC , sa+i−1 : F[a,a+i],hC → F[a,a+i−1],hC and (−)a+i−2 : F[a,a+i−1],hC → C
for 2≤ i≤ b−a+1. where by convention we set G0 := {0}. Then the sequence {0}= E′0 k
′
0→ E′1 k
′
1→ ··· k
′
b−a→
E′b−a+1 is a left derived flag of E′b−a+1 and the families {u′i : E′i→ E′i−1}1≤i≤b−a+1 and {Gi−1, t ′i : E′i→
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Gi−1}1≤i≤b−a+1 are a left derived retractions and an associated graded relative exact categories of this flag
respectively by 4.4.12 again.
Since by 3.4.5, for each integer k, the canonical morphism (FD
♥
[a,a+k],hC )
wst →
(
FD
♥
[a,a+k],hC
)wst
is a derived
equivalence, there exists a similar left derived flag on (〈(FD♥[a,b],hC )
wst〉
null,frob
, lw) and (〈(FD♥[a,b]C )
wst〉
null,frob
, lw)
by 4.4.11.
5 Non-connective K-theory
A goal of this section is a de´vissage theorem of non-connective K-theory 5.4.1. In the first subsection 5.1 and
the second subsection 5.2, we will recall the definition and fundamental properties of non-connective K-theory
of relative exact categories. In subsection 5.3, we will study a homotopy version of additivity theorem 5.3.2
which enable us to compute K-theory of de´vissage filtrations with level equivalences 5.3.8 by utilizing the
canonical flag structures introduced in 4.5.3. In the final subsection 5.4, we will discuss a de´vissage theorem
of non-connective K-theory and as its special cases, we will reprove Waldhausen’s cell filtration theorem 5.4.2,
theorem of heart 5.4.4, Raptis’ de´vissage theorem 5.4.5 and Quillen’s de´vissage theorem 5.4.6. In this section,
we assume that underlying categories of relative categories are essentially small.
5.1 Definition of non-connective K-theory
5.1.1. (Schlichting non-connective K-theory). In the series of papers [Sch04], [Sch06] and [Sch11], Marco
Schlichting define and establish non-connectiveK-theory for exact categories, Frobenius pairs and complicial
exact categories with weak equivalences respectively. We write KS,exact(E ) for the non-connective K-theory
of an exact category E and denote the non-connective K-theory of a relative complicial exact category C =
(C ,w) by KS,comp(C) or KS,comp(C ;w).
5.1.2. Definition (Non-connective K-theory). For a relative exact category E = (E ,w), we set
K(E)(=K(E ;w)) :=KS,comp(Chb(E)). (244)
Moreover let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial category and let F be a full subcategory of C and let
D= {Dn}n∈Z be a T -system (for definition see 4.1.1) of C . Then we set
K(F in C) :=KS,comp(〈F 〉null,frob;w|〈F 〉null,frob), and (245)
K(D in C) := hocolim
T
K(Dn in C). (246)
We call K(F in C) and K(D in C) the relative K-theory ofF in C and the relative K-theory of D in C.
Recall the definition of morphisms of T -systems from 4.1.1. Let D and D′ be a pair of T -systems of
relative complicial exact categories C = (C ,w) and C′ = (C ′,w′) respectively. Assume that D′ is closed
under isomorphisms and let ( f ,d) : D→ D′ be a morphism of T -system. Then ( f ,d) induces a morphism of
spectra K(D in C)→K(D′ in C′).
5.1.3. Definition (Euler character). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let D =
{Dn}n∈Z be a T -system of C. If we regard C as a T -system {C n}n∈Z by setting C n := C for all integer n,
then the family of inclusion functors Dn ↪→ C for all integers can be regarded as a morphism of T -systems
and it induces a morphism of spectra
ED : K(D in C)→ hocolim
T
K(C) (247)
which we call the Euler characteristic morphism (associated with the T -system D). In 5.3.4, we will show the
equality (253) and by this equality it turns out that hocolim
T
K(C) is homotopy equivalent toK(C). We denote
composition of ED with a non-canonical homotopy equivalence hocolim
T
K(C)→K(C) by the same letters
ED and call it Euler characteristic morphism too. For a full subcategory F of C , we similarly construct a
morphism of spectra
ED,F : K(D |F in C |F )→ hocolim
T
K(C |F ). (248)
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5.1.4. Proposition (Comparison theorem of non-connective K-theory). (cf. [Moc13b, 0.3]) Let E=(E ,w)
be a relative exact category. Then
(1) If w is the class of all isomorphisms in E , then there is a natural homotopy equivalence of spectra
K(E) ∼→KS,exact(E ).
This equivalence is functorial in the sense that it gives a natural equivalence between the functors from the
category of (essentially small) exact categories and exact functors to the stable category of spectra.
(2) If E is a relative complicial exact category, then there is a natural homotopy equivalence of spectra
K(E) ∼→KS,comp(E).
This equivalence is functorial in the sense that it gives a natural equivalence between the functors from the
category of (essentially small) relative complicial exact categories and relative complicial exact functors to
the stable category of spectra.
5.2 Fundamental properties of non-connective K-theory
Recall the definition of categorical homotopic of relative (exact) functors from 3.2.1.
5.2.1. Theorem (Categorical homotopy invariance). (cf. [Moc13b, 3.25].) Let f , f ′ : E→ E′ be a pair of
relative exact functors between relative exact categories E and E′. If f and f ′ are categorical homotopic in
RelEx, then they induce same maps K( f ) =K( f ′) : K(E)→K(E′) on K-theory.
5.2.2. Theorem (Localization). (cf. [Moc13b, 0.2].) Let (234) be a derived weakly exact sequence (4.4.1)
of relative exact categories and relative functors. Then the induced sequence of spectra
K(E) K(i)→ K(E′) K(p)→ K(E′′)
is a fibration sequence of spectra.
5.2.3. Remark. In the statements of [Moc13b, 0.2, 3.25], there is an assumption that we assume that w is
consistent. In this paper we change the definition of the class of quasi-weak equivalences as in Example 3.2.14
and our proof in Ibid with the new definition of the class of quasi-weak equivalences still works fine in the
setting of Theorem 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.2.
5.2.4. Corollary (Cofinality theorem). Let f : E→ F be a relative exact functor between relative exact
categories. If f induces a cofinal functor on their derived categories Db(E)→ Db(F), then f induces a
homotopy equivalence of spectra K(E)→K(F) on K-theory.
5.2.5. Corollary (Relative Gillet-Waldhausen theorem). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact
category and let A be a strict exact subcategory of C . Then the inclusion functor jF : F → ChbF induces
a homotopy equivalence of spectra K(F ;w|F )→K(ChbF in Chb C) on K-theory.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.4.18 (4) and Corollary 5.2.4.
5.2.6. Corollary (w-envelope invariance). Let C = (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let
F be a full subcategory of C . Assume thatF is compatible with w (see 3.4.10). Then the inclusion functor
〈F 〉null,frob ↪→ 〈F 〉null,w induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra K(F in C)→ K(〈F 〉null,w in C) on
K-theory.
Proof. It follows from the equivalence (216) and Corollary 5.2.4.
5.2.7. Corollary (w-envelope invariance II). Let C= (C ,w) be a relative complicial exact category and let
A be an additive full subcategory of C . Assume either condition (i) or condition (ii) below.
(i) A contains all C-contractible objects of C ,
(ii) A is a strict exact subcategory of C .
Then the inclusion functor 〈ChbA 〉null,frob,ChbC ↪→ 〈ChbA 〉null,qw,ChbC induces a homotopy equivalence of
spectra K(ChbA in Chb C)→K(〈ChbA 〉null,qw,ChbC in Chb C) on K-theory.
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Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.4.20 and Corollary 5.2.6.
5.2.8. Corollary (Purity theorem). Let C = (C ,w) be a thick relative complicial exact category and letP
be a full additive subcategory of C . Assume that either condition (i) or condition (ii) below.
(i)P is a prenull class or
(ii) C is strictly ordinary andP contains all C-contractible objects andP is closed under operations T±1.
Then the relative complicial exact functor Tot : Chb(C |P)→ (〈P〉null,frob,w|〈P〉null,frob) induces a homotopy
equivalence of spectra KS,comp(Chb(C |P)) ∼→K(P in C) on K-theory.
Proof. It follows from 3.4.18 and 5.2.4.
5.3 Homotopy additivity theorem
Recall the definition of derived quasi-split sequences of relative exact categories from 4.4.5.
5.3.1. Theorem (Additivity theorem). (cf. [Moc13b, 7.10].) In the sequence (234) of relative exact cate-
gories, if there exists a relative exact functor q : E′ → E such that Db(q) gives a part of right splitting of
a sequence (235) of triangulated categories, then the projection functor E′
(
q
p
)
→ E×E′ induces a homotopy
equivalence of spectra K(E′)→K(E)∨K(E′′) on K-theory.
By Proposition 4.4.10 and Theorem 5.3.1, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.3.2. Corollary (Homotopy additivity theorem). In the convention 4.4.9, the complicial exact
functor
(
q
p
)
: 〈C ′〉null,frob→ 〈S 〉null,frob×〈T heq〉null,frob induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra
K(C ′ in C[1]h )→K(S in C)×K(T heq in C)
on K-theory. If we replace C[1]h with C
[1], then we also have similar result.
5.3.3. Definition (Cone of complicial natural transformation). Let ( f ,c), (g,d) : C → C ′ be a pair of
complicial exact functors between complicial exact categories C and C ′ and let θ : ( f ,c)→ (g,d) be a com-
plicial natural transformation. Then we define Coneθ : C → C ′ to be an exact functor by sending an object x
in C to Coneθx in C ′ and a morphism a : x→ y in C to Cone( f (a),g(a)) : Coneθx→ Coneθy in C ′. There
exists a natural equivalence cConeθ : C′Coneθ ∼→ ConeθC which is characterized by the following equalities
cConeθ · (c′ ∗κ ∗θ) = (κ ∗θ ∗C) ·d, and (249)
cConeθ · (c′ ∗µ ∗θ) = (µ ∗C) · (C′ ∗ c) · (σ ∗ f ). (250)
Then the pair (Coneθ ,cConeθ ) is a complicial exact functor. There is a complicial natural transformation
κ ∗θ : (g,d)→ (Coneθ ,cConeθ ).
If w and w′ are classes of complicial weak equivalences of C and C ′ respectively and f and g are relative
functors, then Coneθ is also relative exact functor.
5.3.4. Corollary. Let ( f ,c), (g,d) : C→ C′ be a relative complicial exact functors between relative compli-
cial exact categories C and C′ and let θ : ( f ,c)→ (g,d) be a complicial natural transformation. Then for the
morphisms of spectra K( f ), K(g), K(Coneθ) : K(C)→K(C′), we have the equality
K(g) =K( f )∨K(Coneθ). (251)
If θ is an admissible monomorphisms in the category of complicial functors, then we have the equality
K(Coneθ) =K(Cokerθ). (252)
In particular for the suspension functor T : C→ C, we have the equality
K(T ) =− idK(C) . (253)
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Proof. By virtue of 3.4.18, replacing C and C′ with Chb C and Chb C′, without loss of generality, we shall
assume that C = (C ,w) and C′ = (C ′,w′) are thick normal ordinary. We define U , V : C→ (C ′[1]h , lw) and
W : (C ′[1]h , lw
′)→ (C ′,w′) and X : (C ′[1]h , lw)→ (C ′,w′)×(C ′,w′) to be relative complicial exact functors by
sending an object x in C to [ f (x) θx→ g(x)] and [ f (x)
(
id f (x)
0
)
→ f (x)⊕Coneθ(x)] in C ′[1]h and an object [x
u→ y] in
C ′ to y in C ′ and (x,Coneu) in C ′×C ′ respectively. We have the equalities K(g) =K(W )K(U) and K( f )∨
K(Coneθ) = K(W )K(V ) and K(X)K(U) =
(
K( f )
K(Coneθ)
)
=
I
(
K( f )
K(C⊕Coneθ)
)
=K(X)K(V ) where the
equality I follows from categorical homotopy equivalence 5.2.1. By homotopy additivity theorem 5.3.2,
K(X) is a homotopy equivalence of spectra and thus we obtain the equality (251). If θ is an admissible
monomorphism in the category of relative complicial exact functors, then Cokerθ and Coneθ is a categorical
homotopic. Thus the equality (252) follows from 5.2.1.
Finally the equality (253) follows form the equality T = Cone(idC → 0) and the equality (251).
Recall the functors j, σ≥k, (−)[k], ck from 2.2.7, 2.2.13, 2.2.14 and 2.2.15.
5.3.5. Corollary. Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary complicial relative exact category and let n be an
integer. Then we have the equality
K(cn+1) = idK(Fb,hC )∨K(σ≥n+1T ). (254)
In particular we also have the equality.
K(cn+1(j(−)[n])) =K(j(−)[n])∨K(j(T (−))[n]). (255)
Proof. Notice that there is a level Frobenius admissible exact sequence of relative complicial exact functors
on Fb,hC .
idFb,hC  cn+1  σ≥n+1T.
xn // //
ixn

xn // //
Cixnιxn

0

xn+1 //
ιxn+1
//
ixn+1 
Cxn+1
pixn+1
// //
Cixn+1 
T xn+1
Tixn+1
...
...
....
Thus we obtain the equalities (254) and (255) by 5.3.4.
From 5.3.1, proceeding by induction, we obtain the result for K-theory of derived flags below. We will
only state the case for right derived flags and the case for left derived flags also holds.
5.3.6. Corollary (K-theory of derived flags). Let E be a relative exact category and let (242) be a right
derived flag of E with a derived right retractionsR = {ui : Ei→ Ei−1}1≤i≤n and an associated graded rela-
tive exact categories G = {Gi, ti : Ei→ Gi}1≤i≤n. Then the relative complicial exact functor E

tn
tn−1un
tn−2un−1un
.
.
.
t1u2 · · ·un−1un

→
Gn×Gn−1×·· ·×G1 induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra K(E) ∼→∨ni=1K(Gi).
Recall the functors j, (−)[k], ck from 2.2.7, 2.2.14 and 2.2.15.
5.3.7. Definition. Let (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let a < b be
a pair of integers. For a positive integer m, we write C m for C ×·· ·×C︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
the m-times products of C . We de-
fine A[a,b] : C
b−a+1→ F[a,b],hC and B[a,b] : C b−a→ (F[a,b],hC )wst C to be complicial exact functors by setting
A[a,b] := j(−)[a]⊕ j(−)[a+1]⊕·· ·⊕ j(−)[b] and B[a,b] := ca+1 j(−)[a]⊕ ca+2 j(−)[a+1]⊕·· ·⊕ cb j(−)[b−1]
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and we define C[a,b] : F[a,b],hC → C b−a+1 and D[a,b] : (F[a,b],hC )wst C → C b−a to be complicial exact functors
by sending an object x in F[a,b],hC to (xa,Cone ixa,Cone i
x
a+1, · · · ,Cone ixb−1) in C b−a+1 and an object x in
(F[a,b],hC )
wst to (xa,xa+1, · · · ,xb−1) in C b−a and we also define E[a,b] = (ei j) : C b−a→ C b−a+1 to be a com-
plicial exact functor by setting ei j =

idC if i = j
T if i = j+1
0 otherwise
. We also write the same letters A[a,b], B[a,b], C[a,b],
D[a,b] and E[a,b] for the restrictions of A[a,b], B[a,b], C[a,b], D[a,b] and E[a,b] to subcategories of C
b−a+1, C b−a,
F[a,b],hC , (F[a,b],hC )
wst and C b−a. Since D is a cell structure, these functors are well-defined.
5.3.8. Corollary. Let C= (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let a < b
be a pair of integers and let D be a C-homotopy invariance closed cell structure of C. Then C[a,b] and D[a,b]
induce the homotopy equivalence of spectra
K(FD
♥
b C in (FbC , lw))→ ∏
k∈[a,b]
K(Dk in C), K(FD
♥
b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw))→ ∏
k∈[a,b]
K(Dk in C) (256)
K((FD
♥
b C )
wst
in (FbC , lw))→ ∏
k∈[a,b−1]
K(Dk in C), and K((FD
♥
b,h C )
wst
in (Fb,hC , lw))→ ∏
k∈[a,b−1]
K(Dk in C) (257)
and A[a,b] and B[a,b] induce the inverse morphisms of K(C[a,b]) and K(D[a,b]) respectively. Moreover the
following diagram is commutative
∏
k∈[a,b−1]
K(Dk in C)
K(B[a,b])
//
K(E[a,b])

K((FD♥b,h C )
wst
in (Fb,hC , lw))

∏
k∈[a,b]
K(Dk in C)
K(A[a,b])
// K(FD♥b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw)).
(258)
Proof. The first assertion follows from 3.4.5, 4.5.3, 5.2.4 and 5.3.6. We have an equality C[a,b]A[a,b]= idC b−a+1
and there is a natural weak equivalence D[a,b]B[a,b] → idC b−a . Thus K(A[a,b]) and K(B[a,b]) are the inverse
morphisms of K(C[a,b]) and K(D[a,b]) respectively. Commutativity of the diagram (258) follows form the
equality (255).
5.3.9. Corollary. Let (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let D be a
C-homotopy equivalent cell structure of (C ,w). Then the inclusion functors induces homotopy equivalences
of spectra
K(FD
♥
b C in (FbC , lw))→K(FD
♥
b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw)), (259)
K((FD
♥
b C )
wst in (FbC , lw))→K(FD♥b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw)) and (260)
K(FD
♥
b C in Fb C)→K(FD
♥
b,h C in Fb,h C). (261)
Proof. Let a < b be a pair of integers. Then there are the following commutative diagrams of K-theory.
K(FD♥b C in (FbC , lw)) //
K(C[a,b]) ''
K(FD♥b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw))
K(C[a,b])ww
∏
k∈[a,b]
K(Dk in C)
,
K((FD♥b C )
wst
in (FbC , lw)) //
K(D[a,b]) ((
K((FD♥b,h C )
wst
in (Fb,hC , lw))
K(D[a,b])vv
∏
k∈[a,b−1]
K(Dk in C).
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By 5.3.8, horizontal morphisms in the diagrams are homotopy equivalence of spectra. By taking colimits, we
obtain the homotopy equivalences (259) and (260).
The last homotopy equivalence of spectra (261) follows from the diagram of fibration sequences below.
K((FD♥b C )
wst
in (FbC , lw)) //

K(FD♥b C in (FbC , lw)) //

K(FD♥b C in Fb C)

K((FD♥b,h C )
wst
in (Fb,hC , lw)) // K(FD
♥
b,h C in (Fb,hC , lw))
// K(FD♥b,h C in Fb,h C).
5.3.10. Corollary. Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let D be a
C-homotopy closed cell structure of C. Then the relative complicial exact functor T (−)[1] : (FD♥b,h C ,wst)→
(FD
♥
b,h C ,wst) which sends an object x to an object T (x)[1] induces − idK(FD♥b,h C) on K-theory.
Proof. We will show T (−)[1] : (FD♥[a,b]C ,wst)→ (FD
♥
[a,b]C ,wst) induces − id on K-theory for any pair of inte-
gers a< b. Then by taking direct limit as a goes to−∞ and b goes to+∞ and by 5.3.9, we will obtain the result.
For m > b, since there are stable weak equivalences σ≥n(−)[1]→ id[1]← id and σ≥nC→ 0 and there exists
an admissible exact sequences relative complicial exact functors σ≥n(−)[1] σ≥nC(−)[1] σ≥nT (−)[1],
we have equalities by 5.2.1 and 5.3.4
K(T [1]) =K(σ≥nT [1]) =−K(σ≥n(−)[1]) =− id .
5.3.11. Definition (Euler characteristic in K-theory of de´vissage spaces). Let C = (C ,w) be a normal
ordinary relative complicial exact category and let D = {D≥n,D≥m}n,m∈Z be a cell structure of C. Then for
each integer n, the commutative diagram below
Dn
j(−)[n]
//
T

FD
♥
b,h C
T (−)[1]

Dn+1
j(−)[n+1]
// FD
♥
b,h C
induces a morphism
ED : K(D in C)→ hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(FD
♥
b,h C) (262)
which we call the Euler characteristic morphism (in K-theory of de´vissage space associated with D♥). As a
variant, for a full subcategoryF in C , we also define the relative Euler characteristic morphism
ED,F : K((D |F ) in C |F )→ hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in FD
♥
b,h C). (263)
For simplicity, we set E :=K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in FD
♥
b,h C). Then by 5.3.10, hocolimT (−)[1]
E is homotopy equiv-
alent to E. We denote the composition of ED,F with a non-canonical homotopy equivalence between these
two spectra by the same letters ED,F and call it relative Euler characteristic morphism too.
For each integer i, we set C i := C and we regard T : C → C as the functor C i→ C i+1 for each integer
i. Then it induces a relative complicial exact functor T : C∨Z→ C∨Z where we denote the pair
(∨
i∈Z
C i, lw
)
by C∨Z. For each integer n, we write D [−∞,n] for the full subcategory of
∨
i∈Z
D i consisting of those ob-
jects (xi)i∈Z such that xi = 0 for i > n. There is a relative complicial exact functor T : D [−∞,n]→ D [−∞,n+1]
which sends an object (xi)i∈Z to (T xi)i∈Z where we regard T xi as an object D i+1 for each integer i. Thus
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we can regard the family {D [−∞,n]}n∈Z as a T -system of C∨Z. Then we write K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z) for
K({D [−∞,n]}n∈Z in C∨Z) and for each integer n, the functors A[a,b] and B[a,b] in 5.3.7 induces the func-
tors A[−∞,n] : D [−∞,n] |F →
(
FD |F
♥
b,h,≤n 〈F 〉null,frob
)wst
and B[−∞,n] : D [−∞,n] |F → FD |F
♥
b,h,≤n 〈F 〉null,frob. We define
∇[−∞,n] : D [−∞,n] |F → Dn |F to be a functor by sending an object (xi)i≤n in D [−∞,n] |F . Then they induce a
triple of morphisms of spectra
K(A[−∞,∞]) : K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)→ hocolim
T (−)[1]
K((F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob)
wst
in (FD
♥
b,h C , lw)), (264)
K(B[−∞,∞]) : K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)→ hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in (FD
♥
b,h C , lw)) and (265)
K(∇[−∞,∞]) : K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)→K(D♥ |F in C |F ) (266)
respectively.
We can show the following lemma.
5.3.12. Lemma. In the convention 5.3.11, the following diagrams of spectra are commutative.
K(D |F in C |F )
ED,F
//
ED,F
))
hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in FD
♥
b,h C)
(−)∞

hocolim
T
K(C |F ),
(267)
K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)
K(B[−∞,n])
//
K(∇[−∞,n])

hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in (FD
♥
b,h C , lw))

K(D |F in C |F )
ED,F
// hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in FD
♥
b,h C).
(268)
5.4 De´vissage theorem
The goal of this subsection is to give de´vissage theorems for relative complicial exact categories. The spe-
cific feature in our proof is ‘motivic’ in the sense that the properties of K-theory we will utilize to prove
the theorems are only localization (additivity and derived invariance), categorical homotopy invariance and
cocontinuity. Namely our proof works to any other localizing theory on relative complicial exact categories
(for the precise statement, see Corollary 5.4.8). Recall the definition of the Euler characteristic morphisms
from 5.3.11.
5.4.1. Theorem (K-theory of De´vissage spaces). Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial
exact category and let D be a cell structure of C and letF be a full subcategory of C . Then the Euler char-
acteristic morphism ED,F : K(D♥ |F in C |F )→ hocolim
T (−)[1]
K(F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob in FD
♥
b,h C) is a homotopy
equivalence of spectra. In particular if F satisfies relative derived de´vissage condition with respect to the
cell structure D in C, then ED,F : K(D |F in C|F )→K(F in C) is a homotopy equivalence of spectra.
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Proof. By commutative diagrams (258) and (268), there exists a commutative diagram of fibration sequences
of spectra
K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)
K(B[−∞,∞])
//
K(E[−∞,∞])

hocolim
T (−)[1]
K((F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob)
wst
in (FD
♥
b,h C , lw))

K(D [−∞,∞] |F in C∨Z)
K(A[−∞,∞])
//
K(∇[−∞,∞])

hocolim
T (−)[1]
K((F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob) in (FD
♥
b,h C , lw))

K(D |F in C|F )
ED,F
// hocolim
T (−)[1]
K((F(D |F )
♥
b,h 〈F 〉null,frob) in FD
♥
b,h C).
By Corollary 5.3.8, K(A[−∞,∞]) and K(B[−∞,∞]) are homotopy equivalence of spectra. Thus we obtain the
result.
By Proposition 4.3.10 and Theorem 5.4.1, we obtain the following Corollary 5.4.2 and Corollary 5.4.3.
5.4.2. Corollary (Waldhausen’s cell filtration theorem for non-connective K-theory). (cf. [Wal85, 1.7.1].)
Let C = (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and let D be a cell structure
of C. Assume that D satisfies Waldhausen’s de´vissage condition. Then the Euler characteristic morphism
ED : K(D♥ in C)→K(C) is a homotopy equivalence of spectra.
5.4.3. Corollary (Homotopy de´vissage theorem). Let C = (C ,w) be a thick normal ordinary relative
complicial exact category and let A be a full subcategory of C. Assume that A satisfies homotopy de´vissage
condition in C. Then the Euler characteristic morphism ED : K(〈A 〉null,w in C)→ K(C) is a homotopy
equivalence of spectra.
By Proposition 4.3.10, Lemma 4.3.12 and Corollary 5.4.2, we obtain the following.
5.4.4. Corollary (Theorem of heart). Let C = (C ,w) be a normal ordinary relative complicial exact cate-
gory and let W be a bounded below homological weight structure on Ho(C). Then the Euler characteristic
morphism EDW : K((D
W )
♥
in C)→K(C) is a homotopy equivalence of spectra.
By Lemma 4.3.7 and Corollary 5.4.3, we obtain the following.
5.4.5. Corollary (Raptis’ de´vissage theorem for non-connective K-theory). Let C = (C ,w) be a thick
normal ordinary relative complicial exact category and letA be a full subcategory of C. Assume thatA sat-
isfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition in C. Then the inclusion functor A ↪→ C induces a homotopy equivalence
of spectra K(〈A 〉null,w in C)→K(C) on K-theory.
5.4.6. Corollary (Quillen’s de´vissage theorem for non-connective K-theory). Let A be an abelian cate-
gory and let B be a topologizing subcategory of A . Assume that B satisfies Quillen’s de´vissage condition
in A . Then the inclusion functor B ↪→ A induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra K(B)→ K(A ) on
K-theory.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.4, Chb(B) satisfies Raptis’ de´vissage condition in ChbA . Thus by Corollary 5.4.5,
the inclusion functor ChbB ↪→ ChbA induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra
K(〈ChbB〉null,qis in (ChbA ,qis))→K(ChbA ;qis)
on K-theory. Thus by Corollary 5.2.5 and Corollary 5.2.7, we obtain the result.
5.4.7. Definition (Localization theory). We define the full subcategory of RelComp[2] consisting of those
objects x such that the sequence x(0)→ x(1)→ x(2) are derived weakly exact sequences (4.4.1) of relative
complicial exact categories and relative complicial exact functors by EX(RelComp). The functor [0]→ [2],
0 7→ k induces functor qk : EX(RelComp)→ RelComp for 0≤ k ≤ 2.
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Let (T ,Σ) be a triangulated category. A localization theory on RelComp toT is a pair (L ,∂ ) consisting
of functorL : EX(RelComp)→T and a natural transformation ∂ : L q2→ ΣL q0 such that they satisfies
the following conditions:
(Categorical homotopy invariance). Let f , f ′ : C→ C′ be a pair of relative complicial exact func-
tors between relative complicial exact categories C and C′. If f and f ′ are categorical homotopic in
RelComp, then they induce same mapsL ( f ) =L ( f ′) : L (C)→L (C′).
(Localization). Let (234) be a derived weakly exact sequence (4.4.1) of relative complicial exact
categories and relative complicial exact functors. Then the induced sequence
L (E)
L (i)→ L (E′) L (p)→ L (E′′)
is a distinguished triangle in T .
(Cocontinuity). L sends filtered colimits to homotopy colimits in T .
As alluded at the outset of this subsection, we obtain the following result.
5.4.8. Corollary (De´vissage theorem for localization theory). For a localization theory (L ,∂ ) from
RelComp to (T ,Σ), similar statements of 5.2.4, 5.2.5, 5.2.6, 5.2.7, 5.2.8, 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4, 5.4.5
and 5.4.6 hold.
A A de´vissage theorem for modular Waldhausen exact categories
In this section, we recall Quillen’s original de´vissage theorem in [Qui73] with an adequate generalization.
Throughout this section, let E be a small exact category.
A.0.1. (Modular exact categories, modular Waldhausen categories). We say that E is modular if it satis-
fies the following two conditions:
(Mod1). For any admissible monomorphisms x z, y z in E , there exists a fiber product x×z y and the
canonical morphisms x×z y→ x, x×z y→ y and x unionsq
x×zy
y→ z are admissible monomorphism.
(Mod2). In the following commutative diagram of admissible monomorphisms,
x // //


y


z // // w
the canonical induced morphism x→ z×w y is also an admissible monomorphisms.
For a modular exact category E and admissible monomorphisms x z and y z, we set x∩z y := x×z y
and x∪z y := x unionsq
x∩zy
y. For simplicity we often write x∩ y and x∪ y for x∩z y and x∪z y respectively. Then by
[Kel90, p.406 step 1], the commutative diagram of admissible monomorphisms
x∩ y // //


x


y // // x∪ y.
is a biCartesian square. Hence we have an admissible exact sequence
x∩ y x⊕ y x∪ y. (269)
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Moreover for any sequence of admissible monomorphisms x z a u y in E , we can produce
the commutative diagram below:
x∩ y // //


x⊕ y // //


x∪ y


z∩w // //

z⊕u // //

z∪w

z∩w/x∩ y // z/x⊕u/y // z∪w/x∪ y.
Here by the sequence (269), the first and the second horizontal lines are admissible short exact sequences and
we can check that the left, the middle and the right vertical lines are also admissible short exact sequences.
Thus by 3×3-lemma, the third horizontal line
z∩w/x∩ y z/x⊕u/y z∪w/x∪ y (270)
is also an admissible short exact sequence.
We say that a pair (E ,w) is a modular Waldhausen exact category if the pair (E ,w) and the pair of the
opposite categories (E op,wop) are Waldhausen categories and E is modular and moreover w satisfies the
following strong cogluing axiom:
In the commutative diagram below
x // //
a

y
b

zoooo
c

x′ // // y′ z′oooo
if a, b and c are in w, then the induced canonical morphism a×b c : x×y z→ x′×y′ z′ is also in w.
In the rest of this section, we assume that the pair (E ,w) is a modular Waldhausen exact category.
A.0.2. Remark. To explain where the naming of modularity comes from, we need to prepare some notations.
Let L be a lattice, namely a partially ordered set closed under sup and inf of any finite sets. For any elements a
and b in L, we write a∪b and a∩b for sup{a,b} and inf{a,b} respectively. Recall that a lattice L is modular
if for any triple of elements a≤ b and c in L, the following equality called modular law holds:
a∪ (b∩ c) = (a∪b)∩ c. (271)
For any object e, we denote the isomorphism class of admissible subobjects of e byP(e). Then we will show
thatP(e) is a modular lattice. Indeed, for any triple of admissible subobjects x y and z of e, by applying
the admissible short exact sequence (270) to x, y, z and u = y, it turns out that the conditions x∩y = z∩y and
x∪ y = z∪ y imply x ∼→ z. Thus by Dedekind’s criterion of modularity (see for example [MY14, 1.5]),P(e)
is a modular lattice.
A.0.3. For any non-negative integer n, we define E (n,w) to be the full subcategory of E [1] the functor category
from the ordinal [n] = {0,1, · · · ,n} to E consisting of those objects x such that for any pair i≤ j of elements
of [n], the morphism x(i≤ j) from x(i) to x( j) is in w.
We natural make E (n,w) into an exact category where a sequence x
f→ y g→ z of morphisms in E (n,w) is
an admissible exact sequence if x(i)
f (i)→ y(i) g(i)→ z(i) is an admissible exact sequence in E for any i ∈ [n].
The association [n] 7→ E (n,w), gives a simplicial exact category(= a simplicial object in the category of
exact categories and exact functors).
A.0.4. Lemma. Let (E ,w) be a modular Waldhausen exact category. Then for any non-negative integer n,
the exact category E (n,w) is a modular exact category.
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Proof. Recall that an admissible monomorphism in E (n,w) is a term-wise admissible monomorphisms in
E (see A.0.3). Only non-trivial assertion is existence of a fiber product x×z y for any pair of admissible
monomorphisms x z and y z in E (n,w). Since E is modular it exists term-wisely, and therefore it exists
in E [n] the functor category from [n] to E . By virtue of strong cogluing axiom, it is actually in E (n,w).
A.0.5. (Relative de´vissage condition). Let D be a topologizing subcategory of E (see 1.1.14). Then D
naturally becomes a strict exact subcategory of E (see the definition of strict exact subcategories for 1.1.1 and
see [Moc13a, 5.3] for the proof of this fact).
For a non-negative integer n, we can check thatD(n,w) is again a topologizing subcategory of E (n,w) by
utilizing strong gluing axiom. For simplicity we also write the same letter w for w∩MorD . We say that the
inclusion functor (D ,w) ↪→ (E ,w) satisfies the relative de´vissage condition if for any non-negative integer n,
the inclusion functor D(n,w) ↪→ E (n,w) satisfies the de´vissage condition (see 4.3.3).
A.0.6. Theorem (De´vissage). If the inclusion functor (D ,w) ↪→ (E ,w) satisfies the relative de´vissage con-
dition, then it induces a homotopy equivalence wS·D → wS·E on K-theory.
Proof. We fix a non-negative integer n and we apply Quillen’s de´vissage theorem in [Qui73] to the inclusion
functor D(n,w) ↪→ E (n,w). In [Qui73], we need to assume that E (n,w) is abelian. But this hypothesis is
only using to prove the fact that for any object a in E (n,w), the isomorphism class of subobjects of a becomes
a (modular) lattice and the fact that for any sequence of admissible monomorphisms z x a y u
in E (n,w), there exists an admissible short exact sequence (270) in E (n,w). These facts are proven in
A.0.1, A.0.4 and A.0.5. Thus the proof in [Qui73] works fine for our situation. Hence it turns out that the
inclusion functor QD(n,w) ↪→ QE (n,w) is a homotopy equivalence. Here the letter Q means the Quillen’s
Q-construction. Then by virtue of Waldhausen’s Q= s theorem in [Wal85, 1.9], the inclusion functorD ↪→ E
induces a homotopy equivalence wSnD → wSnE for any non-negative integer n. Finally by the realization
lemma in [Seg74, Appendix A] or [Wal78, 5.1], we obtain the result.
Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Masana Harada, Kei Hagihara, Sho
Saito, Seidai Yasuda, Toshiro Hiranouchi and Gonc¸alo Tabuada for useful conversations in the early stage of
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